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THE MUSIC DIDN’T DRIVE HIM INTO A FRENZY.

IT WAS THE GUY WHO SNAKED
HIS NEW ISSUE OF NINTENDO POWER.

If your name isn’t on the cover of this mag then how did you get this issue into your

grubby game-gripping palms anyway? A: Begged it B: Snaked it. C: Got scammed at

the newstand for $ 3.95. & If you’re guilty of any of these charges, there’s something

you should know. Until you get your own subscription, you’re never gonna beat

somebody who gets their own monthly issue of Nintendo Power. # Be serious for

a minute. How do you expect to compete against
WINiriEMffi)

someone who gets hundreds of hot game tips every month-tips that buy them extra

lives, help them skip levels and beat the crud out of non-subscribing losers time after

time-you can’t. The only way to stay in the game and stay uj£to-date with Ultra 64

and Virtual Boy is to sign-up now for $18* and get a fresh, crispy, tip-packed issue of

Nintendo Power in your mailbox every month. & So forget begging and mooching

old worn out issues of Nintendo Power off your friends. There’s only one thing that

feels better than getting your own copy of Nintendo Power every month.

And that’s beating the crud out of someone who doesn’t.

Call- 1 -800-255-3700 to subscribe.

"Canadian residents pay $25 Canadian funds.
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A bout the new changes in NP’s
appearance? They’re great!

Anyone who doesn’t think so is a
fool. Flip through the pages! You
just gotta love the depth of those
cool graphics. Oh, and I absolutely

adore the new Epic Center for us
adventure players. But just one
thing ... Where are the comics?

BETH LEE
LINDEN, NJ

W hat happened to the
comics? Your comics were

one of the things that kept me
reading your magazine. I think
they’re really cool and you should
keep them going. If you guys make
another comic it should be about
DK Country or the Secret of Mana.

RICK WAGNER
KODIAK, AK

Thanksfor the two thumbs up, Siskel

and Ebert— er, Beth and Rick!
Seriously,you may seea newcomic
infuture issues. However, most
readers tell us they want us to

pack each issue with as many tips,

strategies, and industry scoops as

possible.

F irst of all, I want to say that I

love your magazine. I have
only one problem with it Your let-

ter section needs to be totally
redone. When I read it, it sounds
like the magazine is written for 8-

year-olds. I mean, I don’t want to

read how peoples’ dogs read your
magazine or who can make a loaf

of bread that looks like a Game
Boy. I want to read some more
interesting letters. You need to talk

about what is going on in the gam-
ing world. Print letters that are
more controversial, you know,
something that will spark an argu-
ment. People eat it right up!! BASH
the competition (Sega and Sony).
Your system, the SNES, is far better

than the Genesis and 32X, so make
it known. Your upcoming Ultra 64
will totally annihilate Sega’s “Next
Level” and Sony’s PlayStation.

RICK INNOCENT
NEW CASTLE, FA

Mario waves to Nintendo Power subscriber

Scott Zelenka of Cary, NC, (third from right) dur-

ing Nintendo PowerFest '94. Say "Hi," Scott!



T
n the first great adventure,

You traveled the lands,

With white and black wizards,

And fighters in clans.

In the second epicjourney.

You laughed and you cried,

You got re-united,

With people who had died.

In the third and best one,

You learned Espers and spells,

And you even beat monsters,

Who store lightning in shells.

And even though the first two,

Were great to me,

None will be as good.

As Final Fantasy III!!!

CHRIS HART
PORT ORCHARD,WA

EXCUSES TO USE WHEN
A RENTED GAME CANT
BE RETURNED
IQ I'll pay for the game. Not!!

3. I confess! What are you going

to do—Put me in jail?

B. I gave it away as a present.
"7. Someone took it.

B. I lost it.

5. My dog ate it for breakfast!

4. The game didn't work.
3. My little brother sold it.

2. The game blew up!

1. I used it as a science project!

DEBBY HUNG
PARIBO, SURINAME

REASONS TO BUY SEGA
INSTEAD OF NINTENDO

IQ Ummm...
9. Just a minute...

B. Sega gives you...err...
~

7 . They're...ahhh...

6. I can't think of any more
reasons. Never mind.

CHRIS AMIS
COLLINGWOOD, ON

IF YOU’RE IN THE MOOD TO

WRITE, WE’RE IN THE MOOD

TO READ!

Callingallartists
Let your imaginations run
wild] Send us your best Play It

LoudI Game-Boy and Killer

Instinct creations. Drawings,

photos, sculpture — the more
off-the-wall, the betterl

NINTENDOPOWER
PLAYER’SPULSE
P.O.BOX 97033

REDMOND,WA 98073-9733

T
just beat the Illusion of Gaia,

andam very upset with the end-
ing. I always thought that Will and
Kara would fall in love or kiss or

something. When they were stuck

on the raft for a month they start-

ed getting feelings for each other

but when it came to the end—noth-
ing! (But for a sad ending it was still

pretty good.)

melissa McCulloch
ST. LOUIS, MO

(TDD 1-8004224281)
Call for service, general assistance or to change your address

between 4 a.m. and midnight Pacific time, Monday through

Saturday, or6 a m. and 7 p.m. Sunday. French- and Spanish-

speaking representatives are available.

1 -206 -885-7529 Voice Response Unit

It may be long distance, so before you call, be sure to get per-

mission from whoever pays the bill.

Nintendo Power Source on America Online

To sign upi 1-800-827-6364, ext 12386

To access areai Keyword NINTENDO

Nintendo Power on the Interneti

WWW.NINTENDO.COM
e-maili Nintendo9Nintendo.com

WNTiEfSI0.Oi
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1 THE LEGEND OF ZELDA:aw«b*« 1 26

2 DONKEY KONG LAND 6 5

3 METROID II: RETURN OF SAMUS 5 42

4 TETRIS
j

7 33

5 SUPER MARIO LAND 2: «j£s
DEN

9 32

6 WARIO LAND: laKd3
MARI° 4 12

7 DONKEY KONG 2 13

8 KIRBY'S DREAM LAND 2 NEW 1

9 MORTAL KOMBAT II 8 6

10 MARIO'S PICROSS NEW 1

1 TETRIS GAME BOY JUN. '89

2 MARIO'S PICROSS GAME BOY MAR. '95

3 DR. MARIO GAME BOY DEC. '90

4 SHANGHAI 2: &AGONS SUPER NES FEB. '93

5 BREAKTHRU! GAME BOY JAN. '95

6 YOSHI'S COOKIE GAME BOY APR. '93

7 TETRIS 2 GAME BOY DEC. '93

8 TETRIS & DR. MARIO SUPER NES DEC '94

9 BUST A MOVE SUPER NES MAR. '95

10 KIRBY'S AVALANCHE SUPER NES FEB/95

Nintendo Power readers have
announced their wish list. These games
and systems are hot enough to give you
a third-degree burn! If you want to be
heard, be sure to send in the Player's

Poll card in this issue.

LLER INSTINCT (NU 64)

l. MORTAL KOMBAT III

(SUPER NES AND NU 64)
3. NINTENDO ULTRA 64
4. DOOM (NU 64)
5. VIRTUAL BOY
6. DIDDY KONG
7. DONKEY KONG COUNTRY

(SUPER NES)
8. FINAL FANTASY III (SUPER NE
9. MEGA MAN X2 (SUPER NES)
10. SUPER GAME BOY
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EMEBGENCY...SPECIAL BULLETIN.

What can be said about
EarthBound? In simple terms, it is a

24 megabit RPG housed in plastic

with battery backed-up memory,
three slots for separate game files

and about 40 hours worth of mind-
bending play. We use the term
“play” in the loosest sense, for there
is nothing innocent about thisgame
in spite of its charming appearance.

When the first players ten-

tatively popped this “game”
into their Super NES con-
soles, they were instantly

infected by what has come to be
known as the EarthBound
Phenomenon. Mentally trans-
formed into video game heroes,
they actually believed that they
were battling the alien force called

Giygas. Those victims lucky enough
to be unplugged went through
weeks of denial during which they
often attempted to use their fiction-

al PSI powers and ray guns from the

game world. Many reported flash-

WHEN DREAMS
LEAD TO MAD-
NESS, WHO WILL
WAKE YOU FOR
BREAKFAST?

This special Epic Center
in-depth report looks at

an invasion of epic pro-

portions. The scenes

from Nintendo’s new
EarthBound depicted in

the following pages may
shock you, stun you, and
leave you wriggling and
gasping like a beached
trout. We suggest psy-

chiatric guidance for

readers who continue

beyond this point.

10 NINTENDOPOWER



EXCLUSIVE DflERVIEW

III! METEORITE

SHIGESATO ITOI
PROFILE
•Age
•Home Tokyo
•Profession

Writer, TV personal-

ity,game designer

•Favorite Food
Strawberry, Tofu,

Glove Fish

In an exclusive, trans-
pacific interview, Epic
Center gets the scoop
from Shigesato Itoi, the
author or EarthBound.
You may not have heard the name
Shigesato Itoi (pronounced E-Toy)

before, but his face is familiar to mil-

lions of Japanese TV viewers and his

articles have been published in

Japan's major magazines. His many
talents have also taken him down
more unusual paths such as the cre-

ation of EarthBound.

Itoi began his career as an

advertising copy writer for Seibu, a

major department store in Japan. His

television ads won numerous
awards, drawing the attention of the

public and giving him new opportuni-

ties. One of the most famous of his

ads starred Woody Allen in a non-

speaking role. His more recent tele-

vision credits include several series

of hour-long shows covering popu-

lar or quirky topics. Itoi develops the

concepts of the show then acts as

the host. He has covered sports,

explored ancient mines and, most
recently, gone fishing in famous fish-

ing holes around the world.

backs in
which they
scavenged
through
garbage cans,

rode atop sea

serpents, bat-

tled post-
modern art and called home to their

mothers on a regular basis. But the true

scope of the horror was not realized
until one recovering victim was discov-

ered singing the blues on a bus headed
out of town. Please, help us end the suf-

fering.Just say, “No More!”

VOLUME 73 11
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HOW EARTHBOUND WILL DESTROY CIVILIZATION AS WE KNOW IT

Onett—average, suburban
town or root of all evil?

Onett seems like an average American
community. But no. In Onett, dogs run
off their leashes, crows attack children
and policemen are rude. It is here
where the glowing meteorite lands and
the infection of Giygas first spreads.

Some players, even after undergoing
reverse brainwashing, derffand that!

Onett be wpped off the face of ;jjhe

earth as the source of all evil, not fo

mention an awful odor that smell* like

old athletic socks.

Exhibit 4-LAHIDl[ pi.,
—

forced tojjse horrid
r^Bound are

scene, Ness crushes wS!2I!2S!P P^ers. In this
Exhibit 3—Not only does EarthBound
advocate the violent overthrow, humiliation

and ultimate taming of infected victims, it

does so without apology or compassion.
When will the taming end?

Exhibit 5—Lawless
behavior is seen every-

where in EarthBound.

The pictured park in

Twoson has been taken

over by brazen mer-
chants.

Exhibit 6—Danger and;
general disregard for safety

precautions can be observed
\ed an enormous

I.
Love, Ness

throughout the game. Note
the gratuitous lack of

guardrails.

fvx
Ira

12 NINTENDOPOWER
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anoctm’Bj,“^;s '!r Pr«s«mably
» minal massSJIhereW™!8"' is there

Paralysis

exhibit
Exhibit 11—Many players report a sense of

repre- loss when they are unplugged. "My best friends
' " IJ

were all in there,” says one recovering Bounder.
"I left my dog behind, says another. Save your-
self the pain. Don't play this game!

the Giants didn't win, he’d shave his

head again. Luckily, they came
through.

Perhaps the quirkiest of

his TV series was his exploration of

Mt. Akagi, the site of a 500 year old

gold mine. With cameras and a

national audience in tow, Itoi

explored the mines that burrowed

into the flanks of this mountain in

search of the legendary mother-

lode. He never found the treasure,

but the effort has been commemo-
rated in EarthBound with the gold

mine in Dusty Dunes Desert.

NESS

SHIGESATO ITOl.cont.

Pest Mom & Pad: Weathers great in Twoson. Deposed ruthless cult

leader and rescued a girl in a dress. Think I'm in love. Aless

P.S. She wore the dress.

Twoson
—no where near Arizona.
The player’s experiences in and
around the town of Twoson under-
score the^repcril th/tta^uts careless

gamefs who* wander into
EarthKjund. LTie dm inoufrne i a plror

of Mr. (karpainter and his mindless
cult followers can be seen as a \yafn-

ing to players. It is painfully clefj&‘

EarthBoifiJdjBbl r®B
your mincMpness you up jjl a puypu
robe and send you butSjde to paint a species after

1

cow blue. Be st£ohg! Resist!

Mr. Itoi might be

said to be the
Japanese equiva-

lent of columnist

Dave Barry. Itoi’s

column in a pop-

ular Japanese
magazine takes a

light-hearted look at issues and

events around the world. But his

most lasting fame comes from his

work in television. Several years ago,

Itoi hosted a popular sports news

series. As a devoted fan of the

Tokyo Giants baseball team, he

vowed to shave his head if the team

failed to win the Nihon (Japanese)

Series. Well, they didn’t and he
shaved his pate on national TV. Next
year, challenging the fates once
more, Itoi boldly announced that if

Exhibit 9—Reports from EarthBound recov-
ery centers indicate that the fierce attacks of

this mutant mole have scarred patients so
deeply that many refuse to cross stretches of

dirt without the protection of an Ml battle tank.

Tm

’y

I
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Exhibit 12-- — ._~-Ashockingdisregard for privacy is

exhibited bv players as they explore. "You gotta go
in," says one player. And wnat do they.doin these
rooms? "You take stuff that you find, and some-
times you get beat up."

AL . Trx iTr. Or.*lk«ri

Witness the actof one Jeff

Anddwts whobreaks^urfew and
steals off into the night. On closer

examination, itcairpa&een that

Jeff hap neither a propefwinter
coat normittensl^^j^^^^^

Exhibit 14- 1

-

ble scientific communi-
ty has worked to
dispel such ridiculous

myths as the exis-

tence of huge, crea-

tures with long necks
that live in northern
lakes. Alas, that effort

has gone to waste.

1TENDOPOWER

kkkkk

FURTHER EVIDENCE OF THE TOXI

WINTERS,

DUSTY DU
Science-fiction and fact

mangled for gratuitous fun
The quirky uses to which science and
technology are put in EarthBound may
seem innocent, but the fact teinatm
that such undiluted silliness causes
chronic hiccups in laboratory rats, or
at least should. Dr. Andonuts is por-
trayed as a clown of science, wKile tlte

race of Mr. Saturn's bears no resem-
blance to any researcher currently
alive and standing in this room. But
more damaging by far are the notions
that players get from the game. More
than 22% of players |j,o

believe in UFOs, 37%
believe in time travel,

and a whopping 86%
believe that pizza can
fre cfeTrvered any-
where in the world
within 30 seconds. m t ^
Such beliefs threaten .

\ A to shake IrP

Jr thc ^ry EgW \ founda-
r tions of

_9Bkour mod-

# tenuvorld.

Hlk Exhibit 11-mat you see here is the
death of freedom. One sheet of Zombie

apacitated an entire popula-
living dead. The zombies

have no defense, no chance, no hope.

EFFECTS OF EARTHBOUND



SHIGESATO ITOI, cont.

So how does a famous TV host and

writer become a video game author?

According to Mr. Itoi, it all began ten

Exhibit 75-EarthBound players not

only report seeing UFOs, they also claim

to have ridden in them! Air Force
spokespersons suggest that these
deluded people have probably just been
abducted by weather balloons.

Exhibit 76-Theevil circus tent marks
the grave of innocent fun. Thanks to

'

EartnBound, every elephant, every acrobat
and every man wearing a sequined jacket will

be suspected of evil doings.

years ago when he fell in love with

Super Mario Bros. He loved playing

the game, even though he admits that

he’s not very good at it He thinks

the characters and challenges of SMB
are great, and he loves Shigeru

Miyamoto’s creations, but he prefers

Exhibit /7—Fly Honey, a compound Exhibit 75—This venerable Sprout has been
unknown to the EPA, is shown here being fed alive since the days of the mastodon, but
to Master Belch. Could this toxic substance demented EarthBounders roast it with their PSI
seep into the soil, poison rivers and melt the Fire. Fortunately, there are condiments in the

- ice caps, causing world-wide game to cover the appalling lack of taste.

.
flooding?

Exhibit 75—The carelessness of a

myopic individual is no excuse for defacing the

desert with this sign. Unrestricted signage is

one the Twentieth
century. Help cleanup EagleLand.

to play RPGs. Why? “An RPG is the

only kind of game you can put down
when you want to get something to

eat or go to the bathroom,” he joked

through a translator. “You can even

drop it for months, then come back

to the game and keep going.”

Mr. Itoi became involved in

the EarthBound project when he vis-

ited Nintendo headquarters in

Kyoto several years ago. He met
with Mr. Miyamoto and expressed

his interest in creating a different

kind of RPG, one that doesn’t rely

on fantasy elements or science fic-

“I Want-

ed to create a H
game with Hi;'.'.

1

real charac- H'
rers charac-

tors whom
players would H '

-y ; r de-

recognize in
T*'

-’-'.

the people Hi; -

'

•

them.

•Master Belch grabbed

the "Fly Honey”!



EARTHBOUND THREATENS FAMILY UNIT

Exhibit 22-The wanton destruction of the
Mani Mani Statuefn-Mognside is just another
example of the madnessthat-tejons in

EarthBound. Do civiUzedpeople destroya work
of art just because it is

,
sinks tons'";

16 NINTENDOPOWER

FOURSIDE

and DAL
The promise of exotic,

foreign locations seduces
unsuspecting players.
EarthBound holds out the promise of
excitement, travel and adventure, but at

what terrible cost to the player? Many lose

interest in the real world, stopping play only
long enough to eat dinner and bathe the dog.
Families become divided, husbands and wives
fight overgame time, children hog the Player s

Guide. It’s easy to condemn these Bounders as

crazed, psychotic epicjunkies, but is that really

the case? Research has shown that players with-

out any RPG experience are just
as likely to succumb to the for-
bidden pleasures of EarthBound
as seasoned vetera

Exhibit 20—Most governments

E3ESSS9
Exhibit 75-Moie skins

command a high price, but the
indiscriminate slaughter of

P
iant moles must cease,

layers delude themselves
that it's all a game, but it's no
game to those shivering,

naked moles.

ronmentallv indefensible, __

.

EarthBound laughs in the face of sound
mining practices. Furthermore, all safety
precautions are blatantly ignored.



Exhibit 23-Theuseof
bombs, bottle rockets and other

explosive weapons can hardly be
justified by the excuse that they
are used in self defense, because
characters in EarthBound are

•Jeff fired

the Big bottle rocket!

Shrooom! tried

Lifeup a!

SHIGESATO ITOI, cont.

After his meeting with Miyamoto,

Mr. Itoi met with Mr. Yamauchi,

president of Nintendo Company

Exhibit 25—EarthBound advocates playing

Exhibit 25-oniy Prince Poo is on a higher

spiritual plain in EarthBound, but even his lofty

soul will be dropped in the muck by the unspeak-
able events that take place in EarthBound.

Exhibit 27—The Plague Rat of Doom is just

the Big bottle rocket!

Ltd., who gave his blessing to the

“Mother” project From there, Itoi

teamed up with a company called

Ape in Tokyo. Ape is best known
for its books on video games, but

their artistic talents perfectly

matched Itoi’s vision for Mother, as

EarthBound was called in Japan. He
knew from the start that he wanted

to do something new and different.

“I didn’t want to create a game by

the numbers," he told us. “lnstead-

of putting the game in a fantasy set-

ting, I wanted to use ordinary

places."

The first game was devel-

oped for the 8-bit Nintendo
Entertainment System, but that

version nevfer came out in the U.S.

The current version of EarthBound

for the Super NES retains many of

the features of the NES original,

including the sense of humor and

artistic style.

Exhibit 28—ibe
Krakken, a mythical

sea serpent, displays

callous disregard for

human life in

EarthBound. But the

truth is that most
mythical beasts are

less of a danger to

people than a slick

bathroom floor.

VOLUME 73 17



EARTHBOUND MAY BE A HAZARD TO YOUR NOSE

CAN Y©V
K.SSFST

R.'TU&eYNI

Hv\r?
Reality is so twisted in

EarthBound that these vil-

lagers believe that everything
surrounding them is in a cage.

Recovering players also

exhibit signs of false percep-
tions—wearing their pants on
their heads and so forth.

1 tired

Big bottle rocket!

MUM, DEEP DARKNESS

and THEiOST UNDERWORLD

Inhibit 30

The end is nigh.

Repent now!

The final leg of thejourney in

EarthBound leads players
into such vile and loathsome

tstahces fha't'tjecor

pre^C#us from.detaii
themhete. Lefey.

ply that you will experienct
hor^Drslike dinosaurs, aliens, time

nanity \yh£n they are Rover m*!,
' asI an air CnnZ;

9 pr°Per orer*,,

transfonftec&nflSn dbots.'What sort of a°dsee fright Payers foswe^r 1nd

game turns young heroes into mere 0r^^^^9 ",ira3es Allowing fham
mechanical droids? Where will it all

end? Act now or one day soon you
may wake up to discover that you
have become a cellular phone.

inharmonv-

Exhibit 33-More shocking revela

18 NINTENDOPOWER



to watch shows like Lucy, Gunsmoke,

Flipper, The Beverly Hillbillies and

Twilight Zone. That was our picture

of America—Father Knows Best and

Leave It To Beaver. I love to think of

America as a place like that" You can

see fragments of that America every-

where in EarthBound, from the funny

enemies to the manicured
lawns. This game, conceived

and programmed in Japan, is a

tribute to the younger, gentler

United States of the '50s.

Mr. Itoi ended our conversa-

tion with a comment on the dif-

ferences between the U.S. and

Japan. “In Japan,” he said, “every-

one strives to be the same, to

look the same, do the same things

and even think the same. What I like

most about America is that everyone

is an individual.” This amazingly cre-

ative and individualistic Japanese man
is already working on his next pro-

ject—a video game, about fishing.

SHIGESATO ITOI, con».

When Mr. Itoi was growing up in

Japan, he used to watch American TV
shows. “Everyone would get together

STINHS, TOO
Not only does the game of EarthBound
reek like some foul creature of the sewers,

but Nintendo has made the product even
more repulsive with the Player’s Guide
that comes packaged with the game.
Inside the book, you’ll find a page of
scratch-and-sniff cards bursting with
odors from the game. The concept of
Smell marketing reaches a new low with

this campaign. Your nose will be offend-
ed, your friends will keep you out of
homes and your dog will probably eat the
book. Ask yourself, is it really worth it?

every map and strategy
needed for players to complete the

game. But its true purpose is to

seduce players into the world of
EarthBound. Once you’ve entered,

you will be caught like a zombie on
Zombie Paper. How many innocent

players have been lost so far? The
numbers rise daily. Save yourself
while you can. It’s, it’s, it’s coming
sooooon!

I

t
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propkecy foretells of a cki!4 porn

ler fke kloo4-re4 skies of a
Warrior s (Doon. T^ke fate of tke

lan4 rest's on t"ke skoulJers of Hie

ckosen one—fke kk/eaponL.or'J.

Damcos password kackeJ, twenty-

four megabit fighting game is a guar-
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py equipping each warrior with®
medieval weapons. \A/Ki]e this ini- fl

haJIy seems like a renin of an over-3
4one theme, kkfcaponL.or4 s wiJe

assortment of kiJJen friclcs, secret'3
moves anJ kloo^y surprises keep®
players figkhng for more.



WEAPONLORD

Anticipate and block your foe's attacks from a -

variety of stances. Parry against your opponent •

and exploit an opening. WeaponLord rewards the

warrior that demonstrates superior knowledge, <,

skill and timing.

Consult yourgame manual or Option
Screen for cpiuroller configurations.

warrior’s training is long, arduous, and never com-
1* plete. Players may select one of six combatants to

embark on this difficult journey. Each gladiator possesses

a wide variety of unique moves and attacks. Warriors may
block, utilize combination attacks and finish foes with

fatalities. Experiment with each character in Player \

Player mode and determine which combatant best suits

your style of play. You can even play as Zarak the .

DemonLord—just don’t let the other warriors pummel i

you off your throne.

j f eaponLord includes a fea-

ture that allows fighters to

parry or block an onslaught of blows .

landed by an opponent. If you time
this defensive move properly, you

|
won’t take any damage. Blows
absorbed by a weapon or shield push £
a character backward. The stronger J

the blow you inflict, the less prepara-

ombinations, or a series of
blows landed in quick succes- ,

sion, are big scoring hits in this game. .

Use combination attacks to keep your
opponent reeling until defeated. The }

best combination attacks are in the
J

form of special moves, but keep in

mind that combos leave you vulnera- <i

ble to a devastating counterattack by -j

your opponent. Learn more about •

combinations on the following pages. 1

iM HWRBi

tion lime you need to strike again.

Repeated blows to a weapon can
weaken it to the point of breaking,

Eeeew! Someone lost their head in another
bloody fatality! Dexterous victors can elect dt
to gut or decapitate their vanquished oppo-
nent. Fans of Conan the Barbarian and Red il!

Sonya will feel at home in WeaponLord's 9
primitive and bloody environment.

inish the battle for good by

y gutting or decapitating your
opponent—a fate no player wants to

lose their head over. WeaponLord is

full of these final gruesome touches.

Players disc over fatalities by execut-

ing a special move as their opponent
bounces to the floor. Death Blows
and Death Combos are not for the

faint of heart. One glimpse of a

rolling bloody skull or spatter-

ing entrails can ruin your lunch.

Most fatalities are difficult to enter
$

and require timing, practice, and j
experience to master. Pushing your j

opponent into a corner prior to J
attempting a fatality increases your f

chances ofgory success.



JBUPnvorr is the future leader of
primitive nomadic Tribe of Tarok. Y
ago his twin brother, Kang, was capti

during a raid on the village. Now Ko

scouring the land for his missing^d
brother and the renegade raiding party.

His hunt for revenge leaves him deeply
embroiled in Zarok’s bloody tournament.

Power Push Elbow Smash
Korr’s massive flaming sword is

legendary throughout the land. Few moves in the

arena are more intimidating than the barbarian's

360 Air Frenzy attack. This lethal aerial display of

flame and flesh is useful in stopping air assaults by
your opponent. To execute a low 360 Air Frenzy,

Hold BackThrust, Toward, Up, Up-Toward. Catch
some additional air in a high 360 Air Frenzy by hold-

ing BackStrike, Toward, Up, Up-Toward.

Nomads don't like crowds, and Korr has a unique

method for maintaining his own personal space.

Stand close to your opponent and press Toward,
Down-Toward, Down, Down-Back, BackThrust.

Another variation of this move is Toward, Down-
Toward, Down, Down-Back, BackStrike. This

attack is great

or temporarily

knocking the

\*«y3*

y

wind out of

your enemy.

Witness the fastest elbow in the land I Getting hit

by Korr's funny bone is hardly a laughing matter.

This attack is an effective means of stunning an
opponent. Quickly press Toward, Toward,
ForeThrust or ForeStrike. When used properly, the

force of the blow sends the opposition crashing to

their knees.

Also known as the Gut Slash, this deadly uppercut
quickly reduces your opponent to gory mush. Press;,

Back, Down-Back, Down, Down-Toward, Toward,
and ForeThrust or ForeStrike. Be aware that the

‘

opening of this attack exposes Korr to quick thrusts

from your opponent.

The Heart Strike is a great reversal move for

switching sides with your adversary. When exe-

cuted, Korr leaps high into the air and lands in front
' Or behind his opponent. Hold BackThrust and
press Up, Up, Down. For a higher jump, hold

BackStrike and press Up, Up, Down. Korr is open
to a counterattack when he lands, so use this move
carefully. Try pulling off this move when your

opponent is stunned and
lying on the ground.

Light up the night and your opponent with the

Firestorm attack! This flaming sword move is

great for landing a four hit combination on an
unwary enemy. Hold ForeThrust or ForeStrike,

then press Up, UpToward, and Down. This is one
of the easiest (and coolest) combinations to learn

in the game. This is another flaming sword technique utilizing!

an undercut approach in a two-hit combination, i

Hold BackThrust or BackStrike, then press

Down, Down-Toward, Toward and Down. While
not as impressive as the Firestorm attack, this

combo effectively neutralizes incoming low
blows from.the opposition.

Ik Batter up! Activate the Tarok Strike and knock J

m your opponent deep into center field. Hold
j

K' ForeThrust or ForeStrike, then press Down-
4 Back, Down, Down-Toward, Toward. Enter

this move after a fatal blow and you might find 1

|g a gory surprise!
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BSJr Once a soldier offorluneJen-Tai

is a lieutenant in Zarok’s dark legion.

Favored by the DemonLordJenTai is one
of the most powerful warriors in the land.

Challengers to Zarbk mustfirstdefea^|
Jen-Tai. If the gladiators fail, Zarol
orderedJen-Tai fulfill one last request-

to raise her sword against her master.

properly, the Shield Spike move can end a <

round in five quick moves. Quickly tap Back,

Toward, and ForeStrike or ForeThrust. If
|

Jen-Tai waved her sword, you need to press

.

the keys faster.

The Ram toss is a reversal maneuver that lifts sur-

prised opponents off their feet and deposits them
on their hindquarters. Stand close to your adver-

sary and press ForeThrust or ForeStrike, Toward,
Up-Toward. and Up Take advantage of your

stunned enemy by following up with a combination!:

The Aura Strike is a frightening BackStrike illuminated by a flick-

ering bolt of electric blue light. This move requires both practice

and timing. Tap Back, then press Down, Down-Back, Back and
BackStrike or BackThrust. While this move looks cool, a regular

BackStrike inflicts more damage and takes less time to execute.

No, we re not talking about Andre Agassi's tennis game, but
|

after executing this attack, your victim might want to play
j

another sport. This electrical elbow jolts your opponent 9
backward for a major loss. Hold BackStrike or BackThrust,

then press Back, Back-Up, and Toward. This move exposes

Jen-Tai to a counterattack, so use it sparingly.

This move is similar to Korr's Heart strike, and even uses

the same controller button sequence. Hold BackThrust or

BackStrike, then press Up, Up, and Down. Unlike Korr, Jen-

Tai jumps the same height no matter which button is held,

but the front end of her blade inflicts damage as she lands

i)n her victim.

Wanna carve a hole in the middle of the competi- 9
tion? The Death Blade move is a perfect example *

of why Jen-Tai is a true master of her trade. Hold

ForeStrike or ForeThust, then press Down-Toward,
Down and Toward. The sequence can be awkward
at first, but the result is worth the effort. Try for a

hole in one!

Use the Back Blade Strike and watch the light-

show as blue light spins around Jen-Tai. This

whirling maneuver is harmful to anything falling

inside its electric arc. Hold ForeThrust or

ForeStrike, Toward, Back, Down-Back, Down, and

Toward. Like the Death Blade, this move requires

some practice and timing.

Opponent too close? Feeling claustrophobic?

Unleash the power of the Shield Spike and push <
your enemy back against the wall! Hold BackStrike,

or BackThrust, then press Down, Down-Toward,
and Toward. When executed properly, this move .’

knocks your adversaries right off their feet.



^BP^Born high in tnetn?etops’Talazia'
possesses all the qualities of a bird of
prey. She dives into her foes and shreds
them with avian fury. She entered the

suffering of her people. Talazia’s razor-

sharp, close-range attacks are feared and
admired by all of the gladiators.

With a scream of an angry falcon, Talazia

descends onto her helpless victim. Hold
BackThrust then quickly press Up, Toward, and
Up-Toward for a low attack. Hold BackStrike
then tap Up, Toward, and Up-Toward if you

want to dive out of

the sun.

This move is an uppercut of devastating
proportions. Use the Prey Launch to simultane-
ously damage and switch sides with your oppo-
nent. Close in on your enemy and press
Down-Back, Down, Toward, and BackThrust or

BackStrike. Too

'V'/', Rr|
(iliporicnl car"

I

land like Talazia.

Like the Air Frenzy, the Falcon Strike is another
deadly diving attack, allow T alazia the opportu-
nity to dive and drill simultaneously into her pul-

verized foe. Hold ForeThrust, Up, Up-Back, and
Back to execute a normal Falcon Strike. To exe-
cute a longer range attack. Hold ForeStrike, Up,
Up-Back, and Back. Your opponent's Life Meter
will never be the same.

XT Does your enemy need an uplifting experience? UseH the Reverse Claw and sweep them off their feet. Hold

if ForeStrike or ForeThrust, then press Back, Down-H Back, Down, and Down-Toward Just be sure yourK opposition doesn't counter with a blow at your feet.
Uj Once in a while Talazia encounters an enemy equipped
r with a long weapon that nullifies her Falcon or Air

^ Frenzy attacks. The only real defense in this situation is

jk to maintain distance between you and your opponent.
Take advantage of the Talon Blade attack. Tap Back,

5 Down, Back and the BackStrike or BackThrust button.

Sh The whirling Talon Blade flies as fast as a hummingbird
A. straight into the eyes of your opponent. After all, long
- distance attacks are the next best thing to being there.

The slashing Phoenix Strike is an uppercut attack that looks
like a low altitude Air Frenzy. Hold BackStrike or BackThrust
and press Up, Up-Back, Back, Down-
Back, Down ana Down-Toward. Launch
tins attack close to yocr upnonen! and
sweep them off their feet. Chop them H|^H|
into birdseed! WHRPWHBS

The Air Tear is similar to the Falcon Strike, but inflicts

more damage on the intended victim. This attack is easy
to execute. Hold BackStrike or BackThrust, then press
Up, Up-Toward, and Toward. Hold the BackStrike button
if you want Talazia to jump higher. After deploying the
Air Tear, follow up with a creative combination of your
choice.

The Double Talon Strike
is an excellent choice for

a close-range two-hit
combination. Hold
BackStrike or

BackThrust, then press

Toward, Down, and
Toward. The controller

buttons must be pressed
in quick succession, and
this attack may require

some practice.
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thief all his lTFe^Aorn is looking

after his own best interests. He entered
Zarak s contest with greedy intentions,

but now finds himself preoccupied with a

growing hatred for the DernonLorn^J
Driven by emotion, Zorn hacks his way
through the arena, searching for addi-

tional meaning in his life.

If you played against the computer controlled

Zorn, you ve probably walked into this spinning

buzz-saw attack. Press Back for one second,
then push forward and tap the BackThrust or

BackStrike. While the Hell Grinder is a great
attack to use when Zorn has his back up against

the wall, remember that holding Back for one sec-
ond exposes the warrior to attack.

The Axe Lift is a wonderful method for switch-

ing sides with your enemy. Close in on your
opponent and hold ForeStrike or ForeTnrust,
then press Up and Up-Back. When entered cor-

rectly, the move lifts your surprised enemies off

their feet and sends them crashing back behind

you. It's combination time!

Use the Flaming Upper Axe and even the odds
against the toughest opponents. This move is t

•

easy and quick to pull off. Hold ForeStrike or

ForeThrust, then press Down, Down-Toward and J
Up. Repeat this burning uppercut until your enemy

*

is backed into a corner. Activate the Axe Lift and $
resume the onslaught!

The Demon Axe attack is a great counterattack
to utilize when Zorn is stuck in a corner. Hold
Back for one second, then press ForeThrust or

ForeStrike, Down-Toward, and Toward. When
entered properly, the Demon Axe arcs forward
in a hot orange flame. Look closely and you can
see the magical essence of the demon in the

weapon's flame. Unlucky opponents might find

Zorn's evil attack

too hot to handle.

The Corpse Striker move is a diving attack similar to
Talazia's Air Frenzy assault. Hold Down for a second,
then press BackStrike or BackThrust, Up, and Up-
Toward. Using the BackStrike button allows Zorn to
attack from ahigher angle. Watch out for low counter-
attacks from your opponent.

Smart opponents learn to dodge the Ivory Axe in.

Zorn's right hand, but what about his Bone Shield

in the left hand? Hold BackStrike or BackThrust

.

and press Up and Down. The Shield Crack smash*
es downward in an orange arc, giving the enemy J

something else to worry about.

While tough to enter, the Ancient Axe is an

importantlona range attack essential for attain- 1

ing victory in the arena. Tap the following keys in

rapid succession: Back, Down-Back, Toward and
BackThrust or BackStrike. Use the Ancient Axe
attack to eliminate Zorn's opponents from a dis-

tance without taking damage.

The Scream Shield is another move that employs
Zorn's hideous Bone Shield. There are two varia-

!

tions for this move, allowing Zorn to assault his

opponent from a low or high angle. For a knee-

high blow. Hold BackThrust ana press Toward,
Up, Toward. Zorn can crush his opponent from
an elevated angle by holding BackStrike and
pressing Toward, Up, and Toward.

rMmmm



Ken 11 ciiiuuici idKcs naiic ;> iui revenge.

Fang Gutter Curse Slam
Rumors persist that Bane once killed a sabretooth

wolf with his bare hands. Anyone on the receiv-

ing end of Bane s Iron Fist attack probably

believes this story. Quickly tap Back, Down-Back,
Down, Toward, and BackThrust or BackStrike.

^ . wA The ,orce °*

BTfflKHIDSBSH the lron Fist

yj
. i

-

stopping the

anyoppo-

The Mutilator is a primitive version of a

pile driver maneuver. When entered,

Bane lifts his opponent and drops the

poor warrior to the ground. Secondary
damage occurs when Bane crashes
down on top of the victim. To execute.

Hold BackThrust or BackStrike, then

press Forward, Up-Forward, Up, and
Down. After the move your opponent is

stunned—can you think of a good com-
bination?

No, we re not talking a bout mosh pit action

here—but if Bane attended a rock concert,

the Head Rocker attack is one reason you
wantto keep your distance. This powerful

head butt lifts warriors off their feet and
temporarily stuns them. Quickly

pressToward, Down, Toward and
j}ackThrusto.[BackStrike. Rock and Roll!

Round and round he goes, nothing survives Bane
stone axe blows! Enter the Berserker move cor-

rectly and transform Bane into a spinning top!

Hold ForeThrust or ForeStrike, then tap Back,
Toward, and UpToward. Use this move to push
your victim back into a corner.

Trick or treat! Smell Bane's feet! Kick up some
dust with the Cursed Kick. Hold ForeThrust or

ForeStrike, then press Down-Forward, Down-
Back and Forward. Nothing quite like the sensa-

tion of feeling your enemy s nose being crushed

by the heel of your foot!

Great balls of Fire! Sweep the opposition out of

the way with a fast, ground pounding Hammer
Blast! Hold ForeThrust or ForeStrike, the press

Up, Back and Down. Anyone standing too close

is in for a hot foot.

The Fang Gutter is a burning blow that yields stun-

ning results. Unfortunately, this move is one of the

most complicated and difficult to enter in the

entire game. Quickly press Toward, Back, Down-
Back, Toward and ForeThrust or ForingStrike.

„ . k . Mastering this move
and entering fatali-

ties should be a

piece of cake!

This overhand axe blow guarantees a headache for J
your adversary. Hold BackThrust or BackStrike,

then press Back, Up-Back, Up, Up-Toward in quick .

succession. Bane leaps ahead with a devastating

axe blow to the opposition's head. Does anyone \

have an aspirin?

r Blast
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WBf A deceptive Sorceress, Divada lures

her opponent into a false sense of over-

confidence. This ruse vanishes as Divada

teleports behind you and cleaves you with

her Twin-Bladed Staff. Like hi

Wake up and smell the boot leather! The Heel Kick

is a great move to use when you need your person-

al space. Press Toward, Toward, ForeThrust or

ForeStrike. Be on your guard—the Heel Kick

leaves Divada open to an easy counterattack.

Make the competition think twice about their nex

move—use the Hell Deflect to send a clear and
deadly message. Hold ForeThrust or ForeStrike,

the quickly press Back, Down and Toward. This

move requires practice, but is worth the effort

Corkscrew into your opponents and make them 1

whine! This attack is effective for changing sides

with your adversary and inflicting damage atthe
j

same time. Quickly press Back, Down-Back,
Toward and press BackThrust or BackStrike. Usinc

the BackStrike button gives Divada more altitude

during her attack.

The Power Flip is a punishing downward slash in the face of
your enemy. Using this attack forces your enemy into eva- )

sive action. Hold BackThrust or BackStrike, then tap Up, Up-

Toward, and Down. Repeat this pattern until your opponent*
is reduced to ribbons.

Teleport time! Divada s sorcery is one of the many
weapons in her lethal arsenal. Teleport behind your i

enemies for a quick stab in the back! Hold BackThrust
or BackStrike, and rapidly press Up, Up and UpForward^
You're outta there!

Go psycho with the Twin Bladed Staff! The Psycho
Blade move is one of the easiest and lethal combi-

nations available to Divada. Convert the sorceress

into a whirling dervish of death and score three

quic k-fut combos. Hold ForeThrust or ForeStrike,

then press Up, Up-

J9K9f Toward, and Back.

Watch out for your

opponents aerial coun-

te; attacks.

The Death Whirl jabs Divada’sTwin Bladed Staff straight at the

heart of the problem—your foolish opponent. Press Toward,

Down-Back, Down, and ForeThrust or ForeStrike. Time
this move in a sequence
with other attacks and rati
you II discover an unbeat- SjwTT
able combination.

Blow your frustrated opponent right
,

off their feet with a simple wave of
|

your hand! Teach the fools that they
]

can t mess with the best! Hold

BackThrust or BackStrike, then press
j

Up-Back, Back, and Down, While your
opponent is stunned, follow up with a

'

blistering surprise attack—combina-
j

tions, anyone?



Half demon and half spider, Zarak
weaves an evil web, trapping helpless
souls that fall in his arena. Zarak possesses

the largest variety of deadly attacks to

throw opponents off balance. Demons
don't have to play fair.

Warp Spider
Zarak literally gets a kick out of destroying the
naive fools that challenge him in his domain. This
pole vault assault launches Zarak off of the
Guillotine and feet first into an opponent. Press
Back, Down-Back, Toward and ForeThrust or
ForeStrike. Follow this stunning blow with a
close range attack.

Take a big slice out of life—your opponent's
The Povyer Slice is a powerful, hign-arcing, (

head swing that wipes out a large portion ol

your enemy s life bar. Hold ForeThrust or
ForeStrike, then press Up, Up-Toward, and
Back. An eerie blue light radiates from the
Guillotine as it crashes down on its victim.

"KILL!" orders the DemonLord. A flash of a mag-
ical light blinds a helpless Gladiator and huge spi-

der flies across the arena. The spider lands on
the victim's chest, sucking life straight from the
victim's heart. Hold BackThrust, or BackStrike,
then Up, Back-Up, and Back to unleash this evil

spell. Keep repeating the attack until your oppo-
nent jumps out of the way.

Ah, the tangled webs Zarak weaves... this

attackr : J **-

—

grips your enemy and sweeps them off
their feet! The Widow s Grip works best when
your opponent has trapped you in a corner. Hold
Back for one second, then press BackThrust or

BackStrike, Dowa-Toward, and Toward. This
move is both tricky and sticky, requiring practice
to master.

Leap high into the sky and crash down on weak
mortal tools with a Guillotine Strike. This attack
transforms Zarok into a flying food processor-
and your opponent is invited for lunch! Execute
the move by pressing Down for one second, then
tapping BackThrust or BackStrike, Up, and Up-

The Web Rip is an eerie magical attack that
creates a lethal blue web capable of tearing
the life away from your opponent. Like the
Widow s Grip, this move is useful when your
enemy traps you in a corner. Hold Back for one
second, then press ForeStrike or ForeThrust,
and tap Toward. Ouch! What a rip off!

Get ready for combos from h—well, you know,
Zarak’s a demon, right? The Chaos move is one
big reason why theDemonLord is the master of
the arena. Hold BackThrust or BackStrike and
press Forward, Up, and Up-Forward. The spin-

ning blade of the

Guillotine is too much
for any normal Human *
Watch the pitiful gladi-

Use the Inferno attack to give the clueless mor-
tals a taste of what is waiting for them on the
other side. This move engulfs the area around
Zarak in flames, damaging anyone stupid enough
to approach the mighty DemonLord. Quickly
press Toward. Down-Toward, Down-Back, and
BackThrust or BackStrike. Barbecue ribs, any- ators cower behind

their pathetically weak
weapons.
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Talazia doesn't hate any-
one’s guts—in fact, she prefers to see guts everywhere. As
your opponent s life hangs by a thread, execute a low Air

Frenzy by holding BackThrust and tapping Up, Toward
and Up-Toward Talk about losing your lunch!

As a true bird lover, Talazia
always hated the human prac-

tice of deboning a roasted fowl.

Now she s cooked up her own
variation of the technique.

Just prior to wiping out K5
your opponent, press Back

,

Thrust, Up, Toward and
l.'p-Toward u> launch into

an Air Frenzy. When HR
timed perfectly, Talazia
reveals her morbid trick.

Who wants the wishbone? KM

The most successful fighting games contain hidden
tricks and extensive features. In their bid to create a

hit, the designers of WeaponLord have packed tons

Batter Up Fal
Born in another time and another
world, Korr might have made it to

j

the big leagues as a power hitter.
|

Unleash this bad boy of summer as
I

your opponent begins to hit the

ground for the final time—nail
the victim with a BackThrust,

|

then press ForeThrust or
ForeStrike, Down-Back, Down,
Down-Toward and Toward It’s I

going... going... going... back to

the wall- that head is outta here!

of unique moves and effects. While you’ll need to experi- J

ment and discover many of the coolest moves, The follow-

ing killer attacks can help you get started.

Sky High Gut
Korr likes to get

the last laugh by dropping in on his dying opponents.
As you finish your reeling victim, launch into a Heart
Strike by holding BackThrust or BackStrike and press-

ing Up, Up, Down. A gut move! .

What a belly laugh!

n the Sk

1COOI1 Once trapped, a spi-

der s prey is wrapped
a sticky cocoon. Inspired by a Black

Widow spider, Zarak developed a

cruel variation on this theme. Get
[close to your dying victim and press

Toward, Down-
Toward, Down-
Back and Fore
Strike or Fore
Thrust.

Are you ready for the arena? While this article provides i

with a basic overview, you need to keep playing to \

find more finishing moves, haircuts, and major combi- !

nations. The DemonLord awaits a challenger. Can you
j

free the land?



White Ba/or slides towardanarchy, a
Cardassian plot as hatchedaboard
Deep Space Nine an Ptayaiaate s fon«£

awaitedStar TrehzDeep Space
Nine—Crossroads of Tiane. The adven-
ture begins with Coaiaanander Sisho
aboardthe station, but you’llsoon
find yourselfpiloting a runabout

through the woraiahole, dodging phas-

*>

Crossroads Of
er fare on Bagor, andhurtling bach through lime

to one ofthe aiaost dire events in Federation
history. Through it all, you’llpiece together a
coatapellin£ aiaystery thatseems to come straight

froata the hit Paraaiaount TVshow.

il

1995 Playmates Interactive

YOUR CREW
Each crew member contributes valuable information
and skills, and Playmates Interactive Entertainment
has captured the essence of the DS9 characters in the

COmfiflDER
BEmnmin sisho
Sisko took command of DS9
after the disastrous battle

against the Borg at Wolf 359,

a tragedy that may influence

the trouble at hand.

DOCTOR
JULIRn BRSHIR
Bashir has much in common
with another outspoken
Starfleet medical officer,

especially when it comes to

solving a medical mystery.

plot and dialogue. Not only do you meet the main
characters from the TV show, you also get to com-
mand many of them.

n

LIEUTEflRnT
JRDZIR DRH
Still called "Old Man" by
Sisko, Dax combines the

experience of a 300-year-old
symbiont and the energy of a

youthful host body.

CHIEF
miLES O'BRIEII
Having also served with dis-

tinction aboard the U.S.S.

Enterprise, O'Brien faces
each technical crisis with
professionalism and passion.

tom

mfijOR
KIRR nERVS
As a Bajoran citizen and for-

mer member of the Bajor

underground, Kira has the

biggest stake in the events
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STEP BY STEP
Much of the game is spent exploring the DS9 station

and the planet Bajor, gathering information and per-

forming various tasks under a time limit. There are

three difficulty settings, but the most challenging

aspect of the game may be the finicky play control.

The maps and numbered tips in this review should
help you beat the timer. Passwords are given out at

major points along the way.

A Cardassian warship has docked for shore leavejust as the political situation on
Bajor is reaching a boiling point. On top of this, someone has planted explosives
around the station’s docking area. Coincidence? Sisko doesn’t think so. Find the
grenades and eject them before time runs out!

1 -GO TO SECURITY
2 -TALKTOODO
3 -TALKTODAX
4 - GO TO PYLON 3

If - FIND PHASER
: 6 - EJECT 3 GRENADES
7 -SHOOT THROUGH

m
' WALL
8 - EJECT 5 GRENADES
9 - EJECT 5 GRENADES
10- EJECT 5 GRENADES
11

-

SHOOT THROUGH
wall ifsmm

72- GRENADE(1) IN TUBE

SOfTIETHinG'S FISHV
Talk to Odo to get an assessment of the current sit-

uation. It's best to make the rounds of the major
characters whenever you uncover a clue or piece of

information. They may have new insights or solu-

tions you weren't aware of.

K
L

1 IM;i

fcrfr~tr s

HRUE R CHAT
Quark plays the fool, but his keen eyes (and

ears!) miss little. The visiting Cardassians
have suddenly returned to their ship. Is there
something sinister going on? A visit to Pylon
3 may shed some light.



somBTHinG isn'T right
You find a stunned crewman in Pylon 3, and a quick
search reveals Bajorans planting bilitrium grenades.

Use the com panel on the wall to check your location

on a map. grab the phaser, then begin your search for

the grenades. Besides the overall time limit, you must
eject each grenade within 23 seconds of picking it up.

Make sure there's an ejection tube close by before you
grab a granade!

STRRT FROm THE TOP
Start your search at the top of the chamber. The
blinking grenades will be out in the open, and a dis-

play will appear at the top of the screen whenever
you're close to one. The oajoran saboteurs will not
take kindly to your interference, so be ready to
stun them with your phaser. Though they can't

harm you too much, a fall from the top of a platform
may wipe out most of your life bar.

© SECTICin 2

GOII1G DOWfl?
Use the turbolifts to move
around quickly. Press and
hold the A Button, then use
the control pad to move up
and down. You can also climb

up and down the edges of the

E

latforms, if there's no tur-

olift. Some of the drops may
be too long, so hang down
before letting go, just

to make sure it's safe.

Since the mazes get

more complicated as
you progress, be sure

to note where the

ejection tubes are

located as you race
around the pylon.
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STAR TREK
DEEP SPACE NINE

0 SECTian 4

(12)
"

:
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MIS

IjPPpHs
1 -TALKTOODO
2 -TALKTOGULGURGEY
3 - TALK TO QUARK
4 -TALKTOGARAK
5 - TALK TO MA|OR NEHYS

6 - FLY RUNABOUT

The crisis has been averted, and it’s time to gather clues. Gul Gurgey is less

than enthusiastic when he hears about the foiled sabotage attempt on the
station, but Sisko has more to worry about than a disgruntled Cardassian
commander. In the meantime, Odo has discovered that the saboteurs
belong to a radical group called the
Redemptionists. Their trail leads to

the Gamma Quadrant, and Sisko
orders Major Kira to take a
Runabout and follow
the Redemptionist ship into

the Wormhole. The
Redem pt ion ists are said to kjifm/jM
reject traditional Bajoran cul-

'

ture, but what is their purpose
in damaging DS9 and making jFfjsLjfl

an enemy of the Federation?

© FLYlflG THE RUflRBOUT
Maneuver the Runabout and avoid the energy stings while keeping an

eye on your shield power gauge. Once you're in the Gamma Quadrant,
use the photon torpedoes to destroy oncoming asteroids

and disable the Redemptionist ship.

1 - 1

it JJ
W - W ~
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Comander Sisko and Dax return from the Gamma
Quadrant with two Redemptionists, but before they

can be questioned, Commander Sisko is caught up in

another crisis as Kai Opaka is kidnapped. The

Redemptionists demand that Sisko personally negotiate

for the Bajoran religious leader’s release. Talk to everyone
before you beam down to Bajor, in case there’s some infor-

mation you can use. Forewarned is forearmed!



1 -TALK TO MAJOR NERYS

2 -TALKTOGARAK
3 -TALK TO O'BRIEN

4 -TALKTOODO r'fw
I 5 -TALKTODAX
6 -FLYTOBAJOR
7 -FIRST LOOK,BOTH HEADS
8 -SECOND LOCK THREE

HEADS CLOSEST TO THE

DOOR
9 -THIRD LOCK EVERY

OTHER HEAD
10 -FOURTH LOCK TWO

HEADS ON THE BOTTOM
II - TALK TO KAI OPAKA
12 -DISABLE FAN
13 -DISABLE FAN

14 -GET CARD KEY ONE
15 -DISABLE FAN

1
16 -GET CARD KEY TWO
17 -GET GRENADE
18 - BLOW UP FORCE-FIELD

19 -BLOW UP GENERATOR
20 -GET OUT FAST!

21 -BLOW UP REPLICATOR

A lot of clues begin to t

is more to this mystery t

ical change. Just as the

Opaka helps Sisko find



MH
iPgll
. THERE'S mORE!

station. Unfortunately for the

commander, this means reliv-

ing the greatest tragedy of his

life: the destruction of the

U.S.S. Saratoga and the death

of his wife at the hands of the

Borg! These final stages

come closest to capturing the

drama of the TV show. It’s a

race against time to rescue

Commander Sisko’s son,Jake,

and to recover the technical

data that will save Deep
Space Nine!

ome together, and Sisko realizes that there

han a group of Bajorans agitating for polit-

:onspirators unleash their final attack, Kai

the path to defeat the true architects of the

conspiracy and save the
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TECMO ENTERS THE
WORLD OF RPGs
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W hen Tecmo show-
cased its new RPG last

winter at C.E.S., the
game had no finished title. Now,
Tecmo has finished development
and dubbed the new adventure
Secret of the Sta rs. Tecmo sees this

game as an introductory RPG.
They are right on target. The
game play will remind veteran
adventurers of the first Dragon
Warrior game, and they may not

find enough innovation, story or
challenge to keep up their inter-

est. The characters and environ-
ment all have the stripped down,
blocky appearance of Dragon
Warrior and early RPGs.
The strength of Stars lies else-

where in the simplicity of play.

Novices to the RPG category
won’t have any trouble picking up
on the flow of this game right
from the start. You begin your
quest for the Crest of Stars
already equipped with a knife and
cloth suit (the weakest form of
armor) and the initial messages
leave no doubt as to what you
should do next or where you

should go. Enemies on the island

where you begin thegame are also

suited to a novice player. The goal

of the game is to become an
Aqutallion Knight and defeat the

evil Homncruse, Ruler of
Darkness. Although the story may
not break new ground, it is

straightforward and gives a play-

er a good grounding in basic RPG
game flow.

One of the user-friendly addi-

tions to Secret of the Stars is the

Explain option. If you choose
Explain when you enter a shop
then select an item, a message
appears describing how to use
that item. You’ll also find friends

to help in your quest. Unlike most
traditional RPGs, the friends are

controlled individually and not as

a unified party. This means that

you have to go back and forth
between characters. You must
also build up the experience levels

of characters individually. This
makes for a lot of repetitious
back-tracking, but it also means
that you don’t keep all of your
eggs in the basket.

Tecmo Secret of the

Stars may not be for
everyone, but if you
are new to RPGs, or
would like an easy RPG
romp, look for this

newbie in the next
month or two.

W
P.T.O. II

HEADING
FOR PORT

Koei reports that P.T.O. II is

steaming full speed ahead for a

release this fall, probably in

November. The team at Koei has

also provided a list to Epic Center
of the changes that have been
made between the original P.T.O.

and the new naval war strategy

game.
Here are some of the stats for

P.T.O. IIj 24 megabits, battery-

backed memory, one or two play-

ers, three campaigns and seven
short scenarios, 100 officers, 120

types of warship, 60 types of
planes, 20 types of subs, and 10

types of tanks. The map is twice as

large as the P.T.O. map and now
includes India, Australia, and the

U.S. Atlantic coast along with 70
bases and 100 posts. All this plus

upgraded graphics should make
P.T.O. II the ultimate war sim for

the Super NES.
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CHRONO
TRIGGER
A NEW STANDARD FOR RPGs

Square Soft will increase the stakes

in the role-playing world this summer
when Chrono Trigger is released in

the United States. Epic Center took a

look at the Japanese version of the

game to give you a sneak peek.

A NEW WORLD
ORDER

Chrono Trigger makes dramatic
improvements in graphics and
sound overjust about every previ-

ous traditional RPG, including
Square’s Final Fantasy III. With
larger characters and beautiful
artwork designed by famed car-

toonist and video game artist,

Akira Toriyama,
Chrono Trigger
sparkles on the
screen. Mr.
Toriyama’s
video game
fame comes
from his charac-

ter designs for
Dragon Ball Z
and the Dragon
Quest series.
Even the over-

world views pack in the
detail, whereas most RPGs
reserve the fine points for
interiors. Your first hint at

the visual feast that will fol-

low comes from the intro-

duction, where a beautifully
rendered pendulum swings
back and forth. The ensuing
cinema scenes are nothing
short of breath-catching.
Square Soft added to the

develop-
mental
punch
of Chrono
Trigger
by bring-

ing in
another
Dragon
Quest
veteran,

Y u j i

H o r i i

,

who
created the
game stories for

Enix's popular
RPG series. The
third jewel in

Square’s crown
was Hironubu
Sakaguchi, the
game designer respon-
sible for the Final
Fantasy series. Add to

this a fresh and innova-

tive sound track (slated

to become a CD in

Japan) and you have a

of Chrono Trigger since its release

in March testifies to the merits of
Square’s game plan—two million
Super FamicomGame Pakssold in

two months.
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II A SNAP SHOT
After entering your name, the
view switches to a cinematic flyby

of a port city before switching to

your character’s home and the
beginning of the game. The story

itself is pretty vast, but as tin?

name suggests, it involves time
and time travel. Chrono, the main
character,
m u s t

m o v e

forward
and back-

ward in
lime dur-
ing his
man y
missions.
To help
out, he
needs
time machine, which he finds in

the distant future. At the begin-
ning, when you first go outside
and begin wandering about the
city, you'll be attracted to the mar-
ket in the north. Here you’ll find
one of the most colorful collec-

tions of pavilions and characters

ever put into a video game. You’ll

also meet your first companion
here, a princess who has lost her

necklace. Exploring further,
you’ll find an exotic concert
underway. There’s even a tourna-
ment against a robot in another
corner of the market and a test of
strength elsewhere. The sense of
a large, fully-imagined world
comes through loud and clear
even at this early stage, and it only
grows stronger the further you go
in the game.

W
THE PLAY IS

THE THING
At first glance, a lot of players
make the mistake of thinking that

Chrono Trigger follows in the
footsteps of Secret of Mana.
There are some similarities, such
as gathering a party of three
characters and fighting in an

overhead perspective.

But the fighting itself

falls firmly into tradi-

tional RPG style with
menu commands for
attacking, using
magic and items.

Both the hero and
enemy charac-
ters are ani-
mated during
battle moves.

Although you
have no direct control of
the action, it looks great
and adds a cinematic
feeling to the game.
The story is huge —

another 50-100 hour
RPG—and it includes ten

different endings. One
unique aspect of the
multiple endings is that

you can use your built-

up character when
you begin playing
through the game
for a second or
third time. Not
only does that
speed up the sub-
sequent games, it

allows you to
check out things
you may have
missed in an earli-

er game. The bat-

tery-backed
memory and three
memory files
make the long
game easier to

play and share. The
game flow takes unex-
pected twists and turns like the
story in Final Fantasy III. Your
characters can split away from
the party, and you get to decide
which paths to follow when the
plot branches. In battle, charac-
ters can make combo moves
wherein one character
enhances the fighting move of
a companion. Although you

control only three characters at

a time, you can switch between
standby characters at any time
to customize your party.
Another innovation is the
game-within-a-game concept.
At one point, Chrono must race
a villain on futuristic motorcy-
cles, and the player can set the
perspective for the race—front,
behind, side view, etc. All this

variety in the game enhances
the basic play, which includes
traveling in the overwork!, vis-

iting towns and castles, and col-

lecting story clues from minor
characters.

W
CHRONO AND
EVERMORE SWAP

The latest release date news is that

Chrono Trigger and Secret of
Evermore will flip flop on Square’s

release calender. Chrono Trigger
will now be released in August and
Evermore will follow in October.
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WHO WILL RISE

FROM THEASHESOFA DARK WAR
TO BECOME THEGOLDEN
EMPEROR OFALL CHINA?

Despite the video game mar-
ket’s emphasis on action, Koei
has a corps of fiercely loyal sim-

ulation fans who spend many
late nights directing vast armies,

building international airlines

or otherwise deciding the fates

of millions. Rise of the Phoenix
is but their latest effort detail-

ing one of the many civil

wars of ancient China.
The object is, ofcourse, to
defeat or ally with other
generals and officials to

become emperor.

Will you be powerful Xiang Yu
or wise Liu Bang? Aspiring

emperors can choose to play

against the computer or a

human opponent.
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Though simulations may seem
intimidating or confusing,
game mechanics are often sim-

pler than they first appear.
With practice, patience and
some help fram this review, you
may find Rise of the Phoenix
an engaging alternative to the

latest shooter. To start with, the

game is played in alternating tun

kendown into two main ph;

>, with each turn bra-

sses: Move and Plan.

MOVE
Choose the Move option on the

main menu to bring up a list of com-
mands. Use one of three com-
mands to direct your troops around

the map: March, Sneak and Rush.

ON THE MARCH

Move your divisions around the

map to protect your cities, attack

enemies or help allies.

INTO BATTLE

If your unit is adjacent to an enemy
division, the Attack command will

appear as an option.

AT THE GATES

If an attacker or defender occupies

a city, the battle will be fought

along the ramparts.

PLAN
The Plan phase is dedicated to

domestic affairs and relations with

other rulers. You may find that

some commands are more useful

than others.

ORGANIZE « DELEGATE

Use your generals to administrate

cities and conduct battles, accord-

ing to their abilities.

FARM a BUILD

Farming and Building increases

Loyalty and Respect levels, food

supplies and city defenses.

DIPLOMACY

Use the Ally command to ask other

generals to join you.
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206 B.C. XIANG YU'S GLORY

mu demonstratesome basic straie6ies

USIN6 IIAHSWS TROOPS, BUT THESE WILL HELP

WUPREPAREFOR THECHAUEN6ESOFRULE, HO
MATTER WHICHRULER YOUCHOOSE

One of the first things you should do is find out your
opponent’s strengths and weaknesses. Use the map
screen to locateenemy troops, cities and allies at any time.

Xiang Yu’s unitsand allies are white and light blue, while

Liu Bang’s forces and allies are red and pink. Neutral or
"

“free” cities and sol- _________________
diers are colored I chu '

}
7

!

dark blue. fcfyj'A I

The squares mark cities

and the flags mark
troops. At this stage of

this game, Liu Bang's

forces (called "the Han")

control two cities.

Now it’s time to take stock of your generals. Each is rat-

ed in several categories, the most important of which
are Skill (in battle), Charm and Negotiation. A general

with a Skill of 80 or more gives troops a longer Move
" range and increases their

odds in battle, while one
with great Charm
achieves better results
with domestic commands
like Farm and Build. A
general with good
Negotiation skills should
be placed in the same unit

as your ruler. This person
is the logical choice to car-

ry out the Ally command,
which only the ruler’s unit

can use.

Unless you have a surplus of

them, place no more than one
Skillful general in a division.

Hire as many good generals

as you can. Charmers
should stay in cities to over-

see their growth.

10 NINTENDO POWER

STEP I: KNOW YOUR ENEMY

STEP 2: REORGANIZE TROOPS

L Nan Zheng
2. Chen Cang

& FeiQiu

4. Xian Yang

5l Gaomt

& I,i Yang

7. Ping Yang

& Wuguan
9. JlinYang

10. HanguGuan

14 Jiang Lig

15. GuangWu
16. YingYang

17. YangDi

18. JingKou
19. XiangGuo
20. Cjaoge

2L Dai

22. Ju Lu
23. Wai Huang

27. Ping Yuan
j

28. ChangYi
29. SuiYang

30. Pci

3L ShouChun
32. Liu

33. LinZi

34. Gao Mi
35. PengCJieng

36. GaiXia

mam
You won’t know
anything about the

enemy as the game
starts, so skip the
first Move phase,
then check enemy
positions and orga-

nize your troops in

the Plan phase.
From the second

IlH

m

m

l! 0 1535 £j 98 1
T7

1870 \ 90 !S

pi7oo m —
II

I

r j
turn on, you can
move your army
accordingly. Be
sure to Stock divi-

sions with enough
gold and food.



moopshimheldemum cities,

WHILE TROOPSATHOME HELPCROWFOOD,

BUILD A HEALTHYECONOMYAND DEVELOPAmm CIVILIAN POPULATION.

protect your cities'

and conquer new ter-

ritory, they can t sur-

vive on their own.
Using the Farm com-
mand not only pro-
vides you with more
food to feed them, it

also helps increase the

civilian population
and strengthen the

economy. The results

are more candidates for the military draf

t

Larger cities will pro-

duce more food, gold

and soldiers for the w
effort.

money
to spend. The
Build command
increases a city’s

defensive power,

making it easier

to withstand
attacks. It’s also

crucial to keep
your citizens hap-

py, so be sure to

hold a Feast every

so often to maintain their Loyalty. A city

with a low Loyalty rating will not grow
properly.

Both Farm and Build will also

help increase a city's Loyalty

rating.

Check a city's

statistics on a

regular basis

to monitor its

progress.

STEP 2: REGULATE THE DRAFT

The more people you draft, the

more Loyalty will go down. Can
you risk it?

As you begin to wage war,
you’ll need to replace fallen

troops by drafting people from
your cities. The drawback is

that using the Draft command
decreases a city’s Loyalty. Build

up a city’s population, then
Draft only a small percentage
of the people at a time.
Alternate Draft with Farm and

Build, and allow the Loyalty

to increase before drafting

again.

Never draft an entire city's population at

once. One fourth is a good ratio.

STEP 3: NEGOTIATION
While some may rely on mili-

tary conquest to achieve their

goals, alliances can accom-
plish many of the same tasks

without the effort or blood-

shed. Besides providing help

in battle, allies may also give

you food and gold

when you need it.

Never stop trying

to find new allies.

Xiang Yu starts the game
with two B-rated

Negotiators. Try to

recruit the A-rated gener-

al that appears later.
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ttacker hidden

I have better

It's best to use the Rush
command only for extreme
emergencies.

for the enemy ruler by
ig. It he’i outside of a city

herwise vulnerable, attack

Noth all your available

Emu

ssmugili hbb
a baltle. Bjjjjj

iusfX'< i an m
sh, the
Jmmand can help
teovei any enemv
TKjng tiearhv.

HOW THATTOUR CITIESARE STRONGAND YOUR

ARMIES PREPARED, ITS TIME TO CHALLENGE YOUR

TFOR CONTROL Of THENATION, miAM
SOUl SASIC BATTLE STRATEGIES.

STEP f: MARCH, SNEAK, RUSH

The Move phase gives

you the option to
March, Sneak or Rush
your troops to new
positions. You can
March a division up to

3 or 4 squares, depend-
ing on the command-
ing general’s Skill.

Sneak allows you to
move unseen by the enemy, but
only up to 2 squares. Rush allows

a unit to cross 4 or 5 squares, but
their Spirit (morale) and Stamina

will decrease. If a unit

ends its movement
phase next to an ene-
my, they will be given
the option to Attack
and start a battle.

STEP 3: SUPPLIES AND LOYALTY
As long as the roads
between your cities and
troops are clear and con-
trolled by you, you can
automaticallysupply your
army with Gold and Food.

If the roads are blocked or
a key city has been taken
over by the enemy, you
may not be able to pay or
feed your men!

The white lines are Xiang Yu’s sup-
ply routes, and the red are Liu

Bang's.

left and those on the right.

You can get the same effect by
blocking a road. Stopping supplies is

a greatway to weaken an enemy unit

prior to an attack.

Keep an eye on each city’s Loyalty rating. If it slips

below 30 points, you run the risk of the populace rre-

volting if your troops leave the city.

What’s the use of taking over the The ruler can host a Feast in the

country if people won't follow you? city. This will raise Loyalty, but it

Keep the citizens happy! can get very expensive.

STEP 4: STOCK

Once your supply lines

are secure, be sure to

Stock divisions with
essential items. This
helps maintain all their

stats. Besides providing

Gold and Food, you
should buy Armor to

increase your army’s
battle strength.

Armor can make smaller units more
effective and help you overcome an
enemy with more soldiers.

Building up a large Food and Gold

supply allows you to fight for quite a

long time.



WU6LARCACROSS TNI FICIDOfRATTLE

—AND 6IVE THEORDER TOATTACK!

STEP I: FIELD BATTLE

Keeping your units together lends

them greater strength.

The enemy can't counterattack

against an Arrow attack.

Defeat an enemy general

in a Duel to decrease

their Spirit before the

main battle.

When gathering your troops
for an attack, combine two or

three divisions into one unit

for greater strength. For
example, your odds of win-
ning are better when attack-

ing with 6,000 soldiers all at

once than when launching
three separate attacks with
2,000 soldiers each. Once the

battle begins, try to surround
the enemy and hit their flanks

where they’re more vulnera-

ble.

An enemy unit may occu-

py a city or retreat to it.

Check the city’s status to

determine your tactics. If

the City Gate (Defense
Level) is high, then con-
centrate on Arrow and
Rock attacks to defeat the

soldiers along the walls,

the Defense is low, concen-
trate on Gate attacks to gain

entrance to the city. The ene-

my has the advantage of the

high ground, so don’t blunt
your attack by switching tac-

tics too often. Night battles

are especially risky.

Choose one major tactic and
stick to it

Your army's Spirit could mean
If you're the city defender, you can draft the difference between victory

reinforcements before an attack. and defeatl

A night battle could easily spell

disaster!

A CLASH OF TITANS

Which ruler has a better chance of winning? That
depends largely on YOUR knowledge and skills.

XIANG YU : LIU BANG
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Grab your sword, shield and Nintendo Power Magazine
before you head into battle! Lose any one of these and
your adventure could be over

!

While we have covered most of the tougher

areas of Illusion of Gaia in past issues of Nintendo Power, players are still

getting stuck in places. This month’s Epic Center gives you step-by-step

help through the Sky Garden, and lists the locations of all the Red lewels

in the game!

§ The Sky Garden
Once you have discovered

the Sky Garden above the

Nazca Plains, the Moon
People will tell you of the

four crystals that are hid-

den in the flying fortress.

In order to locate the evil

demon that is protecting,

the second Mystic Statue,

you must find all four of^j*

the Crystal BalIs and place
:

them in the slots located

in the central plaza of. the

Sky Garden. Finding the

Crystal Ballsisfricky, s6

be read y "to fight-Some
monsters!

the Nazca Plains, you'll be whisked
to the Sky Garden.

I
The First Crystal
Ball

From the central plaza of'l

the Sky Garden, take the

upper right exit Defeat all

of theenemies that you can
reach, in this area, then
work your way to up and to

the right, to a room with

eight winged stashes. Walk
all the way down and drop
off of the edge to enter the

Back Garden, then defeat

Walk all the way down past the

winged statues and drop off the

edge to find the Back Garden.

all of the enemies as you
work your way to the lower

right corner. Drop through
the gap in the wall to return

to the Sky Garden and open
the chest to receive an
Herb.Jump back through
the gap to the Back Garden
and work your way left to

the next gap in the wall.

Drop down to the Sky
Garden, defeat the enemy
and open the chest to find

the first Crystal Ball.

I
The Second
Crystal Balias

When you return to the

central plaza, take the exit

in the lower rfght cdrner.

Defeat ithc four encnjie's,

work your Way to the lower

left corner of'the a^ea,

through the -gap to/the

i^Back Garden. Go all the
way down and drop

- through the gap back to the

Sky Garden, defeat the

enemies, then open the

chest to get the second
Crystal Ball.

I
The Third
Crystal Ball

From the central plaza of
the Sky Garden, take the

lower lcft exit, then defeat

all the enemies within
your reach. Work your
way down, left, then up to

a gap in the wall. Drop

i Defeat the Knight’s Sword then'
:

move the statue away from the

do6r with fhe L orR Button.

climb the ladder, then run

fidown the hill. You will fly

across a wide gap and land

near a statue that is hold-

ing a large sword. Walk up
to the statue and defeat the

sword when it flies toward

you. Stand next to the stat-

ue and press the L or R
Button to move the statue,

then enter the doorway

the pedestals will drop in both the

Back and Sky Gardens,

through the gap to reach

the Back Garden. Hit the

orange switch to drop the

pedestals, then fall back
through the same gap and
return to the Sky Garden.
Work your way to the
upper left section of this

area and drop down
through the gap to return

to the Back Garden. Walk
to the right and stand
below the blue switch,
then use Freedan’s Dark
Frier power to trip the
switch. Return to the gap
and drop back down to the

Sky Garden. E/iter the
Dark Space and change
back,into Will, then save

Use Freedan's Dark Frier power to

defeat the enemies that are too

far awayto reach. .

that was hidden behind it.

Enter.the Dark Space;
change into freedarfand
save the game. Exjt tKe
rodm and work your way
to the tipper area^using
Freedan’s Dark Fpier|>ow-

er to destroy tbe enemies

:
that are too'far away to

KreacJjMOlth your sword,
i Walk right-and drop down

Return to the Dark Space, change
back into Will, then save your game.
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your game. Walk all the
way down until you see a

treasure chest on a ledge to

your left. Walk to the right

until you see a blue post.

Stand on the right side of
the blue post, then run to

the right. You will run
down one ramp, up anoth-

er, then stop when you
reach two statues. Use the

Psycho Dash to destroy the

Use the Psycho Dash to destroy
the two statues, then climb up
the ladder.

Run down the hill and all the way
to the chest that contains the
Crystal Ball. / \
stantes^rfien go down to

Jme gap in tl»t wall and

/ jump dawn to the Back
Garden. Defeat the
Knight's Sword in the low-

er right corner, then move
the statue to the left using

the L or R Button. Stop the

Statue on the switch, then

drop back down through
the gap to the Sky Garden.
Destroy the two statues

with the Psycho Dash,
climb the ladder and run
down the hill. You will

4 continue running until

you reach the chest with

the third Crystal Ball.

I
The Fourth
Crystal Ball

After returning to the cen-

tral plaza of the Sky
Garden, take the exit in

the upper left corner.
Defeat the first enemy,
then climb up the ladder

and run down the hill. As
you run, press Up on the

Control Pad so when you
hit the next ramp, you’ll

fly through the air. When
you land, defeat the ene-

mies and climb the ladder

in the upper left corner.

Run down the hill, hit the

ramp, then hold Down on
the Control Pad while
you’re flying. This will help

m

!

Press Down on the Control Pad
while you're flying so you'll stop
on the first platform.

you stop when you lartd.

Walk down the path to the

gap in the wall, then drop
down to the Back Garden.
In the upper lef t corner of

-this are/ you will find the

Dark'Space where yo^can
turn jnto FreedSn. Use
Freedan s Qark Frier pow-
er to defeat th/Knight s

Sword in the lower>ight
.^Corner of this area, then
move the statue onto the

swilch.uSing the L or R
Button. Work your way to

. the gap in the lower right

corner and return to the

Sky Garden. Climb the lad-

der in the lower left cor-

ner, run down the hill, and
hold Down on the Control
Pad to take the lower path.

Open the chest to get the

fourth Crystal Ball.

I
Placing the
Crystal Balls

Once you have discovered
all four of the Crystal
Balls, return to the central

plaza of the Sky Garden.
In the center of the plaza,

there are four light blue
squares floating in the air.

Equip each of the Crystal

Balls and place one in the

hole next to each square.

The Blue Squares will

slide towards the center
and create a walkway that

you can use to get to the
guardian of the second
Mystic Statue!

| Red Jewels
As you travel through the

game you’ll discover Rdcl

Gems hidden in various

places. TOe more of thesjf

Red Gems that yop cSn
find, the better the
rewards you’ll receive.

There are 50 to/ffid, and
if you collect therp all you
will discover a secret area

of the game. Most players

^nfever locatoall of the

Jewels, so we’ve put
together a listjof all the

Jewel*locations to help
,.y6u complete your quest.

The Red Jewels are not

numbered in the game,
but this list numbers the

Jewels in the order you’ll

most likely find them.

After you place the Crystal Balls

in their proper places, you'll gain

access to the Mystic Statue.

| Red Jewel I

The firstjewel is in the Bell

Tower in the Town of
South Cape.Go uponto the
roofof the school, stand on
the left side of the tower,

then walk to the right and
pressA to find theJewel.

| Red Jewel 2

The secondjewel is in the

basement of Lance’s
House in the Town of
South Cape. Enter the
building, walk down-
stairs, then search the
pots in the basement to

find the Redjewel.

I Red Jewel 3
The third Redjewel is also

in South Port, but it is

>tnissed by most players. Go
down to the Seaside cave
and walk in and out of the

cave until the fisherman
appears outside the cave.

Look inside the pot that’s

sitting next to him to find

thejewel.

| Red Jewel 4

You can find the fourth
Jewel inside Edward’s
Castle. From the entrance
of the castle, walk all the
way to the right and stand

behind the pillar that’s

between the two doorways.
A hidden servant will give

you thejewel when you
press the A Button.

| Red Jewel 5

After you’ve escaped from
prison, you’ll make your
escape through the
Underground Tunnels.
When you find the orange
switch that is rusted shut,

climb the stairs and drop
down on top of the switch.

A secret door that leads to

the fifthjewel will appear.

Jump off of the ledge above to
trigger the rusty orange switch.

| Red Jewel 6
The sixthJewel is found in

the Underground Tunnels
after you’ve changed into

Freedan. Thisjewel is easy

to find.

| Red Jewel 7

Search for the seventh
Jewel in the room in the
Underground Tunnels
where you first meet Lilly.

Look in the area between
the barrels and wall at the

bottom of the room.
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| Red Jewel 8

When you reach the
Itory Village, search near

the woodpile by the
entrance of the town.
Stand as far to the left as

you can, between the
rocks and the woodpile,

then press the A Buttqn
to find the Redjewel.

I Red Jewel 9

You will find this Red
Jewel in the Incan Maze
at Larai Cliff. Thisjewel
is inside a chest, so it isn’t

difficult to locate.

| Red Jewel 1

0

While you’re on the Incan

Gold Ship, you’ll need to be
careful if you want this

Jewel. After you’ve fallen

asleep, but before you look

at the Queen’s Skeleton,

walk out onto the deck of
the ship and talk to Seth to

get theJewel.

| Red Jewel 1

3

In the town of Freejhv
stand between the two blue

houses in the right corner

of town and press clow n to

j um p over ih c'nn rfu r

.

WaJJwiown aryl jumptaffifir

the hairierSga in to 1and on
a secret path. .Follow the

pathAip aria right to find

the man who will giva'yi
'

the^ew'el.v-'" ^ /

I Red JeweluTlmjfewelli^rafSted iif _ _ ^ ^
the iowerJOu area of the <-"

Sky Gulden. You’ll firylil
i Wheff'youau

w hil'e seap hingfor the <[ town of V
third Crvst alijall. / A sea-mi fora Red jewel

y | inside one of the pots

P _ rriveirtthr

town of Water mi;

m 21 & 22

All three^of theSeJewpls

^re located inside the
- -

.
Seaside Cast le. Search for

ou V all 'three Jji easure chests
‘ hefore yot i leave the casde.

| Red Jewel 23

Thisjewel is located in the

Land of Mu, but you can-

not find it until you’ve
found both statues of
hope. After you place the

second statue, w^Jk down
from the room and open
the chest,that was ppevi-

ouslvsrtfjmerged. )

| Red Jewel 24
Exit the rpefn in Angel
Village that has the Dark
Space, theift&rftepthe first

door ojj-Tne rii

the next ddord
'Walk up to the fountain on
tlye lefySidq-of the room,
race tye fountain then

Walk around the building to I inc

hidden man who gives you the Jewel.

| Red Jewpl i 4

After you logjpftfiepTissF^ press K to get thejewel.

Red Jewel 25.
ing worker, talk to.the i>i

'

{ Laboc Dealers at thelop

SMSarstef i «r
» ••••—

you lookat the Queen's Skeleton. RedJcwCl.

;| Red Jewel 1

1

WhejvVou arrive in the'

town of Diamond Coast,

exit the house and look in

the pot that is^jmmediate-

ly ^o the right of the door.

When you wake up in the town of

Diamond Coast, look inside the
pot outside the door of the house.

I Red Jewel 1

2

In the Inn at Freejia, go
upstairs to the second
floor and search inside the

room on the far right for

thejewel. Walk up to the>i the firsj Crystal Ball.

green pot and press the A
Button to get thejewel.

|
Red /ewe/s 15, 16

When you rescue the
workers in the Diamond
Mines they will give you
three Redjewels. You
can’t miss thesejewels!

After you rescue the workers in

the Diamond Mines, you get three

more gems.

| Red Jewel 1

8

>

This Redjewel is locat'd
in the upper rjght area of

the Sky Garden: I ook f or .

it wheioyoiwarq.gdtting i
'

I Red Jewel 1

9

Exit Istar’s room in Angel
Village through the bot-

tom exit, then walk left

until you see a small gap in

the bottom wall. Go
through the gap, walk left

to the next gap, then use

the Psycho Slider to go
through it. Continue left

and enter the next gap in

the lower wall. Enter the

door on the far left of your
screen, then use the Psycho

Slider to enter the smflll

gap in the top walk Inside

the secret roqm you will

find thejewel. /

I Red Jewel 26

iidet
located in the city.

I Red Jewel 29
Search the upper right

pot inside the Gambling
house in the town of
Watermia.

I Red Jewel 30
Thisjewel can be found
at the Great Wall of
China when you are
searching for the fourth
Mystic Statue.

I Red Jewel 3

1

From the Dark Space in

the town of Euro, go
downstairs and exit the
building. Walk to the

K right, up the alley, and
take the first path left.

Continue walking left

lit. Enter jjrantil you see yourself
therightVj Standing between four

different buildings, then
press A to find thejewel.

I Red Jewel 32
Bring apples from the
market in Euro to the
woman who requests
them to get this Red
Jewel.

| Red Jewel 33
Talk to the Statue inside

the Shrine of Eurtpto"
make a doorwayafSpear
behind it. Enter die door
and go downstairs, then
searqh inside a bai relpy

'

find thejewel.

MRed Jewel 34

Caty, returp-t6 Waternjia.

Go toJLatke's Hpuse and
talklo Lance to receive .

the RedJeweK
Exit: Istar’s room irythG 'i »»
Angel Village, gplpfTand

j

Jewel 35
ente/ the n&£t d-oqr.

j Search for a chest near
Sqrfrch inside the brown j.'tlie second Dark Spaceon
pot tqfifid thejewej.

I Red Iewel 27
W'hen yoii-complete the

VpuzzleS'fn Istar’s Room
you will receive thisjewel.

Ml Kress. Inside the chest

you’ll find thejewel.

I Red Jewel 36
You’ll find thisjewel in the

Native Village. Enter the
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| Red lewel 42

On the right side of the
Town of Dao, there are
two men talking near two
camels. Stand on the left

side of them, so you are
almost touching the man
on the left, then walk
straight up, past the
camel, to the brick wall.

Face up and press A to
find theJewel.

iwels yoriprtist play the

nake^Pdp game in the
uppefrigly house in the

wwa of Dao. Hit the
snake 51 times to receive
both of them.

building on the right side

of the Village and search
inside the lower left pot.

| Red lewel 37
Enter the first building in

Ankor Wat and take the
stairs in the upper right

corner. Run down the
slope to the right and up
the next hill. Open the
chest to get the Redjewel.

I Red Jewel 38
Exit the Dark Space in

Ankor Wat where you
received the Earth-Quaker
power, then return to
entrance of the second
building. Walk left, climbs
the stairs, then drop off the

edge while using tiie£arth-

Quaker to freeze all of the : - ,

enemies. Defeat the enemy j I ^
ontlje^eftjtoen/vork yom i

pva'y up to the exit. Open ].To get tlve.se t-Wo Red
/ the chest in the; next rqpmj Ji

' p* get>fierhest. ^ ( Sni

| Red lewel/39\

Q^eyarf find thpTfark
Sjxiee in the Main Hall of

s' Ankor WatflFallpff the
4 ledge and walk counter-

cloc.kwis.e'around the
path, then go up the stairs.

Walk left past two pits,

then use the Psycho
Slider to go through the
small opening. Fall into
the pit to your right to
find the chest that holds
the Redjewel.

| Red Jewel 40
k Instead of falling into the
vpit that took you to Red
Jewel 39. walk down and
^nght to the stairs. Take the

stairs to Main Floor 3F,
walk left to the small open-
ing and use the Psycho
Slider to go through it.

Work your way up and
right, take the stairs to

Main Floor 4F, then follow

the path to the chest.

| Red Jewel 4

1

After getting the Gorgon
Flower, return to the
Native Village and revive

the statue in the right-
hand building. Talk to it to

get thejewel.

When you beat the Snake-Pop
game, you'll gain two Jewels.

| Red Jewel 45
ThisJewel is found inside

the Pyramid. From the
entrance, walk right until

you reach the stairs on the

far right side. At the top of
the stairs, use Shadow’s
Aura ability to sink
through the floor. When
you appear in a new room,
stand in the upper left cor-

ner, face up, and press A to

find thejewel.

Inside the secret room, static!

the upper left corneiVface tlv

waljrand pressJhe'A Button.

| Red Jewel 46
xit t h/- second Dark

Sptfeee in thef’vramid as

VSjidd^w, then enter the
doqpon the right,

alk right and down the

stairs.’Go left to a small
-stairway going straight
up, then stand a couple of
steps to the right from the

base of the stairs. Use
Aura to sink through the
floor, go up to the top of
the stairs, then sink
through the floor again.

When you stop sinking,

open the chest to get the

Jewel.

I Red lewel 47

Exit the second Dark
Space in the Pyramid as

Will and enter the first

door on the right. Work
your way left and enter
the door, then work your
way right and enter the
next door. Avoid the ene-
mies and take the door on
the far left side of the
room. Repeat this in the
next five rooms, then go
to the right until you find
a wall of spikes. Use the
Spin Dash to travel
through the wall, enter
the first door, then open
the chest to get thejewel.

| Red Jewel 48
Exit the second Dark
Space in the Pyramid as

Will, then enter the first

|
rdoor on the left. Go to the

i
righuimtil you reach a

•j. small ramp, then use the
' Spin Dash to go up the
ramp. O^en the treasure
chesuofind thejewel.

| Red lewel 49
Exit the second Dark Space
in the Pyramid as Shadow,
then enter the second door
to the left.Go left down the

first set of stairs, then use
Aura to sink into the floor

before the second set of
stairs. In the next room,
enter the door on the far

right, then enter the door
on the far left. Walk to the

right and take the stairs

going down. Continue left

down the second stairway,

then walk right all the way
to the wall. Use the Auru to

sink through the floor
then open the chest to get
thejewel.

Stand at the top of the stairs on
the far right. As shadow, and use
the Auru to sink through the floor.

c.”””'32®5C . . j

v.uumim '•
-*i

Use the Spin Dash to make it safe-
ly past the falling walls of spikes.

While you're standing next to the
wall, use Shadow's Aura power to
sink through the floor.

| Red Jewel 50
From the entrance to the

Tower of Babel, go up
through the first door, then
walk to the right until you
see a blue box between two
statues of Freedan. Walk up
to the blue box and press A
to get the final Redjewel.
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changing technology have been
successful. The developers at Rare have done more than simply

keep up—they’ve broken new ground with titles like Killer

Instinct and Donkey Kong Country. YVhile working on DKCand
other projects, they developed new c< impression techniques that

they realized would be useful in creating the home version of
Killer Instinct. And the techniques they used to score DKC’s
incredible soundtrack were per fee i for reproducing the killer

music and sound effects from the at cade \ ersion < if K I. (More on
that later.)The thinking was, “If we mnprndiu e K I for the Super

As lot hard ware, the N U til is

promising to be even better than
expected, which lias had Rat e's

developers, and the fighting-game
gurus here at Nintendo, thinking of
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all sorts of ways lo improve on
the arcade version of KI.
Since the hardware technolo-

gy made it possible, it seemed
like a waste not to make the
NU 64 version even better.

The quest i< >n everyone’s ask-

ing is whether or not the Super
NES version is, in fact, just like

the arcade game. The answer:

"And all of the special
moves are in there, even
Riptor's 30-hit Ultra..."

Yes and no, but mostl
What they've crammed int

32-meg cartridge is nothing

of amazing. All of t he s<

shots you see herecome fro

Super NES game. Nothing'.'

tamed. Nothing's been “w;

down." All of the charade
be there, and they’ll be a

perform all of the same t

I that they do in the arcad
I sion. All of the combos.

SUPSR hKS KH
^t's the news you've all been uniting fo*•* Mile* instinct it com-

ing home, complete with all of the killer combos and danger mooes

that have made it this year's biggest guarter pig at arcades world-

wide. And it't coming sooner than you might have expected, because

thit graphic feast itu't tome glitzy, next-generation showcase

game—believe it oi> not, thit Version it 16 -bit, exclusively (or the

$uper of course.

fulgore. Jago. % iptor. £ven tyebol. A ll of the original char-

acters will be there, complete with the moves that have gained them

arcade fame. The moves are thut-your-mouth smooth, the graphics

are unbelievably flick, and best of all, it'll be playing on your $uper

fait, starting in August. ?s this killer news or whatl



All of the Danger
Moves. And all of
the special moves
are in there, even
Riptor’s 30-hit
Ultra (including, of

course, his post-combo breaker
triple juggle). What is different is

the control. It will take a little gel-

used to, especially if you’ve put

in hours on arcade machines, but,

if anything, moves will be
slightly easier to execute in

Super NES version.

p fighting pm
ho designed

up the special moves—they
didn't want players’ ability to

win to be dependent on their

ability to do special moves.)

Plavers using six-button joy-

sticks should have absolutely

no problem adjusting, and
arcade fanatics with nimble
fingers will easily adapt to

using a regular controller.

Players can customize their

controller setups to whatev-

er thev like best.

MUSK CUTS!
ifou'n wondenntj how the tupen bit mutic and

found effeett meafute up aqaintt the arcade

oektiou, litten up! the tint fhipment of tupe

bit Uille* Inttinct garnet, appnximatelif l mil-

lion of them, will he packed with llillen Cutt, a

limited-edition C)>. Ihat’f how <jood the techno

toundttack if. The Cj) featunec 15 ttackt, all

remixed ftom the game, plut one teenet "humilia-

tion" cut.
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'Winiendoj

The game plays great,

and it looks better than
ever. According to

Product Development
Manager Ken “I-live-for-

fighting-games” Lobb (you

met him in the DKC video),

In describing some of the tech-

niques that give the game its detail,

Lobb says, “Sometimes the emula-
tion of reality is better than reality.”

You’ll see birds on the wing, clouds

blowing through in both direc-

tions, and in the
jh.’-y

'
7 B Fulgore level, vou’ll

see swinging lights.

V l e 11

1

i 1

1

is( el 1

1

c > I l)l\< .

of the objects they
strike. The Super NES

scrolling and paral-

lax scrolling, and
you’ll also see
detailed fore-
grounds that were
absent from the

(Take a look at the
spikes in the Eyedol

level.) And one of

litlef include:

HI feefiH c,

Ike Piaif U fyoue

ContnotCinij U&Htmittio*

Oh tje&h

}t s <t ^uncjte

}>o }t frou

futt-bo ue

tke Instinct

tjo! Chech This Out

fteete

Tt&'UbUtes

Tooth <* CUu
t)A flu flat*
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The
simplythev nought

detail ream
has the team thinking—just wail

until you see some of the details

they’ll include in NU 64games!
On the Super NFS, programmers

couldn’t reproduce the scaling

effect used in the arcade version or
the full-motion video sequences at

the beginning and end of matches;

instead, they rendered the best

shots from the sequences in
impressive, 256- color scenes.There
are also more color palettes to

choose from for each character in

QUIPS1
.

?» the heat of the battle, you probabty pay eaty passiuy attention to the

expressions used and couudt made by the different /iyhters. lot those of

you who ve toed to /iyure out what they Ve sayiuy, thouyh, we talked to

lieu Loll and others who worked on the yame /on an explanation.

& drehid

the voice of Japan's most danyerous spy is Heiko Zamura /a.fc.a.

fjornterwoman/, who works at Nintendo 0/ America. Z«ost 0/ her expres-

sions are straiyht/orward translations from Japanese.

lasa-ken: drehids projectile is the i.asa-hen. Atordiny to Heiko,

fasa means laser and Hen means sword.

Jehi-ni-san; Jt V the ot' one-two-three, iehi meaniny one, ni two and

san three. This expression is nsuatly heard only by those fool'nk—or

unlucky—enonyh to let drehid initiate a deadly combo; there is, howev-

er, another way to do this move/

jHoeru ffyo: fHeouc "burniny panther." driyinatty, the plan was /or

drehid to say this when she motpked into the panther, but when the

product testers tkouykt about it, they decided that nobody could speak
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/fltkouyk T’ulyont dots* 1 utto Any intelligible etpnetsions, Ike oniyin of kit tomtd effects

iutenttliny: 7key'ne samples of tyuealiny piyt fnom ffane't Md found libnany.

Chief Tkundcn

ken Loll if tit voice behind Chief Tkunden. (fit voice uat sampled dun iny <ome late-niykt

sessions At ^A»e < ftudio in Tuycnots, tnytand. liken ke had to come up uitk esepnettiont that

founded os if (key miijkf 6e of ftative Jmesic&n oniyin, ke colled not upon kit knouledye of

linguistics f!7f but On e/sptnitnce.

Jikoeui*: Of count, Ike )>koeuU see lit) it tke mythical tunning bind, to it wa< ah Appro-

priate ckoice fon Chief Tkunden't flaminy specialty move. Jttnkapt it't juft a coincidence tkel

Lobb At tended colltyt in fikoeni a, /fnieona,

fammamifk: Tke $AmiuAmifk trite once inhabited tke anea that it non

Washington, ukene Nintendo keadyuanttns it located. Lobb not titles celling on

edye of Uatkinyton }tote kiftory uken ke come up uitk Tkunden't eupnession on

tke take (named (on tke tnibef tkat ke dnivtt by on kit way to non it daily.

Tomahawk: ?h eanty pensions of the game, Ckitf Tkundtn't projeetite was a ton

fikoeui* came laten. Tke fikoen it looked cool, to it fUyed. Laten, uken tke aenial

cntatcd, they tagged it with tke Tomakauk eupnession.

this version, and now, when you
win, the palette you selected will

show up in your victory scene,

another improvement over the

arcade game.
All in all, from killer play control

to great graphics and sound, every-

thing you expect from Killer
Instinct is there in the Super NES
version, and you won’t have to

stand in line to play—unless
you have lots of friends
over, and when they find

out you have KI at your
house, that’s where the line's

likely to form. Because start-

ing in August the arcade
comes home.
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The 3-D polygons
and 256 colors

that make up the

courses only add
to the excite-

ment.

5ELECT*TRACK

N»WKft«
EASTER ISLAND
CATACOMBS

Strap on your helmet and wait for the checkered flag to
drop in Electro Brain’s motocross race game. It’s the first

game to combine the rapid-fire action of the^advanced FX 2

chip with realis-
-

tic characters

formed with
rendered graph- 1

ics. Twenty-two
courses on six

grueling circuits

guarantee hours
of mud-eatin’

fun!
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DIRT TRAX FX

Don't start out on the big machines,
or you'll hit a wall—literally!

Start out with a 50cc bike just to learn the lay of

then move on to 125cc and 250cc bruisers. Mastf

and you'll be admitted to four incredibly brutal ci

become Dirt Trax FX champ, though, you'll have t

500cc monster!

In multi-player mode, matchups are

generated randomly.

You can pit yourself against

the ruthless riders of the Dirt

Trax FX circuit or against a
friend, with each of you
choosing your favorite rider.

But heck—Why not throw a
mud-fight party? As many as

eight can play in multi-play-

er mode. In any mode you
choose, Dirt Trax FX will

keep tabs on the best course
times and ranks of the play-

ers with a point system based
on finishing positions. You’ll

also get a password each time
you conquer a circuit.

EIGHT RIDERS
Here’s your roster of riders. Remember that you’re the boss.

Ride ’em. Learn ’em! Because the courses are so different, a rid-

er who excels on one could be toast on another.

KFKssSless
on tight turns.

The new kid on the block is out to

prove he belongs at the starting

gate with the other pros.

With guts to burn, this savvy vet
has no problem keeping up with
the hot-rodding young-uns.

SsSSSS
a-.ucumhur before ar

jter has burned
many'

'
opponent.

When Nails says he hasn't seen his

brake pedal in five years, you'd bet-

ter believe him.

-(viias-fMiLiri**

ecautw
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5SandwteW^V«"P‘
through this section.

very tightly.

Jr yau iiinb yyyr

y/IjuuJju and turn hard

ar Turn Ty/a, yau can

hap arap rhe^rdiJ arid

pass an rhs inside
With a powerful once, skip tne second a
fourth jumps bv popping a wheelie just I

you reach tne top or the first and th

VL
Jwi

For nimble-footed ndBfs, this is th

to catch rivals. Just be sgrerto hue

like you hug you^handlebar.'

bounced fa5
Vou mic

MOGUL
MOSH

START
FINISH

wm<jp

-''SON OF MOGUL

THE BIG O
Motocross mavens call the ridges that extend across a course
“whoops” and the small bumps “moguls." Here’s a good
opportunity to learn the ups and downs of both! Try to time
yourjumps to catch the tops of the whoops and moguls.
Otherwise, it’s best to avoid them altogether. And don’t be
distracted by the spectacular desert landscape or the cool

fountains. That split-second you lose could prove disastrous!

RTAKE/HN1SH moguimosw

The five courses in the opening circuit

are easy to learn, but tough to mas-
ter. That makes them ideal for tour-

nament and tag-team racing. Train

hard: the skills that help you win here
will be mandatory if you just want to

survive the next four circuits!

DOUBLE WHOOPS

DOUBLEWHOOP

® track.
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WATER SLIDE DIRT TRAX FX

Check your swim trunks at the door. You'll need a full set of leathers for this

squishy track! The trickiest part of this course, though, may be the mixture
of sharp and wide turns that can throw you off stride—and off course!

TUBNTHREE

START/FINISH

Get ready tor tnei/vafeniazaraDy nugging

the inside rail.

^take yourl!
with aggressive

i DOUBLEJUMP

Pop a wheelie on the first jump it

you have a high-powered bike, or

you might lose speed on the second
jump.

•j'j't'n Turn tjnd iirj

Last furjj u ta vary far-

cji'/iny rJt acjyrayyivy

riders. Atisid^ e#j/j hcirdi Water
hazard

DOUBLE
WHOOPS
These whoops aren't as high

as the one at the start line, so
muscle your way to the inside 'three quick

LAST TURN

TURNTWO
Defy the laws of physics! T****^^^^^^^*
Turn in midair to sail over this whoop and your competition. TRis grassy run wilhull you if you don' t stay

WATER
HAZARD
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Overtake your
Is/ow-turninq

I rivals with
(aggressive
jcornering here.

time-consuming slog through the muck.

MINI-WHOOPS

It takes nimble steering to sneak
between the mountain and these time-

killers. High g-Forces here might push
you off course!

J; j/js/ii zi iijcj

zii snb
rJ / rjid a 9olllsi«wf by
cJ iz/j-oj/jcj amoinfm
D'ji/i rpvgsf ro pock/

y
rJiir paraslmai

When bikes collide, the one that
runs into the other loses time.

58 NINTENDO POWER

EASTERISLAND
Many a rider has felt cursed by the mysterious monoliths that loom over this

exotic course. Look sharp or you, too, might find your dreams going off
course! You’ll have to thread nasty whoops, icy straightaways and mud pits.

But none is as scary as the twin mountains stuck right in the middle of this

figure-eight.

START/FINIS" *s

MUDPIT

MEAN
MOUNTAINS

r .../eisgre;

the going is slow, especially for

bikes with poor acceleration. Stick

to the dirt instead.

CROSSOVER
ZjZO LDM i&J

Get ready tor rush hour! Even
rivals you've passed long ago
can ram you here.

Hi



CATACOMBS

7/ia 125zz zitizl 255 zz

bikas zitb pzirilzulzirly

tfziziznziru'j^ ziribf yz>'j

ik=# r/i=# Z'jrn-ir *>p uphjJJ

iurm. 1 i'z zi k?rig way
down!

ctSP' ^ >

The steep slope will slow even
the biggest bikes. Careful.

It's easy to ram the rail!

Lean way back on your rear wheel and peg
your throttle. Catch the whoop between the

two ponds for even more air time.

yourE&e^ther/
’° Pass

’

'Pe smaf
sP.ould be
fuis turn.

Pop a wheelie bef5re enfenngfhe deep mud.
At the corner, drop your front tire and make
an easy left turn.

saKsF®ss!5!

Hairpin curves, water traps, mud pits, wicked whoops and
long, narrow tunnels will tax your motocross skills to the

max. One moment you’re in a sinew-popping curve and
the next you’re flooring it. Your secret weapon, though—
besides your guts!—may be your ability to execute a care-

fully timed wheelie.

WATER HAZARD AQUA ALLEY UPHILL TURN ONE

UPHILL
TURNONE AQUAALLEY

i^p^ruRN
MUDTURN

0
|

u .

^

11

L.

11
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qta’RT/FINISH

run into the rail.

TRIPLEJUMPS

Shortcuts artists, watch out!

You might get blindsided by riders

who took the long way around.

JUMP CITY
BUMPY
BACKSTKETCH

M rV
SHORTCUT

|

1 L-1 U
i*n^ i I

MERGING
TRAFFIC

D-d-did someone say j-j-jumps? Hold onto your helmet in this chin-chat-

tering course! Because different bikes will do better on different sections,

expect lots ofjam-ups and lead-changes.The smallest error can cost you a
race. Don’t be too aggressive, though. It’s easy to fly over the low rails!

Fast bikes can scale these monsters on
one wheel. Slower riders should tap their

brakes at the top of jump number two.

DIRTMOUNTAIN



The sinister T-Rex
may give you the

toughest competi-
tion of all.

in isih niit'Jb,

V.bbp 'jvj'jy from /our

rival by riding In a pai-

ibni. A big iigur=*-=iighr

is iip^dcjJI/ rritk/. h

"Good brakes are vital when you're playing

tag. Slam into an outside rail to automati-

cally become "It."

Single players

can pick the

toughness of

their opponents.

THE
WATER SLIDE

EASTER ISLAND
CATACOMBS
JUMP CITY

MBS

TIME
cnus.flfl

During a race, Dirt Trax FX keeps you posted on the time
elapsed, where you are in a lap and your position. It’s

valuable info for plotting a racing strategy. But don’t ever
forget to bring your guts with your goggles. Your compe-
tition hates to lose!

TRAINING
Chalk up some serious track time without any distrac-

tions. Ride the toughest parts of any course again and
again. You’re always in first place!

Grip your handlebars and get ready for high-

1

powered hide-and-seek! Choose any course
from the regular circuits or sign up for the
special tag mazes. Then, pick how much time you’re allowed
to be “It.” Tag your opponent by brushing by on your bike. If

your opponent’s clock runs down before yours does, you win!

The special tag mazes are full _j
of jumps and hiding places. 1

SINGLERACE
Race a friend or the field on a

course of your choice. An arrow
helps you distinguish your rider

from the hard-riding herd. Your
rider’s theme music will play
when you grab first place.

The split screen helps
opposing players keep
a wary eye on each
other.

Tag mode makes it easy for

players of different skill levels

to compete by giving the less

experienced player more time.

DIRT TRAX FX



SAVE THE
ONE MORE TIME!

BEGIN TRANSMISSION ** Priority One message from United
Freedom Forces Command to U.S.S. Avalon. Urgent: Scramble
strike team immediately to Tormane system to repel invaders led

by being known as The Machine. Armored battle suits and
weapons systems provided by the
Factor 5 development team and Ocean
Software. Advise extreme caution, as

strike team will be far outnumbered.
Power-Ups will be readily available,

but 1-Ups will be scarce. Commandos
may choose from four controller con-
figurations and three difficulty lev-

els. Eliminate any enemy troops and
stop The Machine once and for all! **

END TRANSMISSION

CIPILIZtITIOHS here
DESTROYED I H ! MSTHHT
4HO THE WHOLE SYSTEM FELL
UNDER THE SPELL OR EP ! L

.
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Unlike the other weapons,
the Flame Thrower snoots
in short bursts, rather than
in a continuous stream,

making it less practical in

some situations.

Use the control pad to sweep
the Freeze beam in an arc

around you. The beam can't

damage enemies, but it will

hold them until you can bring

other weapons to bear.

You can climb to new heights by jump-
ing and shooting your arm at an angle.

The Laser has a narrow
Field of fire, but it makes u

lor it by being devastating!
powerful. A short blast wi
be enough to take down
most opponents.

You may find yourself careening head firstdow n a dark
tunnel or soaring above a flaming star. These stages add
some variety to the famil-

iar, side-scrolling format.

thing that won't blow up. I wonder if

Luke Skywalker ever had it this bad.

SUPER TURRICAN 2



Kicking sand in this dragon's face

won t help, but a few well-placed

blaster shots will!

HLjii 8F!

iiffe ,i|
,m if” iffh, "*Hf“

I HE PESEH l

Most of this planet is covered by desert, with enemy troops and
sand dragons around every dune. This isn’t a difficult stage,

though, and you’ll have a chance to practice using your Bionic Arm
and weapons. You’ll also get to drive an armed dune buggy, which
will be handy in defeating the airborne mini-bosses.

You're the lone survivor of the Freedom Forces strike

team, marooned on a planet controlled by the oppres-
sive army of The Machine. With your ship a hopeless
wreck, you have no choice but to complete your mis-
sion without help. The fate of the galaxy rests on your
shoulders—and you wouldn't have it any other way!

The Machine’s troops have laid waste
to everything in this metropolis.

cause damage,
but they shouldn’

be too much of a

The fight continues in the
skies, but only if you choose
the Normal or Hard setting.

The Easy game skips these

areas.

appetizer and blast away!
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You've been captured by The Machine's soldiers and are being tak-

en to one of their strongholds, but you quickly make your escape.
The stage opens with you clinging to the outside of their craft, try-

ing to find a way to sabotage it. Even if you succeed, do you have
the power to take on an entire shipload of enemy troops?

You’ll have to make your way
around the hull of the ship, and
the gravity beams make forward
movement difficult. The main-
tenance drones arc a lot tougher
than past enemies, so you may
want to avoid them altogether.

The minor enemies aren't so
minor anymore. Be careful with the arm-one tap on the controller i

send you swinging!

After disabling the ship’s main engines, you’ll

automatically hop on a rocket
.

sled and reenter the ship. As jf /
you speed along the mainte-

I

nance tunnels, avoid the ener- jf

The next obstacle is a series of corridors pro-

tected by electrical fields. You can use your
arm to swing along, but waiting to see the elec-

tric beam pattern can be more dangerous than

r : j .
*-

*'
.

1

1 1 1
- 1 simply running

riii I
~rro”8 "'

Hop back on the rocket sled for another run
down the tunnels. The enemies here don’t

maneuver much, but they have thick hides.

, You’ll have to start shooting as soon as they

appear todestroy them before they roar past

(you. As before, watch for health bonuses.

Practically the whole
body is a target.

Spiders...why did it have
to be spiders?

Hit the Jump but-

ton to surge
ahead, then get

on the side oppo-
site the drill.

Slam him into the

tunnel wall!



The destruction of the Arachni-Boss sets off a chain
reaction that blows up the spacecraft. The good
news is that you'll be rescued by a passing pirate

ship. The bad news is that they'll take you to their

homeworld, away from your destination. You'll

have to find a way to get off the planet!

Whereas the previous planet was a desert, this

world is almost completely covered by water.

The planet-wide ocean is teeming with fish,

many of which have very large teeth. You com-
mandeer a water cycle and begin exploring the

maze-like reef, looking for a way out.

The water cycle has slow firing torpe-

does. The scuba divers and even the
fish take multiple hits.

" ' f-.T-l fish take multiple hits.

The exit tunnel is sealed, so you’ll have to

destroy the power generators to shut
down the security system. The passages to

the generators lie along the left and right

edges of the reef. Beware of narrow gaps
between the rocks. You could find your-
self stuck but good!

The battle with this giant stingray is an exercise in

patience. Sometimes you’ll be able to ride the water
cycle and use its torpedoes, but you’ll most often
find yourself at the bottom of the screen waiting for

it to swim into range of your Flame Thrower.

Blast the airlock open with your torpedoes. It's only a short

hike from here to one of the power generators.

You normally can t jump
high enough to hit it, but if

you wait, the stingray will

drop down to your level.

The torpedoes

cause a lot more
damage. Be careful

of the jagged tail as

it swings from side

The exit tunnel

will open only

after you've tak-

en out allot the

power genera-
tors.

The water surges through the tunnel, creating

a whirlpool effect. Pirates spiral towards you,
dropping mines in their wakes. You can steer

right and left, but if you hit a mine, the result-

ing explosion will send you careening around
the screen, out of control!
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SUPER TURRICAN 2

Your incredible luck holds up as you manage to teleport
yourself onto one of The Machine’s flagships. It's bound for
the black space fortress, now orbiting the nearby star. If

only you can get to the base undetected!

The Machine’s orbiting complex is massive, spread out
over many miles of the star’s super-heated atmosphere.
With a space-booster strapped to your back, you swiftly
penetrate the outer defenses, but will you be in time to stop
the next scheme of planetary conquest?

The Machine has placed a lot of security
measures in front of you, including a series

of metal barriers. The only vulnerable spots
are the single large links in each chain.

entire barri

er in the pro
The space-booster lets you move from
left to right, but not up and down, as
the screen scrolls downward.

If it moves, it's after you! There are
lots of energy bolts, flame jets and
enemies to contend with here.

blaster. The only time this

^HP T'JPP t C;
THE HIGHEST Ml

PECEl V»E!7

IL OP HOHOP

pto 3E “ iffim m “ 1 All
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From AqENT #256

If you’ve mastered Kirby’s Dream Course you’ll be
happy to learn that there is an even greater chal-

lenge in the game. There are several hidden Extra
Courses that can only be found after finishing the
game. If you are able to earn a medal on each of the
eight courses, you’ll be able to select the Extra
Courses during the two-player game. Earning a
Gold Medal on each of the eight courses will allow

you to access the Extra Courses in the one-player
mode. If you are a good enough player to get all of
the Gold Medals on the Extra Courses, you will

gain access to the Sound Test. The charts below
show the scores needed to gain a Gold Medal on
each of the courses.

Normal Courses Bronze Silver Gold

Course 1 26 19 14

Course 2 26 19 14

Course 3 29 22 17

Course 4 29 22 17

Course 5 30 23 18

Course 6 28 21 16

Course 7 26 19 14

Course 8 30 23 18

Extra Courses Bronze Silver Gold

Course 1 25 18 13

Course 2 27 20 15

Course 3 29 22 17

Course 4 29 22 17

Course 5 27 20 15

Course 6 28 21 16

Course 7 28 21 16

Course 8 27 20 15

If you gain medals on each of the one- If you're good enough to win all of

player courses, you'll gain access the Gold Medals, you can play the
to the Two-Player Extra Courses. One-Player Extra Courses!

From AqENT #725

If you’re looking for a little variety in Kirby’s
Avalanche, try this quick code. On Controller II,

hold A, B, X and Y, then press the Reset Button.
Continue holding all of the buttons and select the

Option command then the Custom command.When
the Custom Screen appears, you will have several

secret options that allow you to alter the game!

Hold A, B, X and Y on Controller II, Continue to hold the buttons, go
then reset the game. to the Options Screen, then the

Custom Screen.

On the Custom Screen, you can The possibilities for new chal-

choose from several new options, lenge are limitless.



L

iV

From AqENT #004

Depending on how much help yon need, there are a

couple of different passwords that will give you a

great headstart in Michaeljordan: Chaos in theWindy
City. Before you begin playing, go to the Password
Screen and enter either of the two special passwords.

If you use the password MCHLJRDN-23, you will

receive 25 lives and skip toany stage in thegame. Using
the password 12345678999 will let you skip to any stage

as well, but it will alsogive you a total of 73 extra lives.

Before you begin playing anew game, Either password will give you a load

go to the Password Screen and enter of extra lives and will allow you to
one of the special passwords. skip to any stage of the game.

i-UteiFiGHTERH
JUUClviENT CUVJ

From AqENT #665

When you play C2:Judgment Clay in the normal
mode, you can adjust the speed of the game when
you are on the Option Screen. If you want to boost

the speed even higher than usual, go to the Game
Start Screen, hold Y and press L, L, R, Down, Left
then R. When you move to the Option Screen you
can set the Speed Level all the way up to 10!

On the Game Start Screen, hold Y When you go to the Option Screen
and press L, L, R, Down, Left then you will be able to set the fight

R on Controller I. speed all the way up to 10!

From AqENT #892
Random Select

If you need to add a little extra challenge to your
matches, you can use this code to randomly select

your characters. Before you begin a new match, go
to the Character Select Screen and press the L and
R Buttons at the same time. You’ll never know
which fighter you’ll be using, but if you’re good,
you can win with any of them.

Press the L and R Buttons at the The character you'll fight as will

same time while you are on the be randomly selected for you.

Character Select Screen.

This unusual trick will let you fight with miniature
versions of your favorite characters. Select a 4-

Player Tounament game, then choose and name
the characters in the order listed below. When you
being the tournament, all of the fighters will be
much smaller, but just as strong as before!

Player I

Player 2

Player 3

Player 4

FROSTY
FROSTY
BLOB
TAFFY

POSSE
JASON A
STEVE C
JOHN S

Begin a 4-Player Tournament, Select each of the characters

then go to the Player Select listed above and enter the appro-

Screen. priate name.



From Ac,cnt #22?

If you’re really having trouble finishing X-Kaliber
2097, you can reduce the difficulties with this invinci-

blity code. When you first turn on the game, wait for
the Title Screen to appear, then press Left, Left,
Right, Right, Down, Up, Right, Up, Up and Up on
Controller I. Go to the Option Screen and turn the

No Damage Option on. When you begin playing, you
will be completely immune to enemy attacks!

Wait for the Title Screen to appear, Go to the Option Screen and turn
then enter the code using Controller I. the No Damage Option on.

When you begin playing you will be Use your new-found powers to
invincible! blaze through the game.

THE DEATH AND

£|jpERMAN

Beforeyou begin playing, go to the Play the sounds OB, 29, 2C and 05,

Option Screen and select the then start a new game.
Sound Test.

You can refill your Life Bar at any-
time by pressing A, B, X and Y at

the same time.

If you want to skip to a later stage
in the game, hold A,B,X and Y then
press Select

From AqENT #127

If you’re tired of starting at the very beginning
whenever you play Pitfali: the Mayan Adventure,
you can use this code to skip to the later levels of
the game! When the Title Screen appears, wait
until the boomerang begins to circle the word
Start, then press X, Select, A, Select, Y, A, X and
Select. If you enter the code correctly, the names
of each of the stages will appear underneath the
title. Use the L and R Buttons to scroll through the
levels, then press Start to begin playing.

From AqENT #506

What is a Superman game without Super Powers?
Everyone knows that Superman shouldn’t be easily

defeated, and this code will make sure that he isn’t.

Before you begin anew game, go to the Game Option
Screen and select the Sound Test. Play the sounds OB,

29, 2C and 05 (in this order), then start a new game.
You can refill your Life Bar at any time during the
game by pressing A, B, X and Y at the same time, or
you can skip to the next level by pressing the Select

Button while holding the other buttons.

On the Title Screen, press X, Select,

A, Select, Y, A, X and Select.

Wait until the boomerang circles the When the names of the stages
word Start, then press X, Select, A, appear below the title, use the L

Select, Y, A, X and Select. or R Button to select any stage.



From Aejent #010

After you’ve mastered all of the tracks in Street
Racer, you can test your skills on four secret tracks.

To access the Bonus Tracks, go to the Game Options
Screen and select the Custom Cup Setup option.
When the Custom Cup screen appears, press L, R, L,

R, X and Y. After entering the code you will be able

to select Tracks 21-24 on the Custom Cup.

Beforeyou begin playing, go to the

Option Screen and select Custom
Cup Setup.

On the Custom Cup Screen, press
L, R, L, R, X and Y.

So you think that you’re pretty good at Madden
‘95? If you’re looking for a little extra challenge,
try winning a special one-minute game. When you
start up a new game, choose your teams and mode
of play as normal, then highlight the Game Time
Option and press L, R, L, R and X. When the game
begins, you’ll only have one minute to go—you’d
better use your time outs!

Highlight Time Option then press

L, R, L, R and X.

After selecting your favorite

teams, highlight the Time Optioi

then press L,R, L, R and X.

When you start, you'll only have a

minute left to play, so you d bet-

ter hurry!

From Accents #210 & #211

This trick may not do much for your actual game
playing, but it’s entertaining nonetheless. When
you first turn on the game, after the Licensed by
Nintendo Screen, a bone will appear on the screen.

You can control the bone when it appears by press-

ing A, B, Y, X, L, R or the Control Pad on Controller

I. After you have played with the dog bone for a

while, you can press the Select Button to replay
everything you did!

Wait until the bone appears on When you're done playing, press
the Title Screen, then change its Select to review everything you
spinning speed and size. did!

SEND US YOUR CODESl
A popular activity among Nintendo game players is developing

tips and strategies. If you would like to share your own special

tips with us, send them in! Choose your own three-digit agent

number and be sure to include it with your codes.

Our Address is:

Nintendo Power
Classified Information
P.O. Box 97033
Redmond, Wa.
98073-9733



CURRENT
DEVELOPMENT
Nintendo plans to introduce three
games for the release of Virtual
Boy with about three to follow
each month. The three titles most
likely to be released at launch will

be TeleroBoxer, Galactic Pinball

and Red Alarm. TeleroBoxer (3-D
robotic boxi
along the lines

of Super
Punch-Out!!)
and Galactic
Pinball (3-D pin-

ball) have been
mentioned in
Power before, but
Mario Clash and
Mario’s Drearr
Tennis are new
titles that should
follow the release of
Virtual Boy. Mario
Clash may be t

most exciting title

announced so fa
because it combine

elements of plat-

form games and
adventure games in

a unique 3-D world
with both side-
scrolling and ove
head views. Mario
Clash is a good
example of a
game that fully

uses the graphic

capabilities of
Virtual Boy.
Nintendo also
plans to market a
vector graphic
shooter under

development at T&E Soft called
Red Alarm. Red Alarm is sched-
uled to be the third game released

with the introduction of the system
in August. Red Alarm’s polygon-
based environment may remind
players of Star Fox.



system. \

League Base
feature 18 ii

tional all-sta

and a two-
option, whicl

used with \

Boy’s Playlinl

Bomber
game

Nintendo title. In addition to ^N intendo’sdevelopmentgroups at"
NCL in Kyoto, Rare Ltd. in Great M
Britain is scheduled to develop j
Virtual Boy titles for Nintendo.

Kemco’sJapanese c|evel-

'opm.entTeams have been at ^vaii

since lastyfcafonitfirtua

’BasehaH? which snbuld 1

.tire £i rs^ I icensee release

Processor:

Speed:

Display:

Resolution:

Software:

Sound:

Controller:

Power:

IRTUA
FACTS

Tetris-type action and
Bomberman-like characters in a 3-

D environment. The second title,

Vertical Force, is expected to be a

3-D, sci-fi shooter.

Bullet-Proof Software
plans to release Vl-Tetris and
Faceball in Japan. The challenge
of 3-D Tetris will be obvious to

everyone. The hide-
and-seek play style of
Faceball, especially as

a two-player Playlink

game, should be awe-
some. At this date,
there is no confirmed
plan to release the
games in the United
States, although that is

likely to change.

Ocean of
America plans to
release the first

Virtual Boy title pro-

grammed in the U.S. Based on the

upcoming Waterworld movie
starring Kevin Costner, Ocean’s
Virtual Boy offering will be a
first-person action game with
chases and shoot-outs.

Atlus Devil Busters falls

into the action/arcade category
of games. Atlus’Japanese devel-

opment house has kept a tight lid

on the gajne, but we’ll bring you
more very soon.

32-bit RISC CPU

20MHz
RTI Dual mirror-scan,

high resolution LED displays

384 x 224 pixels for each eye

8-or IB-Megabil ROM Dame Paks

(standard configurations)

Digital Stereo Sound

(self-contained speaker system)

Double-grip with

two directional control buttons

Six AA batteries

(AC adapter or rechargeable battery

adapter available separately)

Playlink cable

(connects two Virtual Boys)

August 1995

Less than $200

2-Player:

Release Date:

Suggested Price:
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:r game puts players in control

of armed trimarans. Missions
may include offensive and
defensive action as flotillas of
jet skiers called “smokers”
cause havoc on the high seas.

Steve says that they have con-
centrated on increasing the

speed of the graphics to cre-

ate a virtual rush.

Over the past few
months, Steve andjason have
had to learn a whole new way
of looking at games, but Steve

sees the stereoscopic elements
of Virtual Boy as beingjust

the icing on the cake. “What I really

like about this system is thatwe have
to concentrate on basic game

VIRTUAL
PAK WATCH
Steve Woita andjason Plumb
have recently waded into the

depths of 3-D programming
at Ocean of America.
Waterworld, a game for
Virtual Boy and the arcade,
which is based on the upcom-
ing Kevin Costner film, will be
the first American-designed
game for Virtual Boy. Steve
revealed that the game will

use an over-the-shoulder per-

spective and concentrate on 3-

D action. “It’s intended to be
an arcade experience,” said Steve.

“It will be easy to learn, but tough to

master.” The one-player or two-

74 NINTENDO POWER

T*HQhas begun development on
several Virtual Boy licensed
products here in the U.S.
including possible sports and
adventure games. Although
we couldn’t announce the first

two titles at press time, we will

let you know about these hot
licenses as soon as possible.

Boss Game Studio in

Redmond, WA is also work-
ing on a Virtual Boy game
with help from Gerald
Weatherup, the creator of a
number of Game Boy titles

including Desert Strike,
Buster Bros, and Robocop.

VIRTUAL BQY TITLES
IN DEVELOPMENT

Calaclic Pinball Nintendo

TeleroBoxer Ninlendo
Mario Clash (tentative title) ..Ninlendo

Mario’s Dream Tennis ..Ninlendo

Red Alarm Ninlendo

Golf T&ESofl

Vl-Telris BPS
Faceball BPS
Virlual League
Baseball Kemco

Panic Bomber VB ..Hudson

Verlical Force Hudson

evil Buslers

(lenlalive lille) Alius

.Ocean



Virtual Boy also uses a tech-

nique called parallax to create the 3-

D aspects of the image.

Images are slightly
shifted on the two dif-

ferent screens accord-
ing to whether they
should appear closer or

farther away from the
viewer. For instance, an
object in the fore-
ground appears shifted

toward the middle on
the left and right
screens while an object

in the distance appears
shifted toward the out-

side on each screen.
Objects that appear in

the middle ground
appear exactly the same on both
screens. In the end, your brain inter-

prets the 3-D distance of an image
by the amount that is shifted on the

right and left screens. If it sounds
pretty complicated, it is. The CPU
controls the LEDs in the array,
switching them on and off at the
appropriate instant to create the
reflective image.

The most impressive part of
this technology as it appears in

Virtual Boy is its ability to produce
dramatic 3-D effects with smooth
animation. Most of the games cur-

rently under development make use

of this 3-D element in one way or
another.The 3-D adds realism, but it

also can add to the complexity and
interest of a game. Mario Clash,
which is a tentative name at this

point, uses 3-D imagery to create lay-

ers ofaction while TeleroBoxer uses

the 3-D first-person perspective for

an in-your-face experience.

Although the SLA screen size mea-
sures only one inch, it produces an
image that seems to be as large as a
12-inch monitor.

The SLA technology con-
sists of a linear array of light emit-
ting diodes (LEDs), a magnifying
lens, and a counterbalanced reso-

nant vibrating scan mirror. At any
given instant, the viewer sees a
reflection of a vertical line of LEDs
corresponding to one column of
the full image. As the mirror
swings forward and backward (see

the diagram), the apparent location

of the vertical line sweeps horizon-
tally from one edge of the virtual

screen to the other. The CPU con-
trols the LED pattern, which is

timed to the oscillations of the mir-

ror. You may see only one column
at a time, but you perceive the
entire image since the oscillating

mirror moves so quickly, reflecting

the changing LED image.

design. So many games these days
have lots of graphic frosting, but
when you cut into the cake, there’s

nothing there.Jason and I

have been concentrating
on what’s inside.”
According to Steve,
Waterworld will be fin-

ished inJune orJuly, which
means that it should be
released shortly after the
launch of Virtual Boy.

REFLECTIONS
RTI created the Scanned-
Linear Array (the visual

component of Virtual Boy)
as a means of producing
extremely high resolution

images on a tiny screen.
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The combination of stellar graphics, pin-

point play control, and entertaining plot

makes Prehistorik Man a hit in any player's

FOOD GONE, MUST
GET BONES

Me Sam! Tribe have no food! Dinosaurs steal all

Sam’s food! Big chief mad! Winter nearly here.

Chief tell Sam to get bones to buy food for tribe.

Must go to Dino Graveyard! Many bones in Dino

Graveyard. Graveyard many days journey-danger-

ous journey! Sam bring friends. Chief come to

give advice. Metalsmith join to make big

weapons. Scientist build machines for Sam.

Hunter show the way. Chiefs pretty daughter

come too—she refuse to stay behind. Chief let

Sam marry pretty daughter if Sam get food for

tribe. Sam gonna be first hero in history!

Oogawhama!



PREHISTORIK
MANpReHIfTORlK

Sam takes to the skies on a wing
and a prayer! Stretching the hide

of the Spotted Lion across a wood
frame, the Prehistorik Scientist

fabricated the first heavier thanair

fly ing device. As
) ® » with all new

' ( developments,
there are a few

-
: j minor glitches that

require some fine tuning. Sam
must dive the glider to gain more
altitude. One minor drawback is

thatSam sometimesruns out ofsky
to dive in. Ouch!

00<j* 801N4&

SPORTS WHm
fr Make a fast getaway on the Sports Wheel! The
wheel allowsSam to travel at speeds neverbefore

“ experienced by mankind. Press left or right on J
*

- the control pad to travel at normal speed. Use 3

Q the Y Button orpress diagonallyup to accelerate
~ '

at blinding speed. Pressing thejump but-

I [— ,on on V>^'

* fBIHMiSi l
1 ”• |> s

launches

LUkI Ill'll ^kv
» ki

Check out the multitude of prehistorik animation—Sam can drool or

shade his eyes while checking out the... urn, er, scenery. Be sure to

read the Chief's amusing dialogue at the end of every level.

THE WJ n THE s E\7
Avid game players may recall that the first

Prehistorik Man game premiered on Game Boy
last year. This black and white version is ancient
history. The Super NES version rocks the stone

age with huge colorful levels and amusing new
characters.

)

;
tRmm^pokt&txom

HANCjllPFK
New monsters, massive levels and the brilliant colors in the Super
NES version of Prehistorik Man blow away its Game Boy predeces-

Ever play a level so difficult you ve wanted to scream? Prehistorik

Man has a Super Shout option that clears enemies from the screen.

Sammy can also run on all fours like a wild party animal.

Sam has character—lots of character. His good
time attitude and antics might/nake you think
Sam hds a life that goes on after you’ve finished

playing the game. Let go of the controller and
Sam waves to see if you’re still around—if you’re

not, he may doze off on you. Watch this cave-guy
carefully. His hilarious antics add flavor to an
already entertaining game.

Even though the byways are not as congested, getting

around in the Stone Age is much more difficult and
dangerous than with our modern methods of mass
transit. When he’s not hunting or gathering, Sam
tests many prototypes of futuristic transportation.

The Prehistorik Scientist is developing several new
gadgets to assistSam in getting from here to there.

The Prehistorik Scientist calls his invention the Ooga’
‘

Boinga. Using a high tech device called a “spring”,

the Ooga Boinga propels Sam skyward at a high rate

of speed. Hold down
the jump button to
bound high above
Sam’s enemies. While
Sam can squish most
opponents withjust one
hop, precise landings
require practice and
timing.
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START

Oogawhama! It’s another hidden area fnil of food! Beat
the lion and pound the ground after crossing the upper
bridge on the far right. Drop in the hole and explore.

Defeat another lion and pick up the temporary invinci-

bility skin! Watch out furry felines—it'spayback time!

One of the most fascinating features of Prehistorik Man
is the multitude of hidden areas brimming with bonus
items. Use Sam’s club along the ground on the left side

of the second save point. Stars bounce off Sam’s club

. when he finds a

the wall caves
Use this sat

method to rev<

hidden platfon

.Pound the’ground grid

look for stars! Sta'cs indi-

! oate weak wall? dr floors

(that are ready fobreak

{ open.\Jumgjotoihe hole

anParflTtScmuS items.
'

7
Co)lec't th"e goodies and

lakeihe platform back to
!

'ti»e surface.

NINTENbO POWER

The feline buzz saw in the

pit might treat Sammy like

a scratching post One
method for easy victory is

the Super Shout—
r
just

shout it out!

LEVEL2N
ANCENTBRITOES

Level Two is teeming with hun-
gry bears, vicious lions, and
FOOD! Hordes of treats are
concealed in secret storage
areas. Find these hidden meals
by swinging your weapon in the

air and at the ground.' The map
found on these two pages out-
lines how to find two concealed
areas, but a third one remains
hidden. Want a hint? Pound the

groundjust before Sam gets to

the Spotted Lion.

0
safeflwr

The Prehistorik Scientistrequires Sam’s assistance.

The only way to cross the next level is to be a bird

or build a Hang Glided Unfortunately, Hang
Gliders cannot be invented until the scientist

obtains the hide of the Spotted Lion* Fortunately,
the inventor knows where a lion’s den is located.



PREHISTORIK
MAN

,The road to the Dino Graveyard is strewn with

prehistorik peril. The following overview
informs cave dwellers of what to expect:

1 I C \/C
|

rt Hang out in the skies above HS
LEVEL + Cloud Canyon-just make *

l CLOflT) sure that you collect all fif-

teen gems before you leave ° _
, CANYON thearea. _ ,

a

LEVEL
'HIGH
JUNGLE

In order to reach the Dark
forest, Sam must find three

gems and place them in a

sacred statue. The Chief is

here with helpful hints.

LEVEL
DARK
FOREST

Jump from vine to vine as

you make your way through

the jungle. Watch out for the

coconuts thrown by angry
monkeys.

LEVEL
FOREST
VINES

Ungowa! Sam needs to grab
a vine in the nick of time!

Avoid birds and irate apes as

you sway high above the for-

est floor.

LEVEL 1

OLD
VOLCANO

Relax... it's an old dormant
volcano. There’s no danger
here, just a few steam
vents. Nothing Sam should

be worried about, right?

LEVEL 8
BURNING
TREE

You're inside a burning tree!

Everybody out! Sam must
bound to the top as flames

lick at his hairy toes. Jump
perfectly or get burned.

LEVEL 9
BURNT
TREE

The Volcano blows up! The
whole forest is burning! Sam
flees along the treetops.

Use spears as platforms to

climb above limbless trees.

Sam's inside another huge
tree. Warm winds helppush
him higher and higher. Time
your jumps and ride the ther-

mals to the top.

Apemen captured the Hunter

and tied him to a tree! At
least they didn't get the

chief's daughter. Sammy
must spring to the rescue!

LEVEL II

APEMAN
VILLAGE

AEVEl \Z
‘ APEMAN
SUBURBS

Grab the Ooga Boinaa and

break through the Apeman
Suburbs! This stage is no
problem! But wait... what's
that prehistorik cop doing?

:*LEVEL 13
-NIGHT
r FOREST

Sam needs a light to get
down. There are some fire-

flies high in the tree. Maybe
the olcfplatforms will sup-

port Sam.

Time to leave the treetops!

Sam must work his way
down through a hollow tree,

but it's dark! Keep your pet

firefly close at your side!

Oogawhama! It’s the Chief’s daughter! This level is full

of bonuses! In fact, she’s here to teach Sammy how to

spell B-O-N-U-S. Ungowa! Sam never knew spelling

could be this much fun! Each level has a letter. What do
aiN« the letters mean? Sam

,
. C had better collect them

SPOTTED LION
The rare Spotted Mountain I. ion living high above the 1

Ancient Bridges possesses a hide of aerodynamic quality.

The Prehistorik Scientist requires this skin to complete the

Hang Glider. Several regular lions block the path to the

Spotted Mountain I.ion, but Sam can use- stone uxesor-his

club to pummel them out of his way. Save time and -Hearis

__ by u.s j.ug S;i in's

Stipef Shout on



LEVEL 15:

SUMEVIU.E
Sam can uncover ahidden doorway if he uses his club in

the right location. Stand on the platform above the save

point andjump while swingingSam’s club. After several
attempts, a new platform and a secret door will appear.Many moons ago, the precious Book of Knowledge

was stolen by the tribe of Slimeville. The tribe has
used the information to build a sprawling treetop
city filled with loud, clanking machines. The Book
of Knowledge contains all sorts of valuable infor-

mation, including the directions to the Dino
Graveyard. Sam must recover the sacred tome'in
order to save his tribe. Slimeville citizens pledge
loyalty to their city and swear that they will do
everything in their power to stop our favorite cave-
man. Bubbling purple mucus heads and spitting

bugs add to the toxic misery. Can anyone flush all

the slime out of this city?
Use the club to find concealed platforms or areas. This hidden location is

stocked with food and an extra life.

START
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Take the rickety sky ride across town! These gravity con-
trolled wooden gondolas allow the citizens of Slimeville

quick access to all points across the swampy burg. Sam can
regain strength and pick up some food if he rides the right

tram. Don't slip and
fall-it’s a long way down
to the toxic blue muck!

PREHISTORIK
MAN

* Hey! If you’re reading this far, you’i
* halfway through the game! Great job! The

^ Dino Graveyard is a just a few levels away.

I C\/C I \C\ Sammy needs to col-

tl I" lect all four pages of

FlV,l

!1S
VII-U Knowiedgeinthis

k TOWN town. Dragonflies

W and unruly Slimeville

citizens make the
going tough.

Prehistorik Scientist

has the sports
wheel ready. Use
the B Button to jump
the Unicycle!



TEST FOR THE
IETMPIC RINGS

HUME IIM THE
OLYMPIC PM--*
EAMES!

U.S. Gold, maker of Flashback and the
Incredible Hulk, brings adventure fans
a unique challenge: save the Olympic
torch from being snuffed out forever!
Fiendish forces have stolen the

Eternal Flame
used to light the
torch. Izzy, the
impish mascot
of the 1996
Games, must
elude the das-
tardly ring
guardians and
find the five hid-

den Olympic rings so he can travel to
Atlanta and light the torch. U.S. Gold
plans a fall 1995 rollout of this game,
but ime wanted to give Nintendo
Power
readers a - I

sneak .--A i

peek! HBL - jjSja

b

Izzy gains special pow-
ers by leaping into a

pulsating Morph Star.

He can fly to distant

ledges by morphing
into a javelin, slice up
scoundrels by chang-
ing into a fencer, and
bash baddies and bar-

riers alike by zapping into a
batter. Careful, though! In

the true spirit of amateur
athletes everywhere,
morphed Izzy’s desire
often exceeds his skills.

Izzy will have to practice

hard, or his flights of
fancy will sputter out
awful times!

JAVELIN
• ••••••••••••
This morphed Izzy can
swoop and soar to new levels.

He can also dive at enemies
with a menacing scowl on his

face. Grabjavelin Power-Ups
so Izzy can keep on flying!

That Izzy is certainly a
staraight arrow.

HANG GLIDE
Elude enemies, grab valu-

ably medallions and reach
higher levels with aeronau-
tical Izzy. He’s hardly an ace
pilot, though. Watch those

rocky landings, or you could
lose a life!

Asteroids and comets and lava, oh my! You can zoom by
stars with rocket Izzy, but your best strategy may be to

take it slow. Save fuel by detouring around perilous
planets and marauding meteors while you nab medal-
lions. When you need a boost, grab a lightning-ringed
Power-Up. This morph will also appear in the strangest

places along Izzy’s

journey!
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ONYX RING
Izzy’s quest begins

at the site of the
ancient Olympics,
where he’ll climb
vines and hop from

pillar to pillar in

search of his first ring.

His time in this lush land-

scape will be no picnic, though.
All sorts of green meanies and prickly pur-

suers are lurking in the grass, just waiting to

ambush our hero!

Fortunately, Izzy is a lot more
clever than any of the ring

:k them out and win points.

Don't dally to look at the

ancient ruins. Finish a round early and

the judges will honor you with a gold, silver or

bronze medal, plus bonus points.

Talk about red-hot competition! Izzy will have to

fight off magma monsters and burning boul-
ders on his way to the next ring. Even the rocks

have eyes in this creepy level!

Making your way through
the maze of caverns and
tunnels is especially tricky.

Keep careful track of
where you have been or
you may find yourself

going around in circles! No
matter the obstacle, though, Izzy’s

cheerful personality always
shines through.

Izzy will have to keep his cool and move fast.

The around he's standing on—or under-
coula erupt into hot lava at any moment!

WHERE TO LOOK

AMBER RING

Those diabolical ring
guardians never seem to give

k up! Izzy will face some of his

nastiest
challenges as

he climbs rocks

that defy gravity on
his way to the Reality Vortex. As in all

levels, Izzy can find Power-Ups, trea-

sures, and nasty surprises, in hidden
eggs and vases.

Lighting a Restart

Statue allows impatient

Izzy to save precious

steps if he loses a life.

The Dream Team was
never as tough as this

gang of green glop-

pies and flame-spit-

ting tornadoes. Izzy

will also have to

dodge streaking
comets and climb razor-

sharp ropes. At long last, though, he’ll win the

Amber Ring and head for Atlanta!

US AREAS
him to rack up bonus points without risk-

ing a life. If Izzy finishes a level fast

enough, he qualifies for an Elder
Challenge. Hell have to master these to

find two of the hidden Olympicrings!

When Izzy morphs into a batter,

he should use his LouisvilleSet to take a few whacks at

y walls and statues.

3k r-.*

0

Izzy is always
brave, but he
should be espe-
cially fearless it

the bonus areas
After all, he has
nothing to lose!

BUSY IZZY
Hidden tunnels and
stairs often lead to trea-

sure troves of medal-

lions as well as bonus

areas. Izzy may have to

jump after he disappears
from sight.

;mV. rrj
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T he Sky Garden is rough area,

topped off with a tough,
scrappy bird that requires lots

of practice. Use Freedan to defeat
this foe. Develop a pattern of switch-

ing between attacking the Viper and
dodging the projectiles he shoots. If

you can avoid taking damage, Viper
doesn’t stand a chance. There are no
safe hiding places from the bird.

Retire the stone fowl with twenty
blows from Freedan’s sword.

Nowhere to run and nowhere to hide! Strike

Viper and quickly dodge his counterattack.

Freedan needs to strike this blue stone bird at

least twenty times. Save your herbs!

Thar she blows! Whirlpools in the sand indicate

Sand Fanger's location. Stake them out!

84 NINTENDOPOWER

The best time to strike Sand Fanger is when small

creatures spew from the centipede's maw.
Will needs to hit Fanger forty times to send
this beast underground for good.



BRANDISH
HOW DO I FIX A BROKEN SWORD?

W hile a broken sword can-

not be repaired, you can

prolong the life of a

weapon by using a Hardening
Potion. This potion increases the

number of times a sword can be
used before it breaks. It is impor-
tant to note that most swords can-

not exceed a maximum of
ninety-nine swings. A few rare
weapons have unlimited uses.

Dang! Another broken sword! Keep a back up

weapon in your inventory at all times.

Hardening Potions are kept in vials with a "V" on
the labels. Save them for valuable weapons.

HOW DO I GET TO RUINS AREA SIX?

Y ou can access Ruins Area
Six only after you complete
the Second Sliding Pole

Room. Tli is long, narrow chamber is

on the western edge of Ruins Area
Five. Walking into sliding poles

damages your character, so deacti-

vate the rods by selecting the “USE”

command on a series of switches in a
room east of the chamber. Once the

poles are neutralized, you’ll be free

to continue yourjourney.

Switches in the next room stop these sliding

poles. You must deactivate them.
Hit the switch at the exact moment that the

pole retracts completely into the wall.

After stopping the poles, work yourway north

through tne room without falling.

HOW DO I DEFEAT THE NINJA IN CAVE B-1?

T he Ninja lurking in one of
the final rooms in Cave B-

1 is a nuisance to many
game players. You defeat the
Ninja with your sword if you
raise your levels to fifty, but

there is an easier way. Select the

Fire Spell and attack the Ninja
from a distance. This spell
inflicts little damage, but it allows

you to attack with room for an
easy escape. Exit through a near-

by door and push the L and R
Buttons to regain life and magic
strength. Be sure to rest out of
the Ninja’s line of fire. Resume
the battle when your life and
magic are fully restored.
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• Hi

TH TRUE LIES

HOW DO I DEFEAT THE TERRORIST
IN THE RESTROOM?

T he shotgun-toting rogue
terrorist in the men’s room
in Stage Three is a very

tough opponent. First destroy all

three bathroom stall doors with the

Shotgun. The Shotgun eliminates
each door with one or two shells. If

the stall doors remain intact,

unlimited enemies pour into the
room. After demolishing the
doors, select the Uzi and drop the
terrorist from a distance.

Use the Uzi on the terrorist. This weapon has

;

longer range than the shotgun.

B HOW DO I DISABLE THE COMPUTERS?

T he computer room in the
underground subway is the

end of the line for many
game players. The trick to finishing

this area is to destroy the four com-
puters as quickly as possible. Use
the Uzi or the Shotgun to demolish
each terminal. While grenades

work well, they may bounce back at

Harry. Ignore the unlimited ene-
mies in the room—use the diving
shoulder roll and dodge.

Wasting bullets on the unlimited enemies pour-

ing into the room is a fatal mistake.
Select the Uzi or the Shotgun to permanently
shut down this terrorist computer system.

B HOW DO I GET THE 1-UP UNDER THE CHATEAU?

O ne of the trickiest hidden
Omega Symbols is in the
first stage of the game.

The key to finding this and other
secret areas in the Chateau is to
look behind all of the furniture.

After placing the modem on the
computer, follow the path leading
out of the building. Keep an eye
out for a guest reading a newspa-
per next to a bookcase. Stand
behind this bookcase and shoot at

i aim accu-it several times. If )
l ately, a small explosion will blast

a hole in the back of the cabinet.

Walk down a concealed stairway
and collect the Omega Symbol in

the basement.

The Omega Symbol beneath the Chateau eludes
the best game players.

Stand behind this bookcase and shoot at it. Do
not hit innocent bystanders.

'

Tv - qv
f

**'•'

f f

You're in the basement! Collect the Omega
Symbol and get out of the Chateau!
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T he only method for obtain-

ing extra lives in Desert
Strike is to find Extra Life

crates throughout the game. Extra
Life crates look like boxes with
crosses on top of them. The best

way to find these items is to destroy
all of the enemy buildings, espe-

cially in the Third Campaign. You
can also replay earlier areas and
complete easier levels with more
lives.

The onlyway to build up lives is to find Extra Life

crates hidden throughout the game.

WHERE DO I GET THE BEST COPILOT IN THE GAME?

L t. Carlos “Jake” Valdez is the

best copilot in the game.
Unfortunately,Jake is MIA

during the First Campaign. Select

Lt. Kris Tinmarie as your copilot

Where's Jake? Rescue the MIAs in the First

Campaign and write down your password.

until Carlos is rescued. WhileKris is

slower at the winch, she can hit

more targets than most copilots.

After rescuing the MIAs and com-
pleting the First Campaign, write

down your password and restart the

game. Jake is still listed as MIA, but
you can select him after entering

the password for the Second or
Third Campaign.

W-U& V

Q & A FACT FACTf1.% W ISiV fesl M Redmond, WA 9807

NHL STANLEY CUP

Q: Can Best of Seven Mode be played

with one player?

a: No. Two players only.

Q: Why am I penalized so much?

A Avoid excessive checking, scrapper!

Q: Which teams are the best?

A Most players prefer LA and Montreal.

SUPEifSOMBERMAN 2

Q: How do I get Players 3 and 4 to read

"MAN" on the player screen?

Plug a multi-player accessory into

Port 2 on your Super NES.

Q: When playing Gold Bomberman mode,

what does the red squiggle on the

roulette wheel represent?

Sandals that make you walk slow. This

is a booby prize. Find some skates!

ELITE SOCCER

Q: Which are the best teams?

Italy and Brazil.

Q: Can I control my goalie?

A No.

& How do I perform defensive hits?

A Press the A Button. The computer

determines your move.
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CUibl^LUJl

Two of America’s

most popular pas
time^makotracks

Game control with your feet? That’s the unique
promise of the Life Fitness Exertainment sys-

tem, the product of a unusual collaboration
betweenNOA and Life Fitness, a world leader
in exercise equipment Simply connect a Super
NES to a Lifecycle® bike via an Extertainment
adapter module and pop in a cartridge.
Insteadofaboring halfhourofstaring atme
wall, you can race a mountain bike through
mountains, snow, fire and ice. Switch /

courses—and vehicles—to the turbo-pow-
/

ered demons of Speed Racer™. Now

NINTENDO POWER



Life Fitness developed
Program Manager and
other Exertainment soft-

ware with help from
medical experts.

Program Manager
charts your perfor-

mance against your
long-term goals.

IN THE WORKS
Life Fitness’ engineers are developing a recumbent Lifecycle with an

i Exertainment system, scheduled to ship this fall. Life Fitness is also developing a
turnkey system, including Lifecycle, Extertainment module, Super NES and TV

set, for health clubs. As we went to press, we got word of plans to develop special

Exertainment modules for Life Fitness’ Lifestride™ treadmill and Lifestep™ stair-treadmill and Lifestep 1 '

stepper as well as an Exertainment adapter for other I -ifecycle models.



ACMAN
rtNtSS FOR THF FUN OF I

T

i -Life Fitness and its

53^^ partner,
T Software

Creations,
have given

p K Nintendo
Power an
exclusive first

A look at the first

Pac Man game
with 3-D graph-
ics! Everyone’s

favorite big mouth
' has been given arms,

L legs and an arsenal of
goofy weapons for
offing greedy ghosts.

- M Freed from the con-
fines of his 2-D world,

Mr. P now runs,jogs, surfs

andjumps. The
faster you pedal
the Lifecycle,

the faster he
goes. It looks

like the ghosts
have been given

new duds, too. Life
Fitness is finalizing the name
of this game and plans to
release it this falL

Q/IMENOTE

To breathe new life into

an all-time classic.

Software Creations is

using cutting-edge tech-

nology, including Silicon

Graphics workstations
running rendering soft-

ware from Alias.

srMTEgy
You'll have to stick to

your exercise regimen if

you want Pac Man to

survive. The faster you
pedal the Lifecycle, the
faster he goes. If you go
too fast, though, he'll

stop to catch his

breath—and then the

ghosts might catch him!

o

\PEED RACER

The dashboard displays your RPMs, MPH and
time elapsed, plus icons of special features.

Beginning this fall
,

everyone’s favorite car-
toon leadfoot will lay rub-
ber at the Extertainment
starting line. Radical
Entertainment kept the
chopper blades, gripper
tires and leaping ability

(JMENOTE
"Pops" Racer has built

many technological mar-
vels into the sleek MACH
5, driven by his son

as he battles a bevy of

friendly—and not so
friendly!— rivals.

tires and leaping ability Speed. On the way from l F

from Accolade’s original New York to Tokyo, • L

Super NES version of ted
r'S

h
.
a
’"°,.“r,

e a" :
Sc

r
JT1 , of MACH 5 s capabilities . F

bpeed Racer, but now you as he battles a bevy of - v

determine your vehicle’s friendiy-andnotso * h

speed with your legs
!

,r,endly! rivals. .

instead of your thumb. —
Beware: the sound of FITNF****
“vroom, vroom”andSpeed’s tires squealing as
he skids sideways into a turn could send you
into singing endless choruses of “Go Speed
Racer, Go!”

5TMTEQr
The Exertainment ver-

sion of Speed Racer
offers a choice of flat,

hilly or variable terrain.

Flat is good for warming
up or learning a course
or for light workouts.
Race-game freaks will

want to start out on a

hilly course.

T»

S t OP TJ

WWW



ETRIS AND DR.MARIO

OUNTAIN BIKE RALLY

You'll have to rack up 100 laps to make
it out of the qualifier circuit.

Ramps placed throughout the courses
can help you fly by your rivals.

Bend your brain while toning up your thighs with a
pair of classic puzzlers adapted to the Exertainment
systemand slatedfor fall1995 release.Pedalinghard-
er won’t change the speedof the falling blocksor Dr.erwon’i w o
Mario’s plummeting pills. Instead, you rack up time
credits mat can help you out deep into the game,
when you’ve rung up 100,000 points or more. Now
that’s
incentive

to keep
on hikin’.

NEXT

RPM

aaa
HE t GHT

Now here’s a piece of foot-friendly soft-

ware. What’s more appropriate for an
exercise bike than a bike race
game? Thanks to game designer
Radical Entertainment, you can
punch-out rival riders and elude
track antagonists who will try to

. ...4*1,

awmi 5TMTEQY
What more can we say
about the biggest hit to

come out of Russia since
the cannons in Tchaikov-
sky's 1812 Overture? Not
much, except that its

guaranteed long-term

playability is ideal for

marathon workouts.

Tetris and Dr. Mario have
always been games that

demanded coolness with
the controller. That can
be a problem when your

workout is giving you
sweaty palms! Try to

maintain a steady speed,
and keep a dry towel
handy.



t#w
STRIK
THE SEQUEL TO DESERT STRIKE TO DESERT STRIKE BY T‘HD

-» '1 ScottAntonio

I I thinks he's hot,

I but actually he is

±: mere|V average at

both the winch
and the gun. He is the best co-pilot to

choose at the beginning of the game.

1 Rossalind D. isthe

1 S •* 9 only female co-

pilot in the game.

S ktfil Her gunning skills

are merely ade-

quate, but she is a master with the winch.
You'll rescue her during Campaign 4.

IR IN THE STREETS

AND ELECTRONIC ARTS.

he evil drug lord Ortega has teamed up
ith your arch-foe’s son Kilbaba. Together
tey are planning theirrevenge against you
id ymg country. They have gathered
gethCT a powerful private army, fundedtogether a powerful private army, funded

by tneir illegal activities, and supplied with
black market weapons. When the word got
out that these evil doers were back in town,
the call went out for America’s best pilot,

youl Ifyou can’tstop them, no one can.

Ml. 31
Mr. 3D is just that,

third in his class at

the academy and
your third choice

on a roster of two
co-pilots. Leave
this guy back at the base!

FACEMAN

Grant Foster is a

great gunner, but he
has poor winching

skills. You can use

him as your co-pilot

after you rescue

him in the second mission.

GO-PILOTS
While you may be a pilot of
great skill, you’re useless with-

out a competent co-pilot. Be
sure to examine the personnel
roster carefully!

Will BILL

Once you save Wild
Bill in Campaign 6,

you'll have the best

co-pilot in the busi-

ness! With his skills

at your command, you'll be unstoppable.
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You can’t fly over the bridge,

so take the Hovercraft instead.

The terrorist army has planted
heavily armored recreational vehi-

cles around several of the monu-
ments in town. You must destroy
them!

Use your

missiles to

destroy the

enemy
vehicles.

car bombs
quickly,

XL-9 HOVERCRAFT
When you get to the second
campaign, you’ll get to use the

XL-9 Hovercraft. It’s well
equipped, so you shouldn’t
have any trouble.

ASSAULT MOTORCYCLE!
Some of the enemies are
impervious to air attack, so

try using the Attack Cycle 4NC{F

instead. Its low flying mis-

siles can finish off anything.

Steering the motorcycle can be tricky,

ifl

so practice before you take it into battle.

A DIFFERENTWAR
III A I0IGHEI FltlT

If you’ve played Desert Strike,

you're going to loveJungle Strike,

but be ready fora tougher fight. The
missions in this game are enough to

drive most pilots into the dirt Because the

enemies have improved their weaponry, the

army has provided you with a few new toys as well. There is rumor that

there may even be a Stealth
Fighter for you to find!

JUNGLE STRIKE

Whether by air, land or sea,

your mission is to eliminate

the dangerous insurgents.

WASHINGTON DC

MOHUMEHTS

Avoid hitting the m
ments, or your mission is

over!

Ill BRIEFING
Two well known drug lords have
mobilized their private armies
against Washington D.C. and you
are the only pilot capable of stop-

ping them. To make matters worse,

mum
Thecowardly terrorists have decid-
ed to use car bombs. Hit the cars

quickly to

prevent the

loss of inno-
cent lives.

the President’s motorcade is due
back in town at any moment. You
must use extreme caution when
engaging the enemy. You are fight-

ing on your home turf, so any stray

shot will spell disaster.

and
assas-

House, wl

attack.

Hit the terror-

ists quickly,

before they

can injure the

President
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Hover over the Navy Seal

units while your co-pilot

hauls them to safety.Shoot the enemy soldiers quickly,

before they hit your men.

Believe it or not, Ortega has gotten his hands
on a few attack submarines. Stop them
before they can attack

i"
" 1 ’ j»

any passing freighters.

Because of the high level of anti-

aircraft fire in this area, an
American F-15 was downed. You
must save the »-

. a.—-r-

pilot before
he is captured -J-

b,y Ortega's - i\ )•

men.
31

Look for the downed F-15

Pick up the pilot and take

him back to the base for

HAVY SEALS HOVERCRAFT

CRATES
Ortega’s men have been smuggling
unknown substances into the country using
small speedboats. Use the hovercraft to

destroy the speedboats, then collect the
crates before they sink.

AMMUNITION ..

ARMOR REPAIR

FUEL

SUB HUNT

NINTENDO POWER

If the smuggler's speedboats After destroying the speed-
aren't stopped quickly, you'll boat, collect the crate that is

fail the mission. left behind.

Land on the pad next to the hovercraft, then
take control of the prototype vehicle. Use its

powerful missiles to

clear Ortega’s army.

Defeat all of the enemies
then land on the pad next

to the hovercraft

You'll need to use
the hovercraft if

you want to finish

this mission.

To prevent a future attack on our nation’s

capital, the President has sent you deep
into thejungle of South America to hunt
down Ortega’s private army. Because this

area is well defended-by anti-aircraft
weapons, you’ll need to use the hovercraf

t

to complete this mission. Almost every-
thing in this mission is held by the enemy,
so shoot anything that moves.

Using the hovercraft will help you to avoid the

anti-aircraft weapons.

Luckily the

submarines
are still float-

ing on the

surface.
Keep hitting them with mis-

siles until they sink.

Northwest of your starting point you will

find two Navy Seals. Destroy the enemies
^1 th^t are attacking them,
- then haul them to safety.

Ill BRIEFING



^ TRAINING GROUNDS It's back to the desert with you.

Destroy the terrorist army when

An American comrnu^fcliijjis expert was captured while spying

on the terrorists’ training grouftds. Now you must fly in save him,

then destroy the training center before the terrorists can mobi-

lize a counter attack.

The key to a safe airborne attack is

to clear out the radar stations. The
radar trucks are well defended so

be careful.

Because the landing zone is behind
enemy lines, you need to fly in

some troops to protect it from
attack.

. II \<ui wipe om
Igj

"

the guard towers,

you can safely attack the rest

of the encampments.

It can be tough to

hit the control tow-

ers. Try hitting them
when you're below
them on the screen.

Don't bother

destroying the tent,

you'll need it later.

After clearing out

the radar, you’ll be

tougher to hit

Rescue the communica-
tions expert that was cap-

tured, then carry him to

the telephone wires. He’ll

. bug the lines and provide

Shoot the prison building you with important info!
until you find the communi-
cations expert

Destroy the enemy tanks

before they can be mobi-
lized. Some of the tanks

fire back, so beware!

A few missiles should help you

get rid of the tanks in the area.

As you get deeper into die

encampment, you’ll dis-

cover more radar stations.

Destroy them!

The radar stations should

give you very little resistance.

Destroy the Weapons
storehouse and steal back

the missing reactor. Do
not destroy it, or there will

be a radiation leak.

If you can succeed in

destroying the Training
HQ, you can stop the mas-

sive build-up of enemy
troops.

Once you've got the reactor, you can

head back to the base.

Be sure to capture all of the enemy
commanders that you find in the

building.
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KIEHTISTS

AMMUNITION

NIGHT STRIKE

After destroying the

Weapon HQ, capture the

commander inside.

ARMOR REPAIR

FUEL

In order to hold the landing zone, pick
Green Beret and drop
him at the site. He will

protect our soldiers

when you drop them
off.

Don't shoot the Green Beret or

you won't pet the need
tion

The helicopters are well armed,
so use your missile to destroy

them.

The terrorists have capture three scien-

tists and are keeping them hostage. Rescue
them before they are forced to create new
weapons for the terrorists.

Shoot the bamboo
cages with your
nuns, then pick uo

III BRIEFING

After rescuing the scientists, you’ll

need to save the rest of the prison-

ers. Be sure to

take out the
enemy units
before you
attempt to
rescue the sol-

diers.

is ou-pnui. oe
sute not to hit him by mistake.

96 NINTENDO POWER

Like

It only takes a few shots to

destroy the weapons plants.

In retaliation for the attack on the terrorist training camp, the
terrorist leader Kilbaba has taken several of our troops hostage.

It is your mission to rescue our boys from their pit prisons, then
neutralize Kilbaba’s troops.

wmmm
Take out the watch towe
quickly to keep the rest of tl

enemy troops from discover-

ing your presence. When you
execute a night attack, it is best

to remain hidden.

If you want to destroy the watch tow-
ers, try hitting them whpn you're below
them on the screen.



ULOSO CITY
FIMA Ortega's army has taken over the

I IR IP town San Puloso and his men are rul-

ing tlte town. Very few of die citizens

are still here, so many of the building are safe for

you to attack. Keep a lookout for fuel andammo in

the ruins of the destroyed buildings.

The United Nations offices have
been taken over, and the people are

being held
hostage.
Destroy the

buildings,
then rescue

the people
inside.

Ortega’s pro-

cessing plants are

hidden through-
out the city. Find
them and raze
them to the
ground.

Hit the trucks outside

the plant with a missile.

Be careful not to hit

the good guys that ai

inside the building.

Aim your missiles at the

base of the towers.

AMMUNITION

AKMOlt REPAIR ; ,

Wherever there

is a hostage to

be saved, you'll

come to the

rescue!

If you attack the
Power Grid, you
can cut off the
power to all of
Ortega's armed
forces.

You know that the terrorists have stolen,

armored cars. Destroy their hideout to flush

them out in the

This may look like an

office building, but it’s

really the terrorists

hideout

iiu.m™
The terrorists are trying to cripple

the American economy with coun-

terfeit mon-
ey, and only
you can slop

them.
After you destroy

the building, you'll

be surprised by an

enemy tank

inside.

JUNGLE STRIKE
I

iflmrr
64 EXPLOSIVES

You’ll need to hit one of Ortega’s

weapon plants to locate the needed
C4 Explosives. Look through the
rubble to find it.

Be careful not to shoot the explosives

after you destroy the building.

The only way you can destroy
Ortega’s Operations Room is to

plant the C4 Explosives. Drop off

your co-pilot and let him do hisjob.

Protect your co-pilot while he's on
the ground!

You’ll need to use the attack cycle

to defeat the armored cars. Inside

the cars you’ll find the detonators

that you need.

Hitting the armored cars from the ground will

destroy them.
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L Play against your friends via modem!
Win a year’s worth of X-Band service and X-Band

j
modems for yourself and four friends

i Win a selection of X-Band games!
Score some of the hottest titles around, including Mortal
Tfnmliat TT anil TVT1IT. <QC

xT
YOU ALL
GET THIS

B ND
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r PlayoiPlease answer the following questions on the postcard provided below, then enti

by sending it in!

A. Please indicate, in order of preference, your five favorite Super NFS game
B. Please indicate, in order of preference, your five favorite Game Boy game:

C. Which five products on the list arc you most Interested in playing?

D. How old arc you? £ gex
I. Under 6 3.12-14 5.18-24
2.6-11 4.15-17 6. 25 or older

F. Have you called the automated Power Line (for-

merly the VKU) or the new 000 Game Counseling

l.ine for game tips?

Male

1 . Power Line

2. Game Counseling Line

3. Both

4. Neither

II. Whal do you think about the pace of the

Too fast.

Too slow.

)ust right.

. Female

G. If you called the Power Line, which of the fol-

lowing best describes your experience with it?

1 . I found the answer to my question right away!
2. I found what I was looking for. but it took a while

3. I found information about the game but not the

answer to my question.

4. The Power Line didn’t have the game I had a

question about.

I. How do you feel about the new 900 Game
Counseling Line?

1 . I've already used it. and was happy to get

through right away!

2. I plan on calling when I need it.

3. 1 don't like 900 numbers, so I'm not planning on using i

la Question: What is the smallest motorcycle In Dirt 1 rax I X?

Answers to the Player's Poll - Volume 73

City Zip/Postal _

Member Number _

A. Indicate numbers from 1-158 (from the list on the back of the card)

B. Indicate numbers 1 59-203 (from the list on the back of the card)

C. Indicate numbers 1-21
1
(from the list on the back of the card)

D. E.

2 3 4 5 6

Wll GET POWER TO BURN WITH
BACK ISSUES AND TIP BOOKS!

Did you know that you can get
back issues of Nintendo Power?
Or special Tip Books designed to

make you a Power animal? Well,
you can! lust fill out the other
side of this card.

So what are you waiting for?

Fill it out. Detach it. Mail it.

Here’s the address:

Nintendo Power Magazine,
P.O. Box 97032
Redmond, WA 98073-9732



Super NES
l Addams Family Values

2. The Adventures of Batman& Robin

3. Aerobir Supersonic

4. Air Cavalry

i Balia

7. Bass Masters Classic

8. Bassin's Black Bass with Hank

71 Mickey Mania
72. MicroMachines
73. Might & Magic III: Isles of Terra

74. Mgjtj Morphin Power Rangers:

17. Brett Hull Hockey '95

18. Brutal: Paws of Fury

19. Bust AMove
>0. C2: Judgment Clov

21 Captain Commando

143. Tiny ToonsWacky Sports
144. Top Gear 3000

13. EarthBound^

15. Fatal Fury Special

ice League Task Force
.» PresentsMLB

' ’

58. King Arthur* The Krights of Justice

59. Kirby s Dream Course
60. The Legend of Zeldrt A Link to the

62. The Lion King

63 iSSSri^NR^*"
65. Mario Paint

66. MegaMan X
67. MegaMan X2
66 Metal Morph
69. Metal Warriors

70. Michael Andretti's Indy Car 105. Secret of Evermore
106. Secret of Mena

Nintendo Power
P.O. BOX 97062

Redmond, WA 98073-9762

know Subtotal S

*732 Sales Tax S

Total



PLAYER'S POLL

SECOND PRIZE

Be an sWi"'e

X-Bander!
Win an X-Band modem and a
year’s worth, of basic X-Band
service

THIRD PRIZE tisemonts or promoi

NINTENDOX^ ^ \ /iif

out further compens
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limited to one per he

Chances of winning

by the total number
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Nintendo’s game counselors are persistently piecing

together a perplexing plethora of Picross puzzles. While
playing in Time Trial mode, Tom posted a time of 5:06.

Can you beat it? See how fast you get the picture! The
Power Players that beat Tom’s time receive four Power
Stamps!

Tom sizzled through the Time Trial Mode of Mario's Picross
with a time of 5:06.

Robert Ashby from Dallas, Texas submitted
this stellar score of 100% (Perfect) in Star

Trek: Starfleet Academy. Robert found
Simulation #301 to be “ the most arduous.”
Can you make the grade? Top graduates
receive four free Power Stamps each.

You're going to have to finish with a perfect 100%
to meet this challenge. Good job, Robert!!

t\mm • 1-1.1. Id i-imt

Yeah, we know football season is over, but
try telling the thousands of Madden ‘95 NFL
fans to put down their controllers—you
might get sacked for a major loss. Since the
season has ended, perhaps it’s time to show
off your outlandish world records. Send in

your results. Top scores and yardage trot off
the field with Power Stamps!

Be sure to include your name, address and Member Number on the back of your pho-
to when you send in your entry for one of our Challenges. All entries to the
Challenges printed in this issue must be received no later than July 20, 1995 to quali-

fy for the Power Stamp prizes. The players who best complete a Challenge receive
four Super Power Stamps for use towards the purchase of Super Power Supplies.

= ARENA!
Nintendo Power Staff determine the selection of printed scores. Address your
entries to:

POWER PLAYERS'ARENA
P.0. BOX 97033 REDMOND,WA 98073-9733

100 NINTENDO POWER



/ THIS

MONTHS
WINNERS

FOR:

Defeated Kefka

FINAL FANTASY III

Using a party of Imps!

TETRIS &
DR. MARIO

BEST HIGH SCORE
IN MIXED MATCHi

Frederic Busque 352,309

Pintendre, PQ

BEST HIGH SCORE
IN TETRIS TYPE Ai

Wilfredo Malibiron 251,117

San Francisco, CA

Tim Dyer 179,336

Garden Grove, CA

Why doesn't the NES cartridge fit in this

control deck? Use of a game enhance-
ment device results in instant disqualifi-

cation. The Arena is for players
who want to show off their true

talents. Find another use for

the game enhancement
device—many players ^

use them as beverage ]

coasters.

Earthquake! Take cover! Steady your
camera and take several pictures.

Before you can enter one of
the challenges, you must first

capture your score on film.
As many of you know, this
can be tricky. If you are taking
a photo of a Super NES or NES
game, first move your system
near your television, so you
can get a photo of both the
system and high score at the
same time. Dim the lights in
the room a little bit, then take
a few photos without a flash.

Keith J. Sauer, Reading, PA. Great picture!

When you are taking a photo
of a Game Boy, place it on a
flat surface and take the photo
using natural light (NO
FLASH!). If you are using a
game enhancement device to
get your entry score, quit
cheating and try again with-
out it.

Thomos Brobenec Side Hill. NY

Romil lim

Ivcn '.oje/ -

New Port Richey, fl

Richmond Hill, NY

'jor Pfon Polm Hcrbor. fl

Tin fijehle Wouwotoso, Wl

Chris Wegner Pidcenngton.OH

John Wright Allegor. VI

BASSIN S BLACK
BASS WITH HANK

PARKER
Biggest Fish Caughti

John Parley Jr

Windsor Locks CT

22.06

19.80

Consecon ON
Paula Rockaway

Brightwood OR
19.74

19.66

Nibley UT

19.66

Smithland KY

Vernard Gray

Searsporr ME
Chris Frye

Granite Falls WA
Frir Feinner

19.40

19.34

17.28

Talent OR
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3 'J'WtS Company Malibu
Release Date .June 1995

-dUilU Memory Size 12 Megabits

The world's driest bass are yours for the
catching with Malibu's Bass Masters.

The big one lurks in the shadows at the bottom of the
lake, circling through the water weeds and pointedly
ignoring your spinner. Bass Masters takes youdown into

the aquatic world of this prized sport fish so that youcan
study its ways and learn to lure it to the hook. Unlike
most fishing video games, Bass Masters’ lure-cam per-

spective takes you down where the drama is. From the
fish-eye view, it’s easy to control the lure’s action and
tease the fish as it moves in for the hit The tournament
action takes place in five lakes with each tournament
lasting over three days. Anglers stock up on equipment

before and during the
tournament at the Bait

Shop. Before heading out
for the best bass, you must
choose one of six anglers

as your fishing alter ego.

Each angler has various

skills that may be valuable
to you, but many of these

old pros also have weaknesses. Once you’re on the lake,

you can tootle around, searching for a likely bass site

with your fishfinder. When you spot a lunker in the
weeds, shut down the Evinrude, choose an appropriate
lure, cast it for glory,and keep your fingers crossed.

A unique fishing perspective that emphasizes fish behavior.

Useful bait shop option. Fun, down home music. Lots of lures and
useful advice on how to use them.

|
Working the lure isn't as intuitive as in s<

Company Electro Brain

&A4 Mi! Release Date .June 1995

8-Player Memory Size 4 Megabits

Electro Brain's dirt bike extravaganza hits

the mud at last with the FX2 chip boosting
the graphics and play.

The FX2 brings powerful RISC processing to this

racing game from Electro Brain—a company that

continues to produce
L

innovative titles. This
two-wheeler was pro-
grammed by Sculptured
Software, which com-
bined 3-D polygon
tracks like those in Stunt
Race FX with tradition-

al sprite characters of
the bikes and riders. The resulting mix works well in

most cases, even when the screen splits into upper
and lower views in the two-player mode. The game
offers many modes, including a tournament cover-
ing five basic courses, two-player tournaments, eight

player alternating “Party” mode, or one-player races

for 50cc, 125cc and 250cc bikes. If you’re good
enough, you’ll earn the right to ride powerful 500cc
cycles and enter 15 new courses including an all-ice

track and Tut’s Tomb. You also get to choose from
between eight riders who add their own special skills

to the fray. The action may become frantic, but if

you stick with it and learn the courses, you’ll get a lot

of satisfaction from Dirt Trax FX. Check out this

month’s review for a few short cuts.

le fishing games.
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d Fast 3-D action. Very challenging, particularly at the 500cc level.

Great fun as a two-player game, especially inTag Mode.

O Low frame rate makes for jerky animation in some areas. Barriers

don't stop bikes from bouncing off the track and getting lost.

EARTHBOUND

Company Nintendo
Release Date .June 1995
Memory Size 24 Megabits

EarthBound is a sci-fi RPG for the '90s.

EarthBound comes pack-

aged complete with
Ident-a-Smell scratch-
and-sniff cards and a
Nintendo Power Player’s

Guide to help you
through the toughest
standoffs. What you also

get in EarthBound is

forty or more hours of inventive RPG action with a

party of up to four young teens who must save the
world from an alien who has taken over much of the

planet. Giygas, the alien, infects the minds of people
and animals, whom you must then fight and tame.
The story takes you from your home town of Onett to

other towns and cities, a desert, a swamp, a lost world
where dinosaurs still roam, and even inside your own
mind. Along the way you’ll meet a cult of fanatics, a
friendly sea serpent, lots of monkeys, a race of shy folk

and a tribe of nosey people. You’ll also have to fight

your way through many areas armed with baseball

bats, frying pans and an assortment of ray guns. If you
really put your mind to it, you can use telekinetic PSI

powers. RPG gamers will be familiar with the Dragon
Warrior battle mechanics, but EarthBound shines

brightest in its inventive story, which was written by
Shigesato Itoi, one ofJapan’s most popular writers.

The graphics also add a lot to the game, as you’ll see in

our ten page explorative review.

A great story, fun graphics, good sound effects.

© Frequent, sometimes tedious battles. Poorly designed inventory

system limits how many items you can carry.

3 Company Ocean
Release Date March 1995
Memory Size 2 Megabits

Domestic dilemmas in the Stone Age keep
Fred and Barney hopping and bopping.

Ocean’s Game Boy version of The Flintstones, which
is based on the live-action movie, presents the prehis-

toric town of Bedrock as a town filled with teddy
bears and unidentifiable and unfriendly dinosaurs.

Each side-scrolling stage pits either Fred or Barney
against typical platform foes while they collect objects

for points. Don’t expect
much in the way of sto-

ry—Fred must make his

way home after a hard
day at the quarry or
Barney must find Bam-
Bam. Long stages wind
up with a battle against a

big boss. Between action

stages, you’ll get a chance
pie puzzle games like Bam-Bam’s Cracks ‘N’ Crosses,

which is really Tic-Tac-Toe. If you want a challenge,

you probably won’t want this game. But if you want a

decent little action romp that won’t strain your brain

or thumb, you might take a look.

Good graphics. Simple play, but lots of it, for younger gamers.
Vi# Select extra lives and continues.

Very slow action and limited play control.

Take the fight to the terrorists' home base
in this classic combat game from Malibu.

EA’s aerial helicopter combat game comes to Game
Boy in this licensed version from Malibu. Unlike
Desert Strike, which was reviewed earlier this year in

Power,Jungle Strike doesn’t make use of Super Game
Boy enhancements. But when it comes to game play,

Jungle Strike is a clear winner over the earlier game.
The plot begins with a terrorist incursion in

Washington, D.C. Your job as the army’s top gun
Apache pilot is to track the terrorists and blow them
away. You’ll be armed with Hydra and Hellfire mis-

siles plus guns. Play con- mmm
trols can be set for
Momentum or No HH
Momentum. As in

Desert Strike, you must
also choose a co-pilot.

The skills of each of
these helpers will affect

your mission, since the
earlier guys are clowns and the later co-pilots are gun-
slinging, crane-cranking gods. In all, you’ll have five

campaigns plus separate objectives in each for a total

of 34 missions. In two of the campaigns you can even

find special vehicles—a motorcycle and hovercraft—to
use while dodging enemy bullets. This month’s Power
review will take you into the fire zone.

Q
9

Play control is good—a big improvment over Desert Strike.

Not as challenging as the Super NES Desert Strike game, but

longer than the Game Boy Desert Strike game. No Super Game
Boy enhancements.
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MM Company Ocean

AAA iWlWtl
Release Date March I99S

*>r '*» -UJiU Memory Size 8 Megabits
2-Player

6

Frantic action takes over the video screen
when Mighty Max tries to save the world.

Mighty Max and his friends find themselves trapped
in a mad world created by the evil Skullmaster who has
hidden pieces of a horrific weapon in five worlds. Max,

I

Felix and Bea must con-
quer side-scrolling stages

including Volcano, Space
Station, Inca and Water
areas. In each area you can
collect an assortment of
power items while avoid-
ing and stunning ene-
mies. Foes never

disappear, however, so you have to move on before they
come back to their senses. You’ll also find mecha-
nisms—machines like See-Saws and Balloons—that will

help you through an area. You’ll need all the help you
can get because the action never stops. Max’sjumping
ability is pretty amazing, but it isn’t easy to control and
you’lljump into trouble as often as you’ll escape from
it. When you team Max with a friend in the two-player
mode, you’ll find yourself in a horizontally split

screen. The action takes on an even greater frenzied
feel with only half the screen view, which isn’t neces-
sarily an improvement.

Challenging. Choice
^0 of paths.

Small characters. Confusing
game play.

NFL QUARTERBACK CLUB 2

3 Company LJN
Release Date May 1995
Memory Size 2 Megabits

LJN goes back to the NFL for a Game Boy
pigskin brawl, but where are the quarterbacks?

Football for the little screen doesn’t need a lot of bells

and whistles if it has playability.NFLQuarterback Club
2 definitely has the game, but it doesn’t have the quar-
terback skills competition like its big brother for the
Super NES. This is a stripped-down football game that

concentrates on quick and easy play. The Xs and Os
option reduces the game to a strategic battle in which
the players are clearly denoted with moving Xs and Os
instead of little sprites of characters. Even in the regu-
lar Player mode, your options are limited to choosing
the length of quarters and one of two skill levels. There
are no seasons or special modes of play,just one player
challenging the computer. On the other hand, you’ve
got 28 NFL teams to choose from and each team is

ranked in four skill categories: passing, running, tack-

ling and coverage. The
two new expansion teams
were not included. Like
most video football
games, it’s easier to pass
for yardage than run for

it in NFL QB Club 2.

Unfortunately, you can’t

see your receivers to con-

trol them on deep patterns since they run off the
screen. Short passes are a breeze. The Xs and Os option
may use simple graphics, but it’s also easier to play and
is highly recommended as an interesting variation.

Easy to pick up and play. Interesting Xs and Os option. Quick
^t0 learning curve. Good play selection.

O No Super Game Boy enhanced features. Some plays, like deep
passes, can be difficult. Limited options.

Packy and Marlon teach the important facts
about living with diabetes.

Two fun-loving elephants teach proper precautions
and dietary practices for people with diabetes in Raya
Systems’ latest game from the Health Hero series. The
game play involves traditional platform action for one
or two players. Packy and Marlon are both elephants
with Dumbo-like ears that help them glide through the
air. The predicament for these pachyderms is that ram-
paging rodents have stolen all the medical supplies at

Camp Wa-kee and scattered them throughout the
region.The elephants must collect the lost supplies and
eat enough of the proper foods to keep their BG (Blood
Glucose) at the right lev-

els. Helpful creatures quiz

you at infrequent points

along the way, making
sure that you ve learned
the important warning
signs of diabetes, and how
to respond to them. You
must check your BG levels

often to keep yourself healthy enough to continue the
adventure. The game includes options for text in

English, French, or Spanish.

A valuable teaching aid for kids and adults who are learning to
'*0 live with diabetes.

© Stiff play control, simple game design and graphics all leave a lot

to be desired.

PREHISTORIK MAN ' T- r|

Company Nintendo
Release Date June 1995
Memory Size 8 Megabits
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Prehistorik Man is no fossil, but he must fight

through hop and bop levels filled with dan-
gers and challenges from the dawn of time.

One morning in prehistory, Sam the caveman arrives

home to find his tribe’s food stores ransacked by
greedy dinosaurs. On the advice of the village elder,

Sam heads off to the dinosaur graveyard on a quest to

save the village. He’ll receive help along the way from

EBBBEEf S8Sh the blacksmith, the
hunter, the inventor and

;

even the elder’s daughter.

:

The help he receives can
come in many forms. For
Example when Sam pre-

, sents the inventor with a

lion skin, the inven-

tor builds Sam a hanglid-

er to soar through the stage, collecting diamonds and
fast food. Prehistorik Man features far more variety

than most platform games. Sam uses many different

weapons, tools and modes of movement. He also has a
tremendous shout that will wipe out all the enemies on
the screen. The main task varies for each of the 23
stages and often Sam’s abilities are enhanced to help
him through special terrain areas. There are even
shops where you can buy information or save your
progress. Prehistorik Man combines many of the best

features of platforms games like hidden passages and
lots ofjumping techniques with fun characters and a

variety of missions. Don’t miss this month’s review.

J
O

Good graphics, play control, lots of variety. Great fun, especially

in certain stages where you have special abilities.

The challenge isn't very high and 23 levels of platform gaming can
become tedious. Limited save feature requires that you leave the
Game Pak in the Super NES.

RISE OF THE PHOENIX ' Th rj

Company Koei
Release Date April 1995
Memory Size 12 Megabits

China is the prize. You are the contender,
along with another great warlord. Only
one of you will leave this historical battle-
field alive.

Koei’s popular war-strategy series of games gets a face-

lift with Rise of the Phoenix, which concentrates on
military tactics more than economic models.The result

provides a faster, more intuitive game experience than
many previous Koei historical RPGs. The setting for this

epic battle is third-century China. The emperor, Shi
Huangdi, has passed on, leaving two mighty opponents
to piece together the shattered empire. Each of the four
scenarios begins at a pivotal event in the struggle, tip-

ping the balance of power toward one of the twogener-
als. The game turn is divided into a Move Phase and
Plan Phase. Planning may
involve training troops,

increasing productivity,

engaging in diplomacy
and other activities. One
of the many innovations

in Rise is the importance
of supply lines, which
must be maintained in

order to insure that all of your cities receive supplies. If

you like strategy games with an historical edge, don’t

miss this month’s Epic Center review.

Very challenging. A new interface that breaks from the tradi-

tions of the Romance and Nobunaga series.

STAR TREK: DEEP SPACE NINE
CROSSROADS OF TIME

3 i),i oo Company Playmates
Release Date June 1995

.nilHU Memory Size 1 6 Megabits

The Star Trek adventure continues with
Playmates' long-awaited Deep Space Nine:
Crossroads of Time.

I
Commander Sisko is

I beset by Bajoran terror-

ists and a crew of
Cardassians on the sta-

[

tion. Since Bajorans and
I Cardassians mix about as

well as oil and water, you
I can bet trouble is stirring.

All the major characters

from the Fox TV show are on board: Dax, Quark,
Major Kira, O’Brien, Garak and Odo. Through
intrigue, battles and plot twists, Sisko and his crew
must get to the bottom of the many mysteries that

crop up. Playmates has done an excellentjob of blend-
ing action and adventure elements. Players spend
much of the time rushing around the station and oth-

er areas looking for clues, but dangerous characters,

traps and puzzles are never far away. Although the

game play is linear—one response triggers the next
clue and so on—the game feels as if a story is unfold-

ing. As for action, you’ll have to master interior side-

scrolling stages as well as shooting stages with
starships. The scenes take you from Deep Space Nine
through the wormhole into the Gamma Quadrant.
Later, you’ll visit Bajor and even travel back in time to

the Borg attack at Wolf 359. During some missions,

you’ll take over the role of other DS9 officers such as

Odo or Major Kira, but most of the time you’ll control

Sisko. This month’s Power review includes extensive

maps for navigating the game.
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Good game design. Faithful to Star Trek DS Nine license. Engaging.

© Play control and hit detection could be better. Not much replay value
once you've finished it. Confusing background graphics in some areas.

SUPER R.B.I. BASEBALLS'#;

Company Time Warner
A Adfc n/JwJl

Release Date June I99S
Memory Size 8 Megabits

The classic R.B.I. Baseball series returns to
the Nintendo ball park with this packed Pak.

Super R.B.I. Baseball brings the long tradition of Atari
baseball games to the Super NES for the first time. The
baseball action utilizes traditional perspectives for

offense and defense. At the plate, you’ll see the pitcher

facing you and the infielders in separate windows to the

left or right If you lay some wood on the ball, the view
switches to an overhead view for the defensive player.

The long list of options include Single Game, Best of
Seven series, League Schedule, and All-Teams, in which
you play everyone in theALand NL. Players have anoth-
er long list of special modes, such as Team Creation,
Home Run Derby, Game Breakers, Stadium Tour, View
Teams, and Practice Defense. The Team Creation option
is cool, since the MLBPA license and all the major league
players are included in the game. It’s even more interest-

ing since Super R.B.I. also includes championship teams
dating back to 1989 and All-Star squads. As for strategies,

you can change your
I defensive positions in the

[
outfield, but you can’t shift

[
your infield positions. One

I of the more impressive ele-

|
ments of the game is the

I physics of ball movement,
| including bounces and ball

HP speed. The physics of play-

er movement isn’t as impressive, and the AI will often
make poor decisions on both offense and defense.
Overall play doesn’t compare to the experience of Ken
Griffeyjr. Presents Major League Baseball or MLBPA
Baseball. We’ll take a closer look at Super R.B.I. Baseball

in an upcoming Sports Scene.

Lots of options. MLBPA license. Good sound.

© Simple character graphics. Slow base running speed. Difficult hit-

ting control.

SUPER TURRICAN 2 ’ft

‘J Company Ocean
Release Date .June 1995
Memory Size 16 Megabits

The Turrican sci-fi action series returns,

looking more like a winner game than ever.

One man crashes on a desolate planet where an army
of machine beings has decimated the civilization.

Fortunately, that one lost spacer happens to have a
Turrican battle suit—the
equivalent of an armored
division. Ocean’s sci-fi

action game combines
excellent graphics, music
and action for one of the

better blaster romps since

Super Metroid. Armed
I with a wide assortment of

blasters and a Bionic arm reminiscent of Bionic
Commando, you’ll run, shoot,jump, climb and swing
your way through four stages. Some stages feature
vehicles and Mode 7 perspectives to add to the variety

of the action. You’ll have to blast characters at the end
of each level. You have unlimited continues within
each stage, but there is a time limit that keeps ticking

down, which puts a slight sense of urgency to your
moves. Action fans will eat up the constant fire fight,

but they may want more challenge. Don’t miss the
action in this month’s Power review.

Q
9

Excellent graphics and variety of stages and action throughout
the game. Good play control. Cool bionic arm and lots of weapons.
Some Mode 7 areas. Good music and sound effects.

The game is far too short. You can fire only to the left and right, not
up or at angles. Not enough places where the BionicArm is neces-
sary. Another four, eight or twelve levels would have been great.

mi
Milan

Company LJN
Release Date May 1995
Memory Size 2 Megabits

More terrorists, more trouble, more Arnold.
It all adds up to be mor£ True Lies, this time
for Game Boy.

Harry Tasker begins his mission to rid the world of a

gang of ruthless nuclear kidnappers by hooking up a

modem in a Swiss chalet.

In a nutshell, that’s how
True Lies for Game Boy
playsout In each ofthe six
areas of the game, Harry
must explore an area and
perform some task to foil

the sinister plots of Aziz.

This version of True Lies

remains true to the Super
and area mapsmay vary.The overheac

your field of view so that nearby enemies remain invisi-

ble until you’re almost on top of them. In other words,

you have to be on your toes at all times. Harry finds extra

weapons, ammo and medical kits scattered about, but
you must make his supplies last asyou search through the
rooms ofthe chateau or the docks for Aziz’s men.

Q
9

Good play control and game design.

No Super Game Boy enhanced features. Lots of people, including

innocent bystanders, get shot, resulting in a Teen rating.
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WEAPONLORD

PM
mm

Company
Release Date

.

Memory Size

Acclaim
May 1995
1 6 Megabits

The DemonLord has gathered the greatest
weapon masters from the barbarian lands
for tne ultimate duel to the death.

Namco’s WeaponLord plunges you into a barbarian
world of flashing swords and pagan temples. Created as

a tournament fighter with the emphasis on two-player

action, the game also serves up a challenging Story
Mode that takes you through the seven other fighters,

including the DemonLord at the end. The characters
include a mix of standard barbarian types like Korr and
Zorn, some Wagnerian amazons like Divada, Talazia

andJen-Tai, who have magical moves, and beastial bad-
guys like Bane and Zarak. It’s a good mix, with somevery
cool looking special moves and settings, from the

deserts to the icy mountains. Namco, and the develop-

ment team at Visual Concepts, loaded this fight-fest with

extras—extra moves, extra modes, and extra codes.Some
special passwords will begiven to players who successful-

ly challenge the field and defeat the DemonLord. In the

vs. Mode, up to eight players can enter a tournament set

for single win advancement or matches with the winner
of three, five or seven
matches moving on to the

next round. Action in the

tournament arena moves
swiftly. If you do nothing
but attack, you’ll leave
yourself open to vicious

strikes, thrusts, kicks and
other blood-spilling dan-
gers. The key is mixing block moves with aggressive spe-

cial attacks. This is agame in which you can spend hours
learning techniques and still get your ego handed back
to you on a platter along with your head.

Good variety of moves. Challenging Intelligence of com-

'q# techniques. Cool graphics and concept. puter opponent is set
very high.

mb'mHEADoHEADi>w
POLDER METER RATINGS EDITOR IDSH
G R C T PICKS RRTINI

BASS MASTERS 3.6 3.1 3.6 3.4 * K-A FISHING

DIRT TRAX FX 3.4 3.5 3.8 3.6 O K-A MOTOCROSS
EARTHBOUND 3.6 3.8 4.0 4.0 * K-A RPG

THE FLINTSTONES—THE MOVIE 2.9 3.0 2.8 2.9 K-A ACTION

JUNGLE STRIKE 3.0 2.8 3.0 3.0 aa K-A COMBAT
MIGHTY MAX 3.2 2.6 2.4 2.9 K-A ACTION

NFL QUARTERBACK CLUB 2

PACKY & MARLON
2.8

2.8

2.8

2.9

3.0

2.5

2.8

3.5

K-A

K-A

FOOTBALL

EDUTAINMENT

PREHISTORIK MAN 3.8 3.6 3.4 3.6 ©* K-A ACTION

RISE OF THE PHOENIX 2.9 2.6 2.9 3.3 K-A STRATEGY

STAR TREK: DEEP SPACE NINE 3.3 3.4 3.5 3.4 K-A ADVENTURE
SUPER R.B.I. BASEBALL

SUPER TURRICAN 2

2.8

3.6

2.8

3.6

BASEBALL

3.4 *371 K-A ACTION

TRUE LIES 3.0 3.0 3.2 3.0 T ACTION

WEAPONLORD 3.7 3.3 3.7 3.5 O T TOURNAMENT FIGHTING

8 4T MS #
YER MULTI-PLAYER MULTI-PLAYER PASS BATTERY
DE ALTERNATING SIMUL WPRD BACK-UP

1 Qll S

______ If you like the same types of
games as one of our Power editors, then
check for his or her seal of approval above.

© Scott ....Sports, Simulations, Adventures

Leslie ....RPGs, Puzzles, Adventures

TV Jeff Action, Sports, Fighting

Jon Fighting, Simulations, RPGs

7^5- Dan Action, Adventures, Puzzles

Terry ....RPGs, Simulations, Sports

These Independant Digital Software

Assoc, ratings reflect appropriate ages

for players. The categories

include:EC=Early Childhood, K-A=Kids to

Adults, T=Teen (13+1, M=Mature(17+),

A=Adult(18+), NR=No Rating. To contact

the IDSA regarding the rating system,

call 1-800-771-3772.
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he wraps are off on the ultimate high-end video game system-the
Nintendo Ultra 64. You are looking at the first published photos of this

64-bit beauty. Talk about sleek. This baby is a Porsche, from the subtle
B * BferaWfe to the four controller ports. As you can see, the Game Paks con-

nect through the slot on top of the unit as in the Super NES and the
charcoal finish looks as sophisticated as the Silicon Graphics, Inc. technology hid-

den inside. It’s the perfect balance of power and beauty which, incidentally, is what
the Nintendo Ultra 64 will deliver more than any other game system.
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T
he chipset is completed and the console is finished. All that rem

I done is to create a launch library of software, and that’s in the v

' Nintendo and the other exclusive Dream Team companies. The o
release date for the NU 64 in North America has been set for f

Programmers will use the few extra months of development time
er more of the wonders of the NU 64 hardware and incorporate

games. Like a wise man once said, he who waits patiently reaps the harvest
awesome, mind-blowing video game hardware on the planet.

CHIPSET • COMPLETE

CONSOLE • COMPLETE

RELEASE DATE • APRIL 1996

om Jermoluk, president and
CEO of Silicon Graphics
Inc.: “From the start, Silicon

Graphics has had a vision

of what we could do if we
dedicated the power of our

: technology and our experience creat-

ing computer graphics solely to the
• purpose of making video games. With

the graphics and audio generated by
the final chipset, I'd say that even
we’re amazed. Now this breakthrough
3D graphics technology needs to be
translated into video games which
take full advantage of the power of the

Silicon Graphics® /MIPS® chip."

Tim Stamper, managing director

of Rare Ltd. and designer of Donkey
Kong Country. “Once the world’s video

game developers spend time exploring

this incredible Nintendo Ultra 64
chipset, you’ll see gaming jump far

beyond anything that currently exists
I on any platform.’’
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Ir witj and thfe will to turn law- 1

pentant sheep. You'll communical

track of youfc mission objectives.-

id selondar^Jjbjective to complef
/. Expect smopth play .

ACCLAIM
Judge Dredd performs the duties of judge, jury, and, if ybu're in i

mood, executioner. Based on the comic book series and this summer's action

movie starring Sly Stallone, Judge Dredd combines cyberpunk elements with a I

storm of lead. Acclaim went to Probe for the development pin this action game,

choice, as it turns out. Probe also created the highly acclaimed (pardon the pun) /

Judge Dredd, you play thea-ol|of the lls^vily ajmed rrpi of justice,

|
wading into criming! zones w :h only 4

less thugs into whimperim, crawling]

vig com link with Justice Cen ral to ke<

each of 12 stages, you'll h^ve primary

|
But the hottest part of Dred is the

|
control and lots of blastfflig n largej.

The graphics and sound Wpn'

|
This is a class act from

thg* continues to pr35\& i

ganes can hold their ov^i i
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Believe it or not, NBA ]am
Tournament Edition for Game Boy

look's and plays great. It's got i

speed, moves, and speciarcodes. A
Jfoe final version, just received, Aj
includes the same three player AN
lineups and six combinations as fftm

in the Super NES version. Play

control is also sharp, but you

have to use the Start button

for Turbo, which can make
for a stretch. This version also has**
a four-player alternating option.

isipi^HiiBii
ttl m
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growing col-

lection, wait

4for Konami's International Superstar Soccer 2,

due out tipis falj and lively to be the best (and'

.ipossibly the last) socceccame for the Super NE<§

fAnotlw fas

cdmingi© G;

i -around i 's c

' piHockeJg 5 . /

y~ ganw-Tt&har

;
--\brotfe^clor

-tegular spasc

NHL.teJam
If vtffiftre inrc* pji

snapping jaws’;. ^
and prehistorik |»

gladiators,
;?]

ff/mo/ Rage is 21

tfcie game for

you. The Game 2
Boy andSuper L
NES-l/ersions of

|present£ byt-
' the players

/aren't. Still,

the fake
players have

[
been ranked

- In 15 cate-

gories, mak-
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RARE NEWS
Nintendo and Rare, the developers of Donkey

Kong Country and Killer Instinct, have decided to

strengthen their already close bonds with
Nintendo purchasing 25% of the British compa-

ny. This marks the first time that Nintendo has

invested in a game developer outside of Japan

and it reflects the extraordinary quality of,

Rare's developmental talents. The multi-million

dollar capital investment will be used by Rare to

expand its state-of-the-art development stu-

dios in Twycross, England. Rare plans to grovfl*

from its current size of 80 programmers and

artists to 250 over the next two years. For

gamers, this is like the opening of a new pipeline

of the most
advanced
games for

this paleo-puncher should be out early this fall.

Time Warner Jet us s ink our teeth into the

Game Boy version first, but we'll be checking

out the Super NES game very soon. What we
found in the handheld Primal Rage was a game
filled with biting and tail thrashing. The dinos

don't have quite the flexibility of their human
counterparts in MortalKombat, but MK's winners

don't get to eat the losers, proving that in some
cases you can have your cake and eat it too.

HEAD ON SOCCER
One can almost imagine the moment of inspira-

tion for U.S. Cold's Head On Soccer. Someone
was looking through tha library of 17 Super NES

soccer games when it came to them in a flash.

"Gee, if I only had a soccer game with lots of

yelling and really terrible goalkeepe'rs THEN I'd

be happy." The problem isthaf this soccer game
has nothing going tor it except a four-player

option, which you can get already with FIFA

International Soccer—one of the rare quality sof-

ter games that features a minimum of crowd
noise and

XBAND PRICE
BREAKS
The people at Catapult, the makers of the

XBAND game modem for the Super NES, have

set a new price structure for the XBAND service

as well as the modem itself. The good news is

that the prices have dropped dramatically. The
XBAND modem is now set to be released with a

suggested price of $29.95. Monthly service will

be available in two packages. For $9.95 you can

get unlimited monthly connection time and

game play credits or, for a mere $4.95 per

month plus a one-time installation charge of

$2.75, you get 50 game play credits. On the

$4.95 plan, you'll also be able t^purchase extra

credits for 15 cents.

lame for the Super NE^^

95 *
.sports title from EA Sports, is J

Boy thanks to T*HQ. This time

per Game Boy version of NHL
>5. Although ithfc is just a one-player

;hares,rriost of the options with ifs big

the Supep.-hlES including playoffs,

:asoh; and a shqot-out mode. The real



ing it possible to shift your lineup strategically.

The graphics are particularly sharp, but the ani-

mation seems slow, particularly at first. After

playing for several periods, we found that the

speed of the game cndn't detract from the expe-

rience. In fact, the slower speed made it easier to

keep track of your active player, so the final bal-

ance between good graphics and animation

speed turned out to be okay.

MORE GAME
NEWS
Tecmo has revealed that it will combine the

three original Ninja Gaiden games into a single
j

Super NES Game Pak for release this year. We
applaud the gesture since Ninja Gaiden is one of

-the all-time classic acflbn games featuring awe- i

Some play control, great challenge and lots of I

'variety. The three games are said to be
enhanced for the Super NE§, but they remain

essentially identical to the original NS! titles in

j«.heir layouts. !

Bandai plans to keep pumping out the .J

j
Mighty Morphin Power Rangers games throughout

the year.

Mighty
Morphin
Power
Rangers— The

Mighty Morphin Power Rangers-The Fighting

Edition this fall.

Activision recently signed an agree-

ment with Shiny Entertainment for the joint

development of a new action game engine.

Shiny, known for its innovative graphic tech-

niques and creative game designs in Aladdin and

Earthworm jim, will create an engine for 3-D

action suited for the next generation game
platforms including the Nintendo Ultra 64.

Cutthroat Island is the latest movie-

based game to be announced from Acclaim,
the development team worked alongside the

production crew on locations as the swash-

buckler was filmed. The action game should be

released this fall with a treasure hunt promo-

tion that will send contest winners on a real

treasure hunt in the Florida Keys. Also from
Acclaim, judge Dredd for Game Boy just showed

up, and it does a fine job of reproducing the

action play of the Super NES game.

Batman Forever Fall ‘J

Battletech Fall ‘J

Big Sky Trooper Fall ‘J

Boogerman Summer ‘J

Breath of Fire II Fall ‘S

Castlevania Dracula X Fall ‘J

Cutthroat Island Fall '£

DKC 2: Diddy's Kong Quest Fall ‘1

Doom Fall ‘S

Earthworm Jim 2 Falll ‘S

FireTeam Rogue Summer ‘S

Frank Thomas: Big Hurt Baseball Fall ‘£

FX Skiing Fall ‘S

Head On Soccer Summer ‘£

Izzy’s Quest for the Olympic Rings Fall ‘S

Judge Dredd Summer ‘S

Jungle Strike Summer ‘S

Kid Kirby Fall '£

Killer Instinct Fall ‘S

Mortal Kombat 3 Fall ‘S

Mutant Chronicles Fall ‘S

Ninja Gaiden Trilogy Fall ‘J

Oscar * Summer ‘J

The Phantom 2040 Summer ‘J

Primal Rage Summer ‘J

Realm Summer ‘J

Revolution X Fall ‘J

Syndicate Summer ‘J

Tecmo Bowl III: Final Edition Fall'S

Tecmo Secret of the Stars Summer'S
WeaponLord Summer 'S

Whiz Summer ‘S

Fall ‘95

Summer ‘95

Summer ‘95

Summer ‘95

Summer ‘95

Summer ‘95

Summer ‘95

Summer ‘95

Summer ‘95

Summer ‘95

Summer ‘95

Fall ‘95

Summer ‘95

Summer ‘95

Aladdin
Animaniacs
Asteroids/Missile Command
Centipede/Millipede
Donkey Kong Land
Galaaa/Galaxian
Earthworm Jim 2
Judae Dredd
NBA Jam Tournament Edition

NHL Hockey ‘95

Primal Rage
Return of the Jedi
Street Fighter II

World Heroes 2 Jet
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JUNGLE STRIKEsure to catch the first

rendering technique. If

Game Boy!

Discover the titles
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BACK ISSUES

These Nintendo Power issues are available indi-

vidually. Add them to your collection! They con-

tain the following exciting reviews:

Volume 58 (Mar. '94): NBA Jam, Wolfenstein 3-

D, Super R-Type III, Metal Marines, The Flintstones:

The Treasure of Sierra Madrock, Wario Land: Super
Mario Land 3, Zoda's Revenge: Star Tropics II

(Part 2).

Volume 59 (Apr. '94): Ken Griffey Jr. Presents

MLB, Star Trek: The Next Generation. Mickey's
Ultimate Challenge. X-Kaliber 2097. Time Trax, Turn
and Burn: No Fly Zone, Pinball Dreams. Super Pinball,

Super Metroid Preview. Prehistorik Man. Walt
Disney's the Jungle Book (NES).

Volume 60 (May '94): Super Metroid. The King
of the Dragons. Joe and Mac 2 (Super NES), The
Jetsons: Invasion of the Planet Pirates, The Sports

Scene, Spectre. Knights of the Round, Solitaire

Funpak, Black Bass Lure Fishing. Bonk's Adventure,

Volume 61 (June '94): Disney's Beauty and the

Beast, FireSlriker, Clay Fighter: Tournament Edition,

Spike McFang, SlamMasters. Fatal Fury 2. A.S.P. Air
Strike Patrol, Super Loopz. Illusion of Gaia (preview).

Donkey Kong (Game Boy). Monster Max. Stop That
Roach.

Volume 62 (July '94): Super Street Fighter II,

Breath of Fire. Disney's The Jungle Book, Liberty or
Death. Tetris 2, Double Dragon V, Tarzan (Game
Boy), Space Invaders. Jeopardy Sports!

Volume 63 (Aug. '94): Stunt Race FX. Lord of

the Rings- Vol. I . King of the Monsters 2, The Death
and Return of Superman, An American Tale: Fievel

Goes West. Sonic Blaslman 2, Disney's Beauty and the

Beast (NES). Cool Spot (Game Boy). Itchy & Scratchy
in Miniature Golf Madness. Robo Cop vs. The
Terminator (Game Boy).

Volume 64 (Sept. '94): Mortal Kombat II. Super
Bomberman 2. Pocky & Rocky 2. Blackthome,
Aerobiz Supersonic. Vortex. Shein's Revenge, Taz-
Mania (Game Boy). The Making of Donkey Kong
Country. Killer Instinct Preview.

Volume 65 (Oct. '94): Super Punch Out!!. Final

Fantasy III. Maximum Carnage. Mighty Morphin
Power Rangers (Super NES). Pac Man 2. Illusion of
Gaia. Brain Lord. Mega Man V (Game Boy), Mortal
Kombat II (Game Boy). Yogi's Gold Rush. Donkey
Kong Country preview, Cruis'n USA preview.

Volume 66 (Nov. '94): Donkey Kong Country.
Sparkster. Earthworm Jim. Final Fantasy III. Indiana
Jones' Greatest Adventures. Super Adventure Island II.

Wild Snake. Contra: The Alien Wars (Game Boy),

Killer Instinct preview. Mortal Kombat II codes.

Volume 67 (Dec. '94): Demon's Crest.

Earthworm Jim. Zero the Kamikaze Squirrel. Super
Return of the Jedi. Uniracers. Tin Star. Wario's Woods
(NES). Samurai Shodown (Game Boy). Wario Blast

(Game Boy). Casino Funpack (Game Boy).

Volume 68 (Jan. '95): The Lion King. Roholrck.
The Adventures of Batman & Robin. Pitfall: The
Mayan Adventure. Street Racer, Star Trek: Slarfleet

Academy. Animaniacs, NBA Jam (Game Boy). Daffy
Duck: The Marvin Missions. Madden '95 (Game Boy).

Volume 69 (Feb. '95): Mega Man X2. Kirby's
Dream Course. The Lion King (Part 2). Sports Scene,
Wolverine. seaQuest DSV. Desen Strike: Return to the

Gulf (Game Boy). Super-Punch Out!!. Donkey Kong
Land preview.

Volume 70 (Mar. '95): NBA Jam Tournament
Edition. Metal Warriors, Speedy Gonzalez. Tetris &
Dr, Mario, Hagane. The Incredible Hulk. Bubsy II,

King Arthur & The Knights of Justice preview.
EarlhBound preview.

Volume 71 (April '95): SlarGalc, Spider-Man:
The Animated Scries, Addams Family Values, The
Lion King, Sports Scene. Mario's Picross. NBA Jam
Code Special. Latest News on the Ultra 64. Banana
Bucks. Secret of Evermore.

Volume 72 (May '95): Kirby's Dream Land 2,

True Lies, Justice League Task Force. The Flintstones.

Warlock, Porky Pig's Haunted Holiday. Fatal Fury
Special. PGA European Tour. Mortal Kombat 3 Sneak
Preview. X-Band Modem, Nintendo Power Online.

Use the Back Issue/Tip Book Order Form in
this issue to order past Nintendo Power
issues and books, or call our Consumer
Service department at 1-800-255-3700 to
order by phone with Visa or MasterCard.
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Our goal is to try and preserve classic videogame magazines

from years gone by before they are lost forever.

Thanks goes out to all the people who make this possible.

From the original editors and writers,

to everyone involved in acquiring and digitizing these magazines.

People interested in helping us out, in whatever way possible.

Either by donating classic magazines, scanning, editing or distributing them,

visit us at http://www.retromags.com

We are only interested in preserving classic magazines

that are at least 5 yeans out ofprint.

We have no desire or intention to profit from these in any way.

So please, ifyou come across people trying to sell these releases, don't support them!

Thank You and ENJOY!


